Historical & Cultural Influences on Contemporary Art Jewelry.

What is contemporary jewelry? What is the background of the medium, and how does it stand now and possibly in the future? Contemporary Jewelry in Perspective examines the field with abundant photographs and thought-provoking insights.

Part 1 explores what makes contemporary jewelry distinctive and investigates the myriad places in which contemporary jewelry exists — in the studio, on the body, in the gallery or museum, on the printed page, and elsewhere. Part 2 studies the development of contemporary jewelry in various parts of the world. It asks such questions as: In what ways do differences in history, culture, and society affect and transform contemporary jewelry? Part 3 takes a broader view, connecting contemporary jewelry to the wider world of adornment. It introduces different issues that might challenge established ideas, as well as identifies some present and future opportunities.

Featuring some of the most notable jewelry writers and other contributors from around the world — as well as hundreds of striking images — this compelling book is essential reading for jewelers, designers, teachers, students, collectors, and art fans.
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Quite early on, when this book was just an idea rather than a manuscript, I had a clear idea of who it was for. I would imagine someone who had just graduated from a jewelry course, facing the inevitable questions from people about why their work didn’t look like the jewelry found in the local shopping center or in the pages of glossy magazines—in other words, facing the question of defining or explaining the term contemporary jewelry. I imagined a book that would address the kinds of objects and practices that are named by the term contemporary jewelry, explain how these objects and practices have developed in different countries around the world, and talk about some of the challenges and opportunities that contemporary jewelry has to face in the present moment.

As anyone familiar with contemporary jewelry will know, it’s surprising how many kinds of objects and practices can fit under that term. Take, for example, three works by Otto Künzli, a well-known jeweler who teaches at the prestigious Akademie der Bildenden Künste München (Academy of Fine Arts, Munich). Künzli’s jewelry is a great example of the conceptual tendency that makes contemporary jewelry distinctive, in which materials and skills are placed in the service of ideas, rather than being celebrated as ends in themselves. The eminently wearable Gold Makes Blind (1980) asks us to consider the way we ascribe value to materials like gold by hiding the “precious” substance underneath a covering of “non-precious” rubber. Indeed, the buyer/wearer is initially asked to take the presence of gold on faith, since it will only become visible when the rubber wears away during regular use. (The purchase of the piece includes a guarantee to replace the rubber tube for free.) Ultimately, Künzli sets two kinds of value against each other: the value of precious materials, which underpins conventional jewelry, and the value of artistic expression and the maker’s conceptual work, which underpins the value of contemporary jewelry.

Gold as a marker or guarantor of value also makes an appearance in Künzli’s Beauty Gallery series (1984), which consists of Cibachrome photographs of people wearing elaborate picture frames, including one covered with gold leaf, around their necks. When a sign of preciousness is shifted from one world (fine art) into another (jewelry), a shift that also involves a kind of creative misuse in terms of function, the sign is no longer taken for granted and thus becomes visible as conventional and arbitrary rather than natural. But the Beauty Gallery series is also notable for another reason: the necklace here disappears into the photograph, into the world of images.
These aren’t images of people wearing jewelry; rather, the photograph is the work, which exists in no other form. Outside of the image, all you have is a picture frame and a person, not a piece of jewelry. The field of contemporary jewelry, as Küngli demonstrates, is open to experimentation that can leave jewelry behind, including works that don’t have to be something you can wear or even a three-dimensional object at all.

The final work by Küngli I want to mention here is Cozticteocuitlatl 1995–1998 B.M. (1995–1998), a series of gold and silver pendants of various dimensions. Cozticteocuitlatl, an Aztec word that translates as the yellow feces of the gods, shows that Küngli is again tackling mythic dimensions and cultural notions of value that many human cultures attach to gold. These pendants—which, like the bangle of Gold Males Blind, are a common genre or type of jewelry—investigate the possibility of contemporary jewelry as signs, motifs and images that are meaningful as part of the system of visual representation. What’s curious here, and what makes this work so dynamic, is that these particular signs aren’t easily interpreted. The title might suggest archaeological origins, as though Küngli is translating elements from Mesoamerican art into contemporary jewelry. But then the story shifts when we realize that B.M. at the end of the title stands for Before Mouse. The silhouette of some of the pendants is revealed as pointing to a very different, much more modern, magic kingdom. But even while gesturing in part to Mickey Mouse, Küngli keeps the visual references open-ended, mixing up modern popular culture and ancient art forms and celebrating the mutated, hybrid results. Contemporary jewelry shows its potential as a kind of visual art, commenting on the nature of images in our highly mediated society.

You’ll find lots of definitions of what in this book is called craft, he suggests, should be conceived of degree.” As he concludes, “the craft identity is incremental: the more of these aspects that are embodied in an object, the more craft it is. There is no simple black-and-white here, only matters more of these aspects that are embodied in an object, the more craft it is. There is no simple black-and-white here, only matters

Increasingly, this approach has come to looking like a conceptual dead-end. It certainly hasn’t resulted in the outcomes that supporters of contemporary jewelry have historically wished for—the elevation of contemporary jewelry from craft to fine art. And it has tended to result in the kind of discussions about contemporary jewelry that are all about celebration and validation. The most visible model in contemporary jewelry publications consists of beautiful monographs in which jewelers are written about by their colleagues and friends, who of course only have nice things to say. Or at least, this used to be true. A steady stream of books is proving that there are robust, exciting and conceptually rigorous discussions to be had about contemporary jewelry. But let’s get back to the question of definitions. In doing research for this book, I came across the definition of craft by jeweler Bruce Metcalf, which I like very much.

Craft, he suggests, is multivalent, by which he means has more than one dimension or aspect. He offers five ways to identify a craft object. One, it must be an object. Two, it will usually be made by hand. Three, it will usually be made from traditional craft material and using traditional craft techniques. Four, it will often address traditional craft functional contexts. And five, it will usually make some kind of reference to what he calls “the vast histories of traditional craft material.”

Metcalf’s definition is flexible, but it also describes a series of tendencies or histories that craft practices like contemporary jewelry will engage with. Most often, contemporary jewelry is an object which has been substantially made by hand, and it also
tends to be—although it isn’t always—made from traditional craft materials, by traditional craft techniques. And lots of contemporary jewelry demonstrates an interest in history—its own history (the 70-plus years of contemporary jewelry) as well as the much larger histories of jewelry and adornment.

As Metcalf puts it in another essay, “craft is a series of limitations suggested by tradition.” This phrase is important because it captures something of the backwards-looking nature of contemporary jewelry as a kind of craft, a quality that is both a gift and a curse. The point of defining contemporary jewelry is not to fix its nature, or to identify a kind of essential identity that will include or exclude certain objects, but rather to identify a series of conditions that make contemporary jewelry possible and meaningful.

At this point, I would like to offer the definition that has shaped my thinking in putting this book together: Contemporary jewelry is a self-reflexive studio craft practice that is oriented to the body. Let me unpack what this means.

**Contemporary jewelry:** There are many names used to refer to the objects and practices I am calling contemporary jewelry. In her book On Jewellery: A Compendium of International Contemporary Art Jewellery, art historian Liesbeth den Besten identifies six different names for the type of jewelry she is interested in: contemporary jewelry, studio jewelry, art jewelry, research jewelry, design jewelry, and author jewelry.

These names are complicated in terms of how they relate to each other, and how they relate to different time periods and regions. Some, for example, are chronological, and some are specific to certain countries, while some involve terms also used in the fine arts or other forms of visual culture. Names are important because they shape what we see, as much as they identify and bring into focus something that already exists. This is why den Besten spends time in her book thinking through the limitations of each term. To paraphrase her conclusions, contemporary jewelry indicates the present and “of our time,” yet describes a practice that includes 70 years of objects and some dramatic shifts in framework. The term studio places too much emphasis on where and how and thus is too limited. Art implies an acceptance by the fine art world that just isn’t true, as well as overlooking the true potential of jewelry as a specific kind of object with its own history that’s different from fine art. Research points to something interesting about the artistic process but the term is limited to Italy. Design is a term that arose as part of specific debates in the Netherlands, and the distinction between concept and handwork has been theoretically dismantled, as well as not seeming like such a big issue in the present. Author invokes a sense of isolation and pride, and is also limited to the object and thus overlooks conceptual practices. Ultimately, den Besten settles on contemporary jewelry, art jewelry and author jewelry, moving between these three terms because they represent the status quo in the field.

Names do reflect a variety of preoccupations and ideas about what these objects and practices are, and they have histories, so in using one or the other of these terms, certain characteristics will be emphasized or downplayed. Art historian Mònica Gaspar suggests that the different names of contemporary jewelry have a temporal dimension: “If traditional jewellery aspires to eternity and passing between generations, contemporary jewellery is obstinately anchored in the present, as a creation linked to the ‘here and now’ of its creator.” And we can track this temporal dimension in the different names: avant-garde jewelry, which positions itself as radically ahead of mainstream ideas; modern or modernist jewelry, which claims to reflect the spirit of the times in which it is made; studio jewelry, which emphasizes the artist studio over the craft workshop; new jewelry, which takes an ironic stance to the past; and finally contemporary jewelry, a term that represents “a perfect balance between innovation, personal languages and recognition by an established circuit of galleries, museums and collectors.”

I like contemporary jewelry precisely because it’s general and can refer to all of the qualities emphasized by the other names, and also because it represents the temporal desire of jewelers to be of their time. It’s also been in use since the 1970s, which gives it a certain historical weight.

**Self-reflexive:** Contemporary jewelry is a self-reflexive practice, which means that it’s concerned with reflecting on itself and the conditions in which it takes place. In general, contemporary jewelers work in a critical or conscious relationship to the history of the practice, and to the wider field of jewelry and adornment. This is what makes contemporary jewelry different from other forms of body adornment, and it isn’t found just in the way contemporary jewelry objects and practices engage with the history of jewelry, or the relationship to the body and wearing. Contemporary jewelry is shaped by a distinct awareness of the situations in which it exists, meaning that jewelers engage directly with the spaces in which their work circulates—the gallery or museum, for example, or books and catalogs. Some contemporary jewelers make work that’s...
precisely about what it means for jewelry to exist in such sites, and in which an awareness of the relationship between object and location is effectively their subject. Not all contemporary jewelry is equally self-reflexive, but as a field, this is one of its notable characteristics.

Interestingly, while contemporary jewelry as a term includes modernist jewelry (and to a lesser extent, art jewelry from the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries), I would argue that these types of jewelry are not the same thing, precisely because modernist jewelry is not necessarily self-reflexive. Both modernist and art jewelry did begin the work of freeing jewelry from the restrictive idea that its value was tied to the precious materials from which it was made, which in turn allowed jewelry to become a form of artistic expression. Yet the avant-garde status of modernist jewelry tends to come from its adoption of modernist styles from fine art, whereas contemporary jewelry’s avant-garde status tends to relate to its investigation of jewelry’s traditions and functions, and the jewelers’ willingness to assume a critical relationship to the history within which they are working. Modernist jewelry didn’t, as a movement, call into question its own nature and history, whereas contemporary jewelry, as a movement, does. Modernist jewelry broke with its history, but didn’t treat this break as a subject.

Art historian Maribel Königer offers an interesting perspective on these issues in her discussion of why contemporary jewelry is so vigorously distinguished by name from other jewelry practices. Talking about the idea of “conceptual” jewelry, which is a strong tendency within the field of contemporary jewelry, she writes: “What is usually meant by such terms is that basically an idea is inherent in a piece of jewelry, that the choice of materials, colours, forms, techniques of execution, functions and determination of a particular way to wear it can be, and are intended to be, legible.” Contemporary jewelry is not so much being distinguished from jewelry per se; instead, this is an “attempt to detach oneself through terminology from the products of the commercial jewellery industry that reproduce clichés and are oriented towards the tastes of mass consumption, on the one hand, and, on the other, the individualistic, subjectively aesthetising designs of pure crafts.”

Studio craft practice: While many different kinds of objects and practices belong to the term contemporary jewelry, the field has been deeply shaped by the values and history of the studio craft movement. As curator Kelly Hays L’Ecuyer writes in Jewelry by Artists in the Studio 1940–2000, studio craft is not defined by

### Studio craft practice

- Studio craft practice is deeply rooted in the Arts and Crafts Movement, which promoted an ideal of craft, including art jewelry, as an antidote to the evils of industrial production. This movement valued the qualities of materials and the individualistic, subjective experience of the artist. Studio craft practices often involve the use of traditional materials and techniques, such as clay, fiber, glass, wood, and metal, which are seen as a way to reconnect with the natural world and to promote sustainable practices.

- Contemporary jewelry as a kind of visual art practice keeps breaking the limits of what it can be, so studio jewelry doesn’t describe everything that’s important about the objects and practices referred to in this book. But a great deal of contemporary jewelry does share strongly the values of studio jewelry, which extend right back to the nineteenth century, and the ways in which the Arts and Crafts Movement promoted an ideal of craft, including art jewelry, as an antidote to the evils of the industrial revolution. And this is important, since studio jewelry represents a series of values and historical relationships that contemporary jewelry needs to deal with in order to embrace its potential in the present.

- In the introduction to Extra/Ordinary: Craft and Contemporary Art, Buszek suggests that the romantic associations attached to materials such as clay, fiber, glass, wood, and metal—which boil down to the idea that handicraft is an antidote to the tyrannical pressures of technology—are a real dilemma for contemporary craftsmen. The crafts world insists on maintaining this material romance as much as the art world insists on its romance with the conceptual. The crafts person using these materials in a conceptual way gets caught in the middle—neither romantic enough, or romantic by association—and belongs nowhere.

- The most common solution to this problem has been essentialist, which means, as Buszek puts it, “to encourage
artists working in craft media to draw strength from the various functions that those media have historically provided and to focus on that which has historically differentiated the ‘applied arts’ from the ‘fine arts’ . . .” The problem is that this approach has been entirely inward looking. It turns away from the possibilities of craft as something embedded in everyday life, and focuses on the preciousness of materials as expressed in objects made by craftspeople in the studio. After World War II, craft entered into an unhealthy alliance with modernist art, concerning itself with concepts like honesty or truth to materials and dismissing the world in favor of autonomous objects that didn’t need to be used, or in the case of contemporary jewelry, worn.

At the same time this was happening, there was a shift in the wider visual arts scene, in which life and popular culture—dismissed by high modernism—came flooding back into fine art. Artists began to adopt a wide palette of materials and approaches. In turn this has led, as Buszek puts it, “to a view that craft media are simply among many that may or may not serve any artist’s purpose in our contemporary art world. For artists working today media, naturally, still matter—but they are generally chosen with regard to the sociohistorical underpinnings of a medium, rather than any essential regard for or desire to plumb its unique material properties.”

And so you get all manner of artists working in materials of great relevance to the crafts world, but you don’t get the craft world engaging with these artists or acknowledging what they’re doing. And this is because craft writing and crafts and approaches are generally chosen with regard to the sociohistorical underpinnings of a medium, rather than any essential regard for or desire to plumb its unique material properties.

Oriented to the body: This is essentially the “jewelry” part of the term contemporary jewelry, and it’s important because most, even if not all, contemporary jewelry is designed to be worn, or can be worn. When it can’t be worn, or wearability is suspended, the body is still involved as an important subject or limit. The wearer is often forgotten: the contemporary jewelry field spends much more energy thinking about being contemporary (e.g. a form of artistic expression, all about the ideas of the maker) than it does on the idea and possibilities of jewelry (one of the oldest forms of human creativity, which is a rich archive of object types, materials and relationships to the body and to wearers).

Indeed, art historian Linda Sandino has argued that some contemporary jewelry has an antagonistic relationship to the body, as its claims to being a kind of fine art are grounded in modernism, “wherein attitudes to female corporeality were fundamentally controlling and repressive, or at least veiled. Moreover, the Western Enlightenment privileging of the mind created an ideology of an idealised body that shuns corporeal realities such as dirt and sex.” But the cluster of ideas around the wearer, wearing and the body remain the key way in which the objects and practices of contemporary jewelry distinguish themselves from other kinds of craft and art practices. And jewelry is a cultural symbol that links the private and public body, allowing contemporary jewelers to engage, as Sandino writes, “with definitions and critiques of the body which reimagines the possibility of the applied arts as a critical practice, rather than merely a supplementary, decorative one.”

The term contemporary jewelry balances a number of approaches: for example, practices that emphasize the artistic agency of the maker, and place all the focus on the object as an autonomous work of art; and practices that treat contemporary jewelry as an opportunity to create interactions between people, or to intervene in contemporary life from what we might call a jewelry point of view. As a term, contemporary jewelry allows that all of these approaches belong to the field being discussed in this book, even if they contradict each other.

This book is divided into three sections. Part 1 offers some ways to think about what makes contemporary jewelry a distinctive kind of visual art practice. It does this by exploring seven spaces in which contemporary jewelry circulates, and how the meanings and possibilities of contemporary jewelry change as objects and practices move from one to another. Part 2 provides an introduction to contemporary jewelry as an international practice that has now existed for the better part of 70 years. There are many challenges in properly accounting for contemporary jewelry in different parts of the world, and these essays are a contribution to developing a truly global history of contemporary jewelry. Finally, Part 3 offers a series of perspectives about the issues that are currently impacting the way contemporary jewelry is made, circulated and discussed. Much has changed in the way we think about the contemporary jewelry field, and new developments in related fields can inspire different ways to think about contemporary jewelry and its possibilities in the present and future.
Part 1 of this book identifies what kinds of objects and practices come under the term contemporary jewelry. Most people working in the contemporary jewelry field would probably agree with the following statements. It’s a kind of jewelry, and so it shares things in common with conventional jewelry and also with the wider category of adornment. It’s oriented to the body, is often worn, and belongs to a category of objects that are involved in different ways with wearing. It’s a kind of craft practice, and it’s affected by contact with art on the one hand, and design on the other. It belongs to the wider category of visual arts.

But what makes contemporary jewelry unique? What are the singular characteristics that distinguish these objects and practices from other visual arts? In 2011, five writers met in the United States to discuss these questions and to decide how to write about them in this book. The group, consisting of Mònica Gaspar, Benjamin Lignel, Kevin Murray, Namita Gupta Wiggers and myself, started by trying to identify contemporary jewelry’s particular characteristics. To explore the diversity of contemporary jewelry objects and practices, we began to identify and describe the spaces in which contemporary jewelry is found—the situations, places and events in which it is encountered, discussed, made, presented.

In contrast with art forms such as painting, contemporary jewelry circulates through a more diverse range of situations. It inhabits not only the walls and plinths of museums, but also the private spaces of collectors’ drawers and the body as it moves through the public spaces of the street. Much of the energy in discussions about contemporary jewelry come from having to take these different contexts into account. While contemporary jewelry isn’t entirely determined by the spaces in which it circulates, it’s sensitive to these spaces, and many contemporary jewelers have decided that actively thinking about the spaces in which their objects circulate is an interesting and productive experiment.
By describing the conditions of possibility that shape contemporary jewelry and make it possible for it to exist, it’s possible to create a nuanced, open-ended and complex account of the objects and practices that are the subject of this book. The authors of Part 1 have attempted to create a new theoretical approach to contemporary jewelry—to apply new methods, and so hopefully open a platform for deeper theoretical engagement, a new space for conversation and new thinking to emerge.

There’s a tradition of writing about contemporary jewelry that is serious, critical and theoretical, and this literature is growing all the time. But it’s also true that, as a field, contemporary jewelry lacks sufficient serious, critical and theoretical analysis of itself. Too often, fundamental concepts and values are not thought through, and the forces that affect the meanings of contemporary jewelry are not identified. At the heart of Part 1, then, is an attempt to show that contemporary jewelry is not a stable category, but rather a term that stands for a multitude of different objects and ways of thinking about objects. In Part 1, the five authors involved in this part of the book argue that what contemporary jewelry appears to be will be significantly shaped by the different spaces—page, bench, plinth, drawer, street, body, world—in which it’s encountered.

As you’ll see, these aren’t “real” or literal spaces. They are discourses, a term that refers to a kind of larger category created from values, ideas, conversations, texts, images, institutions, events and ways of behaving. All of these things combine to create a discourse. There’s a discourse about contemporary jewelry that this book, and Part 1, is keen to both challenge and extend.

The vertical drawer—a library of forms
Marc Monzó’s workshop, Barcelona, 2012
Photo by Marc Monzó

The artist’s book as an extension of practice
Manon van Kouswijk
Lepidoptera Domestica, 2007
Artist book by Manon van Kouswijk in close collaboration with Esther de Vries (graphic design), Uta Eisenreich (photography) and Mònica Gaspar (text)
Photo by Richard Niessen and Esther de Vries

The page, made up of digital and printed pages, is a space governed by the values of art history, notably originality and innovation, and it’s deeply concerned with legitimacy and authority. The bench, a piece of furniture used in the production of jewelry, is also a changing and evolving discourse about the makers of contemporary jewelry and their activities, as well as a key site in which values like authenticity and mastery are confirmed (and challenged). The display device of the plinth brings contemporary jewelry into contact with the histories and ideologies of the museum as well as contemporary strategies of display. The drawer, in turn, is a discourse that concerns classification, collecting and preservation, as contemporary jewelry is shaped by all the different drawers (private and public) in which it is stored.

The street, related to the world, represents questions about use and the process of creating meaning, as contemporary jewelry circulates beyond the jeweler’s studio, the “white cube” of the gallery and museum, or the private spaces of the collector’s drawers. The body is, like the bench, one of the privileged spaces that shapes contemporary jewelry’s meanings, as the jewelry object encounters both a fleshy home and a complex set of social and cultural ideas. Finally, the world, signifying spaces beyond those usually taken into account by the contemporary jewelry field, brings into play questions about politics and ethics. Together, these spaces—or discourses—provide a way to identify the conditions of possibility within which contemporary jewelry can exist.

The order of these spaces isn’t supposed to suggest a hierarchy, with some spaces being “better” or “worse” than others—and certainly not the idea of a life cycle, a series of stages that contemporary jewelry passes through. The page comes first because the five of us responsible for Part 1 have written a text that goes inside a book. Because our text is published on a printed page, it’s subject to all the ideas and values that make up the discourse of the page, and it is made sense to acknowledge up front which conditions of possibility are shaping this particular representation of contemporary jewelry. But what follows is not a linear progression, from the bench to the plinth to the body to the street, but different—and sometimes simultaneous—frameworks through which contemporary jewelry objects and practices are made visible and meaningful.
The page as a record

Books, catalogs, artists’ monographs, press releases, invitations, articles in newspapers and magazines … and also websites, blogs and all the pictures, texts and event announcements spread over social networks—all of these make up the space of the page.

The overall logic of the page is that of art history, which is concerned with origins and innovation, a history of avant-garde gestures that break with the past and set in play new possibilities for contemporary jewelry. The page is a field of action in which certain achievements are noted and celebrated. Creating an original move in contemporary jewelry guarantees a place in history, the ongoing presentation of the work as iconic and important within the many types of pages that make up the space of the page. This is the prize that stimulates activity within the contemporary jewelry scene, and it can be achieved by disruptive strategies (creating something new) or iterative strategies (revisiting an old proposition in a new way). In both cases, the goal—and the key to success—is innovation.

The page is also, in the form of all the individual pages, a record of what happened. The succession of printed evidence is the foundation on which the history of contemporary jewelry is written. It’s possible to know that the first European exhibition of contemporary jewelry was held in 1961 at the Goldsmiths’ Hall in London, and the first forum on contemporary jewelry was held in Jablonec, Czech Republic, in 1968, because both left behind evidence in the form of catalogs, invitations, reviews and so on. This is a limited form of evidence, however, because these documents rarely provide information about the dynamics, the content or the context of such crucial events.

The printed page and the digital page

Until a decade ago, the page as a space was defined by the printed page: a blank white space upon which text and image reside. Navigation in this format is linear, with individual pages following one another. The reader encounters information in the order determined by the author and designer.

Today, however, the page refers also to digital formats, where navigation is nonlinear and information can be manipulated in various ways by the reader/user. The digital page seems almost entirely without restriction—in terms of both format and authority. The page now includes videos posted on YouTube, an album on Flickr, a Facebook page and a Twitter feed as much as it does the high production values and elegant white space of a monograph produced by a prestigious publishing house.

Internet publishing has changed the contemporary jewelry scene dramatically, with the sheer quantity of websites eclipsing printed formats, and online publishing opening up unparalleled opportunities for individuals to present their work. All sectors of the contemporary jewelry field have migrated online, which has resulted in a flattening of authority. The primacy of the printed page as the main location of legitimate practice and privileged discourse has been challenged, and the publisher is no longer a powerful gatekeeper, deciding who will and will not be visible by appearing on the page. And yet the issues of legitimacy and power haven’t disappeared; they’ve merely moved from one realm—print—to the many realms that make up the page.

The page of contemporary jewelry

There are many different kinds of printed pages that present contemporary jewelry, and therefore many different ways that contemporary jewelry is positioned as a kind of art practice. Quite commonly, the printed page in contemporary jewelry is modeled after the values of contemporary art. The white page is usually handled like the “white cube” of the gallery space. The photography employed tends to treat contemporary jewelry as an object to be gazed upon, more in keeping with a sculpture. Text is introduced as another element on the page, emphasizing the conceptual ambitions of the contemporary jewelry object and exploring the
nature of its difference from other forms of jewelry and adornment.

Sometimes there’s a tension between textual and visual representations found on the pages of contemporary jewelry. For example, images showing people wearing contemporary jewelry disrupt the idea of the autonomous, isolated object that emerged from modernism, and instigate a more complex narrative. Theories of consumption, which argue that use is critical to interpreting objects, come into play as alternative approaches to creating meaning and articulating what’s at stake with contemporary jewelry as a specific kind of cultural practice and object.

The page is a space of making

Although it’s tempting to think of the page as the domain of those who work with contemporary jewelry after it’s been made, this isn’t true. Many contemporary jewelers are directly concerned with what takes place on the page, whether printed or digital. The page is not external to the concerns of the maker, but becomes part of the discussion that they attend—directly or indirectly—to the definition and dissemination of their work.

The page functions as a running commentary decoding and appraising the work, as well as an arena where makers shape their relationship to the heritage of contemporary jewelry. The page allows them to demonstrate their affinity with craft, sculpture, design or performance—by variously invoking the other spaces of the bench, the plinth, the street and the body through visual and textual clues.

The way contemporary jewelers use the digital and printed page is strategic: the choice of a particular kind of photography, or the selection of one kind of writer (and one kind of narrative) are directly related to the way these objects circulate within the page. The currency of contemporary jewelry is generated by the number—and quality—of pages on which it appears.

As much as the bench, the page is a space of making. Thinking about the page in this way leads to a reconsideration of what the work of contemporary jewelry actually is. For many jewelers, the production of discourse is as important as making the objects themselves. This is partly driven by the fact that the contemporary jewelry object doesn’t travel as widely as the various kinds of pages that together form the space of the page.

The power of individual examples of contemporary jewelry is directly related to the way these objects circulate within the page. The currency of contemporary jewelry is generated by the number—and quality—of pages on which it appears.

This exciting and novel multilayered project, where a thousand artists got involved via self-directed curatorial mechanisms taking place online, was narrowed down from its innovative approach to a conventional hardcover book. Its hefty weight of roughly 30 pounds (13.6 kg) transformed the book into a caricature of the light, flexible and transversal nature of its initial purpose. Today, in tacit agreement, printed publications document artistic careers in luxurious formats, where the sensitive use of images and intelligent writing seems to serve as a palliative for the meager impact of contemporary jewelry as cultural player.
Contemporary jewelry begs for critical attention. Its ambition to renovate the jewelry genre or assert itself as a discipline of its own, and the difficulties of breaking out of cultural insularity, make it extremely dependent on discourse.

“I wish you well.” The problem of discourse on contemporary jewelry starts with those four words. It’s a problem of attitude: with the task of evaluating a body of work hijacked by the field’s insecurity about its legitimacy, reviewers forgo critical evaluation in favor of justification; they defend when they should criticize. This form of critical thumbs-up, one step up from the “like” function on Facebook, lives (and reproduces) in exhibition press kits, blogs, monographs and magazines alike. It’s often authored by those from the community with a vested interest in the field’s survival, their pen caught between the need to report and the fear that criticism might undermine one of their own. The problem isn’t that most reviews are positive. They have good reasons to be, for contemporary jewelers are very often extremely good at what they do. The problem is that reviews forget to state why they’re worth talking about, and against what criteria success is defined.

Meanwhile, the photographic strategies favored by makers often fall prey to, or capture the visual conventions of the creative fields nearest to contemporary jewelry:

• performance arts in the ’70s, with pictures of bodies in motion (Susanna Heron, Gijs Bakker, Emmy van Loosum)
• the fine arts from the ’80s onward, with flattering drop-shadow shots on a white background. Scaleless and totemic, these inevitably encourage a sculptural reading of contemporary jewelry, while erasing references to context of use
• fashion, which allows contemporary jewelry to accessorize a motley cast of stranger-than-life personae (Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec, Nanna Møllberg).

The sheer range of these visual strategies—whether cogent or tentative—points to the divided allegiances of the field as a whole, but also to the makers’ sensitivity to the page as production site. By emulating (or distancing themselves from) fine arts publications, commercial glossies or artist ephemera, contemporary makers stake different claims and manufacture evidences of their practice.

It’s unclear whether these documents and the artist statements that accompany them will help us locate the unique role of contemporary jewelry as an art form. It mostly informs us about the way artists represent themselves and the various narratives they court in words and images.

—Benjamin Lignel

Legitimacy

Contemporary Jewelry in Perspective

Photography

Photography is the most common way in which contemporary jewelry is experienced today. The lack of galleries, exhibition venues and museums in which such works are regularly on public view, the heightened interest in the value and power of the photograph for jewelers. The photograph is more than a record or document; it’s a tool by which the experience of contemporary jewelry becomes known, fictionalized and expanded.

A photograph offers constructive fictional experiences with the jewelry object. For example, both sides of a brooch can be viewed simultaneously on a single page—an experience that’s impossible in real life. Through the photograph, jewelers can communicate and enhance understanding of how a piece functions cohesively in the round, as well as reveal how it disrupts expectations or jewelry traditions. This contrast is evident in a comparison of Karen Pontoppidan’s Brooch (2006), in which a minimalist approach and attention to line is carried through from front to back, versus Lisa Walker’s Brooches (2005–2007), which appear hodgepodge from the front but are clearly carefully constructed if one looks at the back.

Manipulation of scale works to the jeweler’s advantage through the photographer’s ability to falsify the dimensions of the actual object. A small, intricate work can be enlarged, monumentalized so that details take on attributes of other art forms—Melanie Bilker’s tiny drawings made from hair grow to page-sized illustrations in antargad photographs. This manipulation offers jewelry a critical opportunity to function differently in print than in exhibition formats. For example, an image of an Anish Kapoor sculpture on a printed page is miniaturized, brought down to the scale of an image of enlarged jewelry. Within a single page spread, the Kapoor and a piece of jewelry can have equal status and spatial strength, which couldn’t happen with the actual works.

The ability to disseminate a photograph via the Internet not only allows jewelers to expand beyond their regions and the confines of printed matter, but it also opens avenues to further explore how jewelry is presented through both fixed and moving image platforms. While how-to videos prevail on YouTube and images can be “collected” through Flickr and Pinterest, the use of digital video to communicate the experience of wearing jewelry has yet to be fully explored. Rather than limit themselves to working with image options that currently exist, jewelers could create new ways of using such media to better convey the specificities of the field.

—Nandita Gupta Wingers
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Physicality
Unlike the easel or computer monitor, the bench is a horizontal surface. Given the nature of gravity, objects come to rest on the horizontal plane. If the vertical dimension provides a space from which we can stand back and view the world, as with a map, a landscape or a window, then the horizontal surface is in the world. The horizontal is the natural domain of craft, which involves things in themselves rather than their representations.

The peg on a jeweler’s bench offers a niche on which the jeweler can file a piece of metal. As it wears with use, this toothy extrusion becomes a signature of its resident jeweler, a physical index of individuality. Below the peg is a pouch, which gathers any precious dust that falls during the filing process. This cache ensures that the maker at the bench remains conscious of the material value of the craft and positions the jeweler as keeper of precious value. Finally, though it has no material function, a bulletin board beside most benches keeps visual material available to makers for inspiration or administration of their business.

Sociology
Beyond its physical properties, the bench is an important sign of authenticity for the jeweler. The photographs of contemporary jewelers featured on specialized websites or in monographs most often show the maker looking up from the bench, sometimes with tools in hand.

As a space, the bench is more or less exclusive to makers. Unlike other spaces such as the plinth or the street, the bench is under total control of the maker, and it embodies a number of values that define contemporary jewelry from the maker’s perspective. For example, an important source of value in contemporary jewelry remains the skill embodied in the maker. To varying degrees, makers have invested time at the bench refining techniques for manipulating metals and other materials. Within the space of the bench, the work of jewelers is invested with a value that cannot be claimed by nonjewelers.

For contemporary jewelers, the personal engagement with making involves subjective and emotive meanings attached to materials. Certain jewelers develop a special facility with a particular material, like silver or aluminum. Their work, as much as their concepts, can seem like an articulation of the material itself. The bench privileges the personal qualities of the artist, including skill, creativity, identity, memory and pleasure in working with materials.

Despite its lasting appeal to the contemporary jewelry scene, the bench is under increasing pressure to justify its preeminence as the site of contemporary jewelry production. Firstly, skill can be substituted by various means, and labor-saving technologies such as laser cutting are increasingly used along with ready-made components. Craft making now encompasses such strategies as reproduction, outsourcing, upcycling and assemblage. Secondly, there’s a tension between the modernist ideal of truth to materials, which sees skill as unlocking the essential language of the substance at hand, and conceptual approaches that treat jewelry as contemporary visual art—as an idea that’s independent of the skill involved in its realization. And thirdly, the bench does not account for the meaning attached to jewelry by those who wear it after its production.

Alternative setups
The word bench routinely implies a set of assumptions about the kind of activities taking place: handmade, laborious, technically exacting, solitary, bent over—and therefore exclusive. But the space of the bench actually encompasses a huge variety of making situations that can’t easily be combined. A survey of contemporary jewelry workplaces reveals that they resemble one another only in the most abstract way. They tend to feature places for arranging, shaping and fixing elements and materials into their final forms, as well as all the necessary tools.

But the workshop does not precede the practice. It grows by accumulating equipment—sampled
from passing encounters or sustained love affairs with various technologies—around a core object: an actual bench in some cases but equally a table or desk, or even a horizontal surface outside the studio.

The bench, then, is to contemporary jewelry what the easel is to contemporary art: a practical, if outdated, misrepresentation of the practice, favoring what has remained the same over the different ways these practices have moved on.

Deconstructing the bench

While the bench simplifies the nature and the range of activities of contemporary jewelers, its currency as a space has remained more or less intact despite significant changes in practice. Why does it survive?

One reason is craft’s willful antagonism toward the industrial machine and the designer’s desk/computer. This ideological position doesn’t describe craft practice: it merely frames the way practice represents itself in opposition to other practices—design, mass production—despite the fact that many contemporary jewelers rely on machines and design ideals to make their work. Here, the bench articulates a context against which contemporary jewelry practices evolve, digress, and forget themselves.

Another reason is that the bench is a way to connect two narratives: what the bench means for an internal contemporary jewelry audience, and what it means for the wider public. Contemporary jewelers see the bench as a multipurpose—and very personalized—territory where their creative intentions are transformed into singular objects through iterative experimentation, in which the discoveries of each experiment are incorporated into the next as a new point of departure. The public, in contrast, sees the bench as the common denominator.

As a space, the bench suggests that the two narratives have enough in common to be regarded as merely needing adjustments, when in fact they stake different claims. In both cases, the seductive image of crafting matter has penetrated the collective consciousness at the expense of the many other activities that mobilize the jeweler’s time, such as captioning, photographing, curating or cataloging.

The bench as the place where things are made continues to play a leading role in the narrative of contemporary jewelry and the definition of its value. The bench prevails particularly in the page and the pitch, where artistic profiling is often anchored on personal qualities including skill and creativity. But while the bench can be a productive source of meaning, it can also close off other spaces, such as the street, the body and the world, that generate alternative creative strategies.

Materials

While conceptualism has become an important framework for contemporary jewelry, materials continue to play a critical role in setting the creative agenda. Materiality helps define most of the contexts in which jewelry has artistic value. The enduring quality of metal contrasts with the impermanence of flesh, for example, changing it with a strong emotional resonance related to experiences such as mourning. The value of craftsmanship is defined by the mastery over materials gained through the acquisition of technical skills. Unlike technologies such as video, the capacity to work with metals requires a specialized dedication.

Conventional jewelry approaches materials in terms of hierarchy, ordering precious metals and stones above all other substances. The art critic Peter Fuller saw this order as grounded in nature, and therefore an authentic language for expression. By contrast, German philosopher Karl Marx viewed it as a social construct: the value of gold and gems is derived from their relative rarity. Contemporary jewelry is defined by a material relativism. Gold and silver can be valued purely by their aesthetic qualities, and this opens up the possibility of using other materials less common in conventional jewelry, such as aluminum and acrylic. There’s also the potential to invert this hierarchy to include materials that are at the bottom of the value chain, such as those defined as rubbish. Contemporary jewelry, in which objects function primarily to connect people together rather than to stand alone as examples of artistic expression or material investigation.

Kevin Murray
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Materials

While conceptualism has become an important framework for contemporary jewelry, materials continue to play a critical role in setting the creative agenda. Materiality helps define most of the contexts in which jewelry has artistic value. The enduring quality of metal contrasts with the impermanence of flesh, for example, changing it with a strong emotional resonance related to experiences such as mourning. The value of craftsmanship is defined by the mastery over materials gained through the acquisition of technical skills. Unlike technologies such as video, the capacity to work with metals requires a specialized dedication.

Conventional jewelry approaches materials in terms of hierarchy, ordering precious metals and stones above all other substances. The art critic Peter Fuller saw this order as grounded in nature, and therefore an authentic language for expression. By contrast, German philosopher Karl Marx viewed it as a social construct: the value of gold and gems is derived from their relative rarity. Contemporary jewelry is defined by a material relativism. Gold and silver can be valued purely by their aesthetic qualities, and this opens up the possibility of using other materials less common in conventional jewelry, such as aluminum and acrylic. There’s also the potential to invert this hierarchy to include materials that are at the bottom of the value chain, such as those defined as rubbish. This evokes the alchemic quest to turn base metal into gold, which is the ultimate mystery of classical goldsmithing. In a modern context, this use of poor materials functions as a political symbol.

Beyond the hierarchical value of materials, there’s a context for their use as a language of expression. The “truth to materials” modernist credo reads the work in terms of the qualities of the substances used—ductility and color, for example. The evocative nature of certain materials, such as the relation of stone to nature, can be handled poetically. And materials can be associated with place, as when artists use an indigenous plant or shell as a way of identifying their place in the world.

Thus, in contemporary jewelry, one of the first questions to ask is, “What’s it made of?” This is at odds with conceptual art, where the message overrides the material. Recently, the core value of materiality has also been challenged by relational jewelry, in which objects function primarily to connect people together rather than to stand alone as examples of artistic expression or material investigation.

Kevin Murray
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The Skill Trap

Skill is part of the magic of craft: an affirmation of virtuosity and an appeal to myth. When embarking on a new project, makers enter a deliberation with available techniques. They throw questions at the work in progress and modify their plan of attack according to its responses. Skill thus describes a maker’s technical repertoire as well as her capacity to successfully overcome unexpected and unknown technical obstacles. It’s part ruse, part accumulated knowledge. The rebuttal of a skill-based definition of craft in the 1990s prolonged the critique of preciousness leveled at conventional jewelry three decades before. Its point was to distance contemporary craft from the time-intensive techniques that once defined it. Producing low-tech (or no-tech) work meant leveraging the tension between conventional forms and unconventional methods in order to expand the definition of artistic skill and encompass new forms of competence: transgressive appropriation, assemblage, co-production, conceptual work. A ring by Karl Fritsch using a claw setting but technically coherent with the tradition and completely at odds with its ambition. It’s at once radical and reactionary.

Often called upon to describe a meaningful difference between those who make with their own hands and those who do not, between the intentional and the formless, skill has become a rallying call for a more usual scenario, whereby a jeweler acquires specialized skills on the go, through schooling or effort, as and when needed. This last approach suggests that contemporary jewelers’ relationship to skill isn’t so much post-disciplinary as opportunistic, project-driven.

Self-Reflective

One of the most notable characteristics of contemporary jewelry is that it is a self-reflective or self-aware practice. Contemporary jewelers critically investigate the idea of jewelry in the objects: they make, using different techniques to consciously explore how their new work fits into a heritage of jewelry (potentially all the different kinds of jewelry and adornment made by human cultures and jewelery-related concerns (the body, wearing, materials, preciousness, types of objects and so on).

While not all contemporary jewelry is created to explore the nature and possibilities of jewelry as a practice, the contemporary craft in the name precisely indicates the prevalence of strategies that do seek to make the wearer, owner or viewer of contemporary jewelry aware of the conditions of possibility in which such objects exist. A diamond solitaire ring is about value, skill, status and tradition, but it takes all these things as given, seeking to extend or, more commonly, comfortably inhabit the conventions that have developed around such rings. A contemporary jewelry version of a diamond solitaire ring is different precisely because it will tackle the conventions—of value, skill, status and tradition—that make such rings meaningful, usually by choosing forms or materials that disrupt expectations and raise questions.

The mechanism that led to the self-reflective character of contemporary jewelry is the critique of preciousness, which emerged in the 1950s and ’60s as a challenge to the prevalent notion that jewelry’s value emerged from, and was equivalent to, the preciousness of its materials. Freed from a limited and tyrannical notion of value, contemporary jewelry was born, and a number of jewelers over the next 30 years made a multitude of arguments (verbally and in the objects themselves) about where the value of the jewelry object could and should be located. Generally, most proposals favored artistic expression, novel engagements with the body or the social possibilities of contemporary jewelry as a democratic practice as the best way to evaluate the worth of this new kind of jewelry. The critique of preciousness established a critical attitude to jewelry conventions and traditions, and the field of contemporary jewelry has maintained a sense of questioning and taking nothing for granted as the most productive way of inhabiting the visual arts and contributing to new thinking around objects and the body.

Benjamin Lignel

TheFatBooty, 2007
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International workshops and symposia have proved important sites for knowledge transfer, acting as extended benches for practice, whether in the format of discussions, working sessions or lectures. It’s widely stated that the first forum on contemporary jewelry was held in Jablonec, Czech Republic, in 1968, where artists like Bruno Martinuzzi, Anton Cepka, Elisabeth Kodre-Defner and Hermann Jönger came together to make jewelry and discuss their work. The jewelry symposium in Zimmerhof, Germany, has taken place since the mid-1970s as well, making it the oldest European meeting of contemporary jewelry makers. In the United States, the Society of North American Goldsmiths (SNAG), founded in 1969 has been organizing annual conferences since 1970. The Schmücksymposium in Erfurt, which began in 1984, aims, according to its website, to “foster creativity when working in a shared space, share know-how, progress the field, and widen the understanding of jewelry in society.” During the 1990s symposia and conferences in Europe were mainly organized by nonprofit associations and collectives of jewelry makers. The most serious and regular meeting, which acted as a network of networks, was the Ars Ornata Europeana (1993–2007), organized by the German Forum für Schmuck und Design (founded in 1984 in Cologne) in collaboration with international contemporary jewelry platforms like the Association for Contemporary Jewellery (UK), Ortbéres–FAD (Spain), Corpus Finans, VES (The Netherlands), STFZ (Poland) and PIN (Portugal). These platforms rely on personal initiatives, altruistic work and favorable circumstances. While some of these associations still exist, increasingly colleges and academies are taking over and organizing these events themselves. Examples include the international symposium and publication Nocturnus, initiated by the Eesti Kunstakademia (Estonian Academy of Arts), and the international exhibition, workshops and conference called Koru, organized by the Saimaa ammattikorkeakoulut (Saimaa University of Applied Sciences) in Finland. The Gray Area Symposium, organized in Mexico, has set a milestone for cultural exchange among jewelry artists from Latin America and Europe. In such meetings the working sessions have the same weight as the time dedicated to eating, drinking and socializing. In the undefined space between work and leisure, one exercises emotional intelligence and social talent, soft skills that are sometimes as valuable as technical and conceptual ones.

Monika Gasper

There’s no doubt that the body gives jewelry its measure and defines its range: not too big and preferably up close. These constraints delineate the arena in which jewelry is tested and inform the way we move from the body to somebody. The body imagined and referred to by makers is a trial site on which the work comes alive—plugged in, as it were, to the organic. The body moves in the public domain, and makers hope their work will piggyback on this mobility in order to engage with reality, be relevant, modern, and activated. This body is an environment, invented to provide the work with a sound box. Sometimes featured in exhibition catalogs, it defines a target population and can serve as a user’s manual. Its main purpose is to create and advertise a good match between an object and a carrier. It is where contemporary jewelry hopes to go when it leaves the workshop.

Somebody is a more difficult client. His or her emotional investment in jewelry takes its cue from our deep-rooted propensity to incorporate generic ornaments into private fictions. It’s dependent on ownership and built upon routine use. This individual may like to deal with contemporary jewelry at close range but will find, firstly, that its authorial ambitions make it resilient to appropriation and, secondly, that the market value of this smaller sort of artwork is indexed on preservation rather than wear. In short, the individualized body operates like a boundary switch: being on and off the domain, and makers hope their work will piggyback on this mobility in order to engage with reality, be relevant, modern, and activated. This body is an environment, invented to provide the work with a sound box. Sometimes featured in exhibition catalogs, it defines a target population and can serve as a user’s manual. Its main purpose is to create and advertise a good match between an object and a carrier. It is where contemporary jewelry hopes to go when it leaves the workshop.
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A plinth is the primary space on and within which an object is placed on view, typically with a protective transparent cover or vitrine. It doesn’t just refer to the traditional raised pedestal, but includes a range of forms of visual or physical demarcation. The plinth is to sculpture what the wall is to painting—an architectural and display device that presents objects within a gallery or museum environment. It functions like quotation marks, encouraging the viewer to look attentively at objects that have been relocated into the gallery, separated from the visual noise and chatter of everyday life, the mess of the studio or workshop, or the wearer’s body.

Within the museum or gallery setting, the term plinth refers to the toolkit of devices employed by curators for the display of objects, craft and non-craft alike. This kit includes covered pedestals, wall cases, plinths and shelves or casework, all modified to set a particular stage and choreograph movement through an exhibition setting. Curators work with space and may choose to emulate the display conventions of high-end jewelry shops (the closed horizontal showcase), natural history museums (the glass cabinet), modern art galleries (the plinth as backdrop in the form of a vertical wall), and contemporary art spaces (installation and site-determined displays).

Staging

The environment matters. Contemporary jewelry enshrined in a series of brightly lit cases within a darkened room mimics the experience and sensation of viewing ancient artifacts in the tradition of cabinets of curiosities or Wunderkammern, defining the objects within a broad category of human-made wonders. Museological approaches, in turn, present jewelry as anthropological artifacts, portraying contemporary objects as ethnographic sculptures-in-miniature. Finally, the evenly lit “white cube,” the acknowledged primary cultural space for the presentation of conceptually driven, contemporary art, presents contemporary jewelry as autonomous art objects divorced from their socio-historical and use-related contexts.

Distancing

To place anything behind glass intensifies the act of looking; it temporarily suspends some of the properties of jewelry and shifts the use value of contemporary jewelry to that of an object of contemplation. Like the space of the page, the space of the plinth privileges sight and textual interpretation above other ways of understanding an object and favors the sculptural rather than functional qualities of jewelry.

This denial of phenomenological experience and kinesthetic knowledge ultimately fails to communicate the specific qualities of contemporary jewelry as a unique type of object within the world of human-made objects. The plinth shifts jewelry into a class of autonomous objects that don’t require being worn to be complete. As contemporary jewelry belongs to a class of objects where understanding is contingent on touch, this results in a double distancing.

Firstly, within the museum setting, an interpreter or docent who hasn’t been able to handle or put on the object must rely upon a curator’s verbal or textual observations; but even the curator hasn’t been able to fully handle work loaned from private collectors or housed in public collections. Within the space of the plinth, the desire to protect the object from damage or theft conflicts with the way particular understandings of contemporary jewelry emerge from direct contact. The plinth presents and distances at the same time.

Secondly, to the extent that contemporary jewelry is wearable, curators must contend with the absence of a real or imagined body in their exhibitions. As a result, the practice of jewelry display, or scenography, is shaped by the notion that, fundamentally, displays lie or at best are incomplete since they transform the “natural” perception of the object by removing the body. The plinth both shows too much (a clasp, for example, that would never be seen when a necklace is
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display—rather than objects—the subject of
locked down the installation protocol and made
referential. Other contemporary jewelers have
with use, and with the wearer, becomes purely
targeted destination. The object's relationship
the space of the plinth becomes a permanent and
subvert the spatial limitations of display strategies
which they work. However, as a primary element
in scenography, the plinth can reinforce or
subvert institutional perspectives. The plinth can
be the space where curators rework heritage and
subvert the spatial limitations of display strategies
determined by the values of the museum as a
physical and conceptual site.

Alternative display strategies redress the
problem of “inherited plinths” and allow the jargon
of the new to make itself heard over the inertia of
the old. Some curators have, for example, tried to
overcome the double-distancing inherent in the
space of the plinth and engage a disenfranchised
public by providing hands-on experiences, effectuating encounters between people
and objects that may not happen elsewhere.
The fact that meanings are made and lost in
the display of jewelry has also encouraged some
makers to reframe the practices around the
questions of display itself. Experiments with
formats, media, and processes have led some
makers to create objects deliberately adapted to
the plinth. Previously a transitory place of exile, the
space of the plinth becomes a permanent and
targeted destination. The object's relationship
with use, and with the wearer; becomes purely
referential. Other contemporary jewelers have
looked down the installation protocol and made
display—rather than objects—the subject of
their investigation. Through such alternative
canonical approaches to site-specific
installation and experiential environments,
contemporary jewelry reworks its heritage
as commodity, technical specimen, historical
document, or sculptural object.

These transformations satisfy several
aspirations. On the one hand, they satisfy the
maker's need to assert the autonomy of the practice
from the value system and ergonomic constraints
of conventional jewelry; and they bolster the desire to
find cultural legitimacy by emulating, in form
if not in name, the art market. On the other hand,
they have given curators the opportunities to act as
mediators or co-producers of the site/situation, to
develop practices that revolve around site-specificity,
and to resist the habitual display strategies of
cultural institutions. In the wake of these new
developments, the plinth is being transformed from
something given to something produced; and from a
destination to a means of expression.

The Catalog

When given the task of composing a
catalog essay, the writer begins by visiting
the artist's studio. While there, the writer
learns what inspired the artist to make the
work. The writer looks at source materials,
including books and photographs. She
scores information about previous shows
and tries to discern a sequence of creative
development. Sometimes there's already a
prefabricated artist statement that can be
quoted from. The writer then takes all this
material away and looks for some rhetorical
hooks around which she can fashion an
essay. The hook will usually reference
something outside the particular artist's
studio and be familiar to most people who
visit the gallery, creating a bridge between
the public and the work. The aim is to give
the works in the exhibition a voice.
The catalog essay is a rather formal
device. The few people who read it will use
it to gather some background information
on the artist. What's more important is the
cultural capital that the writer represents—
how her name and the number of words
she has written reflect on the worth of
the exhibition. But more important still,
this catalog essay provides a framework
for her relationship with the artist. In the
process of writing the essay, she'll have the
chance to learn about the artist's work
in some depth. This knowledge will be
available for future use in the writer's other
projects, and if the writer is a significant
gatekeeper within the scene, the encounter
will perhaps open up other opportunities
for the artist.
The catalog essay is a modest venture
that produces text and engages the reader.
But, in terms of understanding the work,
it does have limitations. It often seals
the meaning of the work at the point of
exhibition. The trajectory begins at the
bench and ends at the plinth.
The limits of this arrangement are
particularly apparent in the case of
temporary jewelry. Unlike art objects,
which are designed to circulate in the
"white cube" of the gallery (replicated
on domestic walls), jewelry objects have
an implicit life in the wearing. A catalog
essay can only speculate on this state of
existence. The writer has no means of
knowing what happens when one of the
pieces on display is worn over time. In the
conventional studio model, this isn't relevant
to the artistic project of the work because
it's outside the control of the maker.

Kevin Murray
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Methods used to display jewelry are consistent with the tools or devices employed in the visual display of nearly all art forms: stands, lighting, color and wall labels. The ways in which these elements come together, along with the architectural space of the room, affect how contemporary jewelry is perceived, received and understood in a broader cultural context, and highlights the specificities of this particular art form.

The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston’s installation of Daphne Farago’s collection, for example, mirrors display strategies frequently employed in larger encyclopedic museums. Enshrined within a series of spotlit cases lining the walls of a darkened room, the mood is theatrical. All design elements converge to heighten a sense of wonder, awe and preciousness regarding the works behind glass. Here, Farago’s gifts to the museum are presented for public consumption in the same way as Egyptian or Roman jewelry is displayed at the Met. This locates Farago’s collection within a logical linear historic trajectory; however, this presentation denies the ruptures with tradition upon which contemporary work is contingent by presenting work in a manner typically reserved for ancient or ethnographic artifacts.

The exhibition relegates much of the work to the wall through the use of recessed and protruding wall cases. Peering into such boxes, however, flattens objects and shifts the experience of three-dimensional work into that more akin to a two-dimensional screen. By contrast, more modern installations are illuminated with an evenly toned bright light, influenced more by the “white cube” of the contemporary art world than by the Wunderkammer. The large free-standing plinth in the Museum of Arts and Design in New York, for example, offers a perambulatory experience; visitors may walk around the case and fully view the dimensional qualities of the displayed works. The location of this large plinth within a special collection area, however, isolates the work physically, conceptually and ideologically.

Such scenographic approaches are common, and replicate the art museum’s emphasis on visual analysis and textual interpretation. Institutional alternatives such as Equilibrium: Body as Site, Metalsmith magazine’s 2008 exhibition-in-print turned into an exhibition-on-view at the Rubin Center, The University of Texas at El Paso, and Touching Warms the Art, exhibited at the Museum of Contemporary Craft in Portland, Oregon, offer alternatives to traditional plinths, lighting and interpretive opportunities. These include performances, strategic use of color, plinths constructed from heavy duty corrugated cardboard, a makeshift photo booth using a Mac computer, and Flickr for documentation and dissemination of photos of visitors wearing artist-made jewelry. Ultimately, all of these examples highlight unfulfilled opportunities to develop new devices, and approaches that address the complexities of displaying jewelry. This is exhibition design that acknowledges the history of jewelry, its rupture with tradition and its conceptual, visual and haptic qualities at the same time.

Namita Gupta Wiggers

Adorning public spaces—the building as plinth

Cristina Filipe

…”il est tout plat, et il a une émeraude, la plus belle que j’ai jamais vu…” (after Tristan and Isolde)

Site-specific work in Jazenuille, France

Photo by artist

Worn and then hung—referring to the (absent) body

Ruudt Peters

Interno, 1992

Exhibition at Galerie Spectrum, Munich

Curated by the artist

Photo by Jürgen Eickhoff

Body as portable display

Gésine Hackenberg

Tableau Vivant with Kitchen Glass Brooches, 2009

Dimensions variable, 7–16 x 6–8 x 2–3 cm

Glass jars, ruthenium-plated nickel silver; cut and ground

Photo by Karin Nussbaumer

Adorning public spaces—exposing the building as plinth

Suska Mackert

ðýëìàáï waypoints installation, 2004

Gold leaf

Photo by Valentina Bacile, from the series Artists’ Portraits with Artists

Challenging institutional uniformity with a motley herd of (borrowed) plinths

Des Wahnsinns fette Beute (The Fat Booty of Madness), with curation, concept and design by Otto Künzli, was shown at Die Neue Sammlung—The International Design Museum, Pinakothek der Moderne in Munich in 2008.

Photo by Mirei Takeuchi

Cultural campfire—the low, covered plinth as site of collective Show-and-Tell

Visitors at the Jakob Bengel Foundation’s Villa Bengel in Germany view Guten Tag—Bijou Gigi by artist and curator Volker Atrops. The show was on exhibit from October 11–November 23, 2011.

Photo by Judith Hosser-Schulz

Up and across—activating the tension between things to handle and things to look at

Lisa Walker

Diploma final exam exhibition, Academy of Fine Arts, Munich, Germany, 2004

Photo by Karl Fritsch

Techno-plinth—between carrier and object

Gisbert Stach

Transformation, 2011

11 x 6 x 1 cm

iPod touch, video loop 7 minutes 31 seconds, steel cable

Photo by artist
There are many kinds of drawers

The drawer is a form of storage that offers an efficient use of space as well as a means of protecting whatever is placed within it. Contemporary jewelry inhabits a number of different drawers. It exists in the drawers of museum collections along with many other kinds of objects. (Most commonly, museums codify contemporary jewelry as a subset of studio craft.) It’s found in the drawers of collectors/owners, which can tend toward either the domestic (a collection of regularly worn contemporary jewelry that lives in the bedroom or dressing room) or the institutional (specially designed drawers to house the collection in an archivally sound manner, and as a form of display). Contemporary jewelry also fills drawers in dealer galleries and the galleries of some museums, which will be opened and closed by the buyer/viewer. Often multiple pieces of jewelry are placed together in a single drawer, making this space a contextual scenario. A single term, written on the outside of the drawer, represents and identifies the contents, the many within. In this sense, the drawer as a space involves classification: at times accidental, it can also be strategic, as when collectors reorganize their drawers based on who’s coming to research the works in their collection.

The drawer oscillates between private and public. A drawer can be a way to hide from view or a way to present objects to an audience. Both of these possibilities make the most of the drawer as storage and protection. More than the plinth, which as a space grapples with the implications of use, the drawer seems to offer a form of suspension. Placed in certain kinds of drawers, jewelry is not simply denied use but is taken out of circulation altogether, decommissioned. And yet suspension isn’t quite the right word, because really the contemporary jewelry object shifts from one system to another. For example, tucked in the drawer of a collector or a museum, the jewelry still performs as part of the collection—whether in the mind of the collector or in the online database of the institution. Placed in the drawer of a dealer gallery, the object is available to be seen and purchased while acting as evidence of a practice, supporting the featured contemporary jewelry displayed on the plinth. As a space, the drawer offers what might be called intermediate forms of exhibition, but it can also indicate potential: objects-in-waiting in a drawer.

More about storage

Owners/collectors store their contemporary jewelry in drawers. These can be dedicated spaces, in the case of serious collectors, or multipurpose, in the case of owners who may put their contemporary jewelry in drawers that also house other kinds of objects, such as cookbooks. Owned—parked?—by a collector or buyer, the contemporary jewelry object is in conversation with the rest of the collection and becomes an asset. (One of the prerogatives of ownership is that the owner can remove the piece from circulation.) However, storage of this kind neither deactivates nor disables the emotional attachment the owner feels for the contemporary jewelry object. Wearing and display aren’t the only ways to enjoy contemporary jewelry, because a collection is as much a conceptual idea as a group of physical objects. The inventory list documents a collector’s emotional investment in a set of invisible holdings: as accumulated worth (“I have all of this”) and the very personal history of the collection (“I bought this in Nijmegen in 1984” or “I was given this by so-and-so on our anniversary”).

Display

Dealer galleries and museums sometimes store their contemporary jewelry in drawers, in the same gallery space but separated from the objects on display. In such situations, the drawer houses objects that aren’t receiving immediate attention. In the drawer, and therefore subject to the logic of the drawer rather than the plinth, jewelry is contextual, evidential, part of a backlist or collection, stock or objects made of materials that

Contemporary Jewelry in Perspective
The Collector’s Drawers

American Chara Schreyer collects art and design, and the conceptual frameworks of these two fields structure the way she thinks about—and stores—her collection in her home. Within the logic of Schreyer’s collection, contemporary jewelry features as a subset of design, which also includes fashion that tends to be conceptual and intellectual—designers such as Commes des Garçons or Junya Watanabe. The jewelry follows this trend. However, its requirement to be wearable, to reside on the body, pulls it away from conceptual jewelry as practiced in the field of contemporary jewelry—which often discards objects or functionality in favor of other concerns.

Schreyer uses the same system of classification for her fashion and contemporary jewelry collections, with items from each collection connected by information sheets, indicating how different pieces can be worn and the possible combinations of garments, jewelry and other accessories. A manual holds all these sheets, one for each object relating to the body, recording them and the permutations of wearing. The information sheets relate to the clothes as well as to the jewelry, which is staged when Schreyer wears it, for discrete periods of time. But mostly the collections that belong to the category of design exist in storage in drawers and wardrobes, something that never happens to the art.

Damian Skinner

Drawers

In some drawers, notably those in the maker’s studio and to a lesser extent the dealer gallery, contemporary jewelry becomes stock, a kind of asset that hasn’t yet been successfully commodified. While contemporary jewelry that’s part of an inventory is complete and therefore won’t be altered or modified, such objects demonstrate that the drawer is part of the space of production and thus connected, in certain situations, with the bench. The drawer is the space where a finished piece goes while the maker decides whether it’s successful, and what its future life will be. The drawer represents the point at which contemporary jewelry is finished but not yet complete.

Jewelers rely on drawers to house their jewelry: not just finished work waiting to be sent out—stolen—but also old work—archives, personal collection—as well as unfinished jewelry and the raw materials from which new work will be fabricated. This last category encompasses all the stuff of the working process: notes, drawings, half-finished pieces, objects that may include an interesting element, things to be cast and so on. Placing them in the studio drawer means preserving them from oblivion, locating them both at bay and within reach. Such things are speculative and still have a foot in the realm of the formless. Because they’re inchoate, these loose ends are less possessions than presences: hyperlinks to contemporary jewelry envisaged.

Stock and work in progress
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The Fair

A number of fairs promote contemporary jewelry. Some of them, such as COLLECT in London, and SOFA in the United States, are craft fairs that show ceramics, furniture, glass and textiles alongside contemporary jewelry. Others, like SIERRAD in the Netherlands or INHERGENTA MUNICH in Germany, are jewelry-specific, showing contemporary alongside conventional or fine jewelry. There are different kinds of fairs. Most prominent is the COLLECT or SOFA model, in which an organization (the British Crafts Council in the case of COLLECT; the private Art Fair Company, Inc., in the case of SOFA) rents out space to dealer galleries and nonprofit organizations to show the objects and, to a lesser extent, the makers they represent. Another kind of fair, such as Craftboston or the American Craft Council shows in Baltimore, San Francisco, St. Paul and Atlanta, provide an opportunity for individual makers to sell their work directly to the public, promoting the studio culture of jewelry artists. A third model is provided by the SCHMUCK and TALENTE competitions held each March in Munich. Actually an arm of the contemporary jewelry field is SCHMUCK, Handwerksmesse (International Trade Fair for Handicrafts and Fine Arts) of the International Design Museum in Munich). In addition, various alternative exhibitions by the full spectrum of contemporary jewelers, from students to established professionals, take place in venues all over the city. The 2012 official guide listed more than 30 different events. While commercial considerations are certainly in play as part of the framework of SCHMUCK week, the fundamental lack of commercial activity at the heart of this event demonstrates how important fairs are as networking opportunities, allowing key players in a globally dispersed scene to easily connect and reestablish a sense of being part of a field. 

Damaris Skinner

Inheritance

Jewelry has long served as primary evidence of wealth and status throughout global cultures. From a dowry delivered by a father to secure his daughter’s future to polite Victorian-era references to male genitalia as the “family jewels,” connections between jewelry and inheritance are gendered and familial. Each successive generation bears the responsibility of stewardship, as proclaimed in recent ads by a luxury watch company: “You never actually own a Patek Philippe. You merely take care of it for the next generation.”

Contemporary jewelry challenges long-held traditions of intergenerational transfers of wealth through jewelry. Contemporary jewelry isn’t necessarily created with traditional luxury materials, and collecting such work can be highly subjective. “Investment” in such works is contingent on the artist’s status and reputation, which is developed and maintained through alternative exhibitions by the full spectrum of contemporary jewelers, from students to established professionals, take place in venues all over the city. The 2012 official guide listed more than 30 different events. While commercial considerations are certainly in play as part of the framework of SCHMUCK week, the fundamental lack of commercial activity at the heart of this event demonstrates how important fairs are as networking opportunities, allowing key players in a globally dispersed scene to easily connect and reestablish a sense of being part of a field. 

Damaris Skinner
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The notion of “use,” in traditional jewelry, describes the range of interactions between an object and its owner: a mix of emotional investment and public display grounded on social conventions that tell us “how” and “when” to use the object. Contemporary jewelry has repeatedly challenged this. Lin Cheung’s Wear Again series and Manon van Kouswijk’s Soap can all be used, but they’re also about use. Cheung dredges sentimental jewelry trinkets out of the silt of commercial storefronts, and re-injects them—now permattressed under their plastic wrapping—into the contemporary market. The melancholy results acknowledge traditional jewelry’s greater dependency on use, and questions whether those objects in waiting can be reconfigured and re-activated through contemporary practice. Manon van Kouswijk’s Soap—a pearl necklace encased in a bar of translucent soap—follows an opposite strategy. The impact of the object—which suspends use indefinitely, while inviting it—depends on our capacity to imagine, but not implement, washing our hands to release the necklace. While wearability still brackets the form of these two works, physical interaction is neither essential nor necessary to them. “Use” is a useful metaphor of “old jewelry,” and a discursive opportunity for the new one.

While the remittance of use, and its transformation into a motif, is one of contemporary jewelry’s defining elements, it’s also one of its most problematic aspects. Challenging use is how contemporary jewelry can expect to become more “like art”: this reduces its dependence on physical interaction—when it enters the museum—but also threatens its currency as cultural good. Makers who have sought to address the problem have typically chosen one of the following two options: either to (re)turn to jewelry’s roots by involving the user physically and/or emotionally; or to exit the museum and re-engage with the public.

Lin Cheung
Wear Again (3 brooches), 2008
Smallest, 4 x 3 x 1 cm; largest, 10 x 3 x 1 cm
Gold, silver, mixed media, found objects, stainless steel
Photo by artist

Lin Cheung
Wear Again (26 brooches), 2011
Smallest, 4 x 3 x 1 cm; largest, 10 x 3 x 1 cm
Nylon flocked acrylic and brass, faux leather, stainless steel, beads, thread
Photo by artist

Redefining Use

Benjamin Lignel

The first option taps into jewelry’s “natural” propensity to invite appropriation: either by appealing to the magical—as in the case of modern-day talismans, ex-votos or sentimental jewelry—or by integrating the wearer into the making process—as in the case of DIY, modular and evolutive designs. In both cases, the object provides the means of its transformation and isn’t “complete” unless it has been activated by use.

The second option, which draws its inspiration from social studies and performance art, seeks to reframe the applied arts notion of “use” into the contemporary art notion of “participation.” It’s human resourced rather than object-based, and encompasses practices that involve the active participation of the visitor, or of the spectator in an event stage-directed by the artist: walks, performances, site-specific community projects and awareness-building events. This approach is particularly strong in Australia (as for example in the work of Caz Guiney, Roseanna Bartley, Bill Dixon-Ward, Melissa Cameron and Jacqui Charj), with some isolated advocates elsewhere.

However different in format and inspiration, the two options outlined above share the hypothesis that use and interaction are a form of proof, and a similar purpose: to breach the gap between contemporary jewelry and its disenfranchised public/users.

The drawer as user-activated display

Stock drawers at Galerie Marzee in Nijmegen, The Netherlands, 2012
Photo by Michiel Heffels
Courtesy of Galerie Marzee

Using the drawer to store and classify—tests and mock-ups

Drawers, Karin Johansson’s studio, Göteborg, Sweden, 2012
Photo by Johan Hörnestam

The vertical drawer—the material library

Leonor Hipólito’s atelier in Lisbon, Portugal, 2012
Photo by artist

The drawer as static display

Stock drawers at Lure, Dunedin, New Zealand, 2012
Photo by Neil Satori Brand

Using the drawer to store and classify

Peter Hoogeboom’s atelier in Amsterdam, 2012
Photo by artist

Storing knowledge—the reference library

Near the workbench in Volker Atrops’s workshop in Rheurdt, Germany, 2009
Photo by artist

1.8 m x 1.8 m x 50.8 cm

Contemporary Jewelry in Perspective
Between high and popular culture

Jewelry accompanies the individual onto the street and into the crowd. It’s in the space of the street that jewelry operates in the tension between the personal and the public, as once an object of private use, not necessarily shared, and an object with an immense capacity to interact and seduce.

As a space, the street has both negative and positive connotations. The street is where objects leave social life, to be thrown into bins or washed down gutters. To live on the street is to occupy the lowest rank of society. But the street is also a positive field of social interaction, where individuals emerge from their private spaces to mingle, parade and connect with each other. The street is the home of popular culture, the place where people can shape and display their identity through acts of consumption, affiliation, activism or leisure.

Jewelry plays a key role in these acts of identification, from the piercings of youth cultures to the showing off of bling and luxury jewelry by rappers and bankers alike.

The street can be a carnivalesque space where existing order is upturned: beggars become kings, underdogs defeat champions and thieves uphold honor. Unlike the tightly controlled and copyrighted clothing brands found in shopping malls, street fashion is largely unauthored, just like stencil art or graffiti. The street is also home to a gift economy, where objects such as braided friendship bracelets can circulate as part of a purely sentimental exchange. The domain of street jewelry extends from cheap objects like badges to so-called ethnic souvenirs, the simplified versions of traditional, non-Western jewelry that are sold in street markets.

The street hosts both amateur and professional practices in a nonhierarchical manner. Contemporary jewelry does circulate in this space to a limited degree when it’s discreetly displayed in gallery windows or worn by members of the contemporary jewelry scene. However, the street is distant at odds with the plinth. Though objects like ready-mades might be sourced from the street, in the gallery they become art objects through a strict separation from their roles in the world outside. The gallery or museum as “white cube” frames the art inside as distinct from street life beyond its walls.

The street as catalyst for aesthetic experiences

At different times, artists have sought to cross the border between everyday life and the art world by bringing street activities such as dining or partying into the art gallery. The recently developed relational aesthetics movement sees the value of art in how it connects people together rather than in the object isolated from its social context. But contemporary art must eventually locate itself in the gallery in order to gain recognition as art. It can do so through photography and video documentation of performances and events that have happened “outside.” Some artists even draw from the street vocabulary, evoking urban tribalism or guerrilla politics.

Unlike art, contemporary jewelry is a conduit for art objects to move out of the gallery or museum and into the street precisely because, as a subset of craft, it doesn’t require institutional validation. When making use of performances, relational situations, pop-up stores and other ephemeral events, contemporary jewelry relocates itself in the street while exploring alternative ways to connect to new, changing and unexpected audiences. Given the nature of contemporary jewelry as a form of body ornament, it can circulate more easily than other art objects, which depend on fixed structures such as walls or plinths.

Street as a generator of value

Although the use of wearable currency has been largely abandoned, jewelry continues to have an association with money. To some extent, the cultural insistence on sentimental gifts encourages the production of expensive jewelry that can communicate its value through more or less sophisticated channels: the professional certificate.

Street.
of purity at one end, the simple authority of bling at the other.

Contemporary jewelry was born, in part, out of a reaction against ostentation and specifically set out to offer an alternative to luxury jewelry. At the root of this territorial expansion is a challenge to the wider public to reassess its assumptions about the value of jewelry and its role as a form of currency. One answer has been to emphasize contemporary jewelry as a kind of artistic expression. But aware of the privilege of circulation, reach and closeness to the individual, the makers of contemporary jewelry have invented no less effort in the question: “What does jewelry mean to you?” Especially since the mid-1990s, the emphasis has shifted from material and formal research, which constitutes the maker’s statement, toward the narrative created around the object and the impact of its use. New technology facilitates this shift. For example, jewelers take advantage of blogs to include comments that capture the experience of wearing the object on the street.

More than the other spaces, the street privileges the agency of the object as a device for engaging with the social and physical environment. Contemporary jewelry has been endowed with the aura and values of an art piece, and this exerts significant control over the way it’s worn and used. Within the values established by the street as a space, contemporary jewelry means little until it’s incorporated into the life of the wearer.

There are calls for contemporary jewelry to abandon the plinth and embrace the street. But the question remains as to how the narratives that have gathered around the plinth can extend into the street without reducing its immediacy? This promises to open a new set of possibilities that unlock the potential of both spaces.

The jewelry store is less committed to art than a gallery is, but a store is easier to navigate for that reason. According to Cummings and Lewandowska, the store holds “the promise of a semiotic democracy.” Its wares are organized so as to muffle cross-competition and encourage the consumer to browse, manipulate, try out things. The items in the store are “things”—often organized by use category rather than authorship—before they are artworks. The point is to shorten the distance between the material product and this potential use.

The concept store, on the contrary, increases that distance and makes the most of the alleged opposition between the cultural and the commercial. “Value,” according to Moss founder Murray Moss, “should be inferred from inaccessibility.” The museum-like environment of the concept store helps spike the price point of its collection precisely because, in this case, “collection” derives its power from being intensely fastidious and specific—a creation in its own right, staged to suggest that the selection makes the value of the object, rather than the other way around.

The pioneer contemporary jewelry pop-up store Op Voorraad (which translates as In Stock) sells work made in editions of five in temporary spaces around the world. The name of its game is mobility and low infrastructure: the store resembles modular hardware stores, and the “multiples” sell on average for 250 euros. Pop-ups question the division between makers and sellers. This is to some extent about jewelers taking control of sale profits, like an alternative business plan to the gallery network.

The same object might travel from shop to pop-up, then from pop-up to concept store. Each gives a particular flavor to the encounter with jewelry, depending on the quality and strength of the curatorial force fields that surround and protect the object. More important, perhaps, these various setups give form to jewelry practice as they pull it toward different types of commodification and their attendant narratives. These spaces encourage particular types of relationships with objects, and inform our perception of what we are looking at.

Benjamin Lignel

According to the conventions of contemporary jewelry, the work is complete at the time of exhibition. Although the jeweler may change it at any time prior to exhibition, there’s an expectation that, as with a published book or a released film, the form will remain fixed from its point of dissemination. This standard freezes the creative process, enabling us to focus on artistic intention independently of the work’s use. But there’s an obvious loss. In the case of jewelry, this closure slicks the way the work can take on meaning as it becomes part of the wearer’s life. It’s like exhibiting a blackboard and chalk while prohibiting anyone from writing on it. So in contemporary jewelry, activation is the process whereby the object is brought to life and able to be used. Activation is particularly important in design, where objects need to be evaluated against the history of use. In technology, for example, many fine devices such as the Apple Newton failed because they weren’t embraced by users.

Beyond practical use, activation also refers to ritual processes that charge the object with meaning. In the art gallery, this rite of passage is the opening, where dignitaries herald the appearance of the artwork. The opening can sometimes influence the meaning of the work, particularly if it’s given a particular spin by a distinguished speaker. However, this is a relatively controlled process.

Some artists have attempted to incorporate use into the final work. Tod Notten’s Chew Your Own Brooch (1998) asked users to masticate a piece of gum, which became the form that was cast into the brooch. Susan Cohn’s Black Broaching Change Project (2009) sent an object into the final work. Ted Noten’s Chew Your Own Brooch, which was exhibited with scratches caused by use.

By contrast, Vicki Mason’s Broaching Change (1998) sent an object into the world with a covenant, specifying that whoever wore it had to give it to the first person who made a positive statement about it. The brooch carried a message about the desires for Australia to become a republic. Whenever it changed hands, the recipient was encouraged to leave a comment about the process on a blog site.

The Internet now opens up the potential for activation as a part of the artistic project.

Kevin Murray

A diamond may last forever, but jewelry doesn’t have to. As a wearable currency made out of precious metals and gems, jewelry could be transformed into money anytime by being melted and therefore destroyed, by being successively taken apart into smaller bits or by removing its gems. Even though contemporary jewelry makers have rejected the issue of pure monetary exchange and have replaced it with artistic and intellectual value, the compulsion toward banishment and transformation has remained a fascinating topic and a source of inspiration.

Ephemeral materials like paper were introduced in jewelry in the early ’90s. One example is the Something Special collection introduced in jewelry in the early ’60s. One example is the Something Special collection introduced by David Watkins and Wendy Ramshaw.

Fragility becomes a physical attribute as much as a conceptual frame in the dust necklace by Teruo Akatsu (2001) or the latex and surgical steel Chain by Christoph Zollweg (1996). The latter, bought by the British Crafts Council, became a central piece for discussing the role of institutions that collect contemporary jewelry, when facing the preservation of this kind of work, in accepting or avoiding their unexpected transformations over time.

The aspeck of wearing as an activity fatal to the jewelry, which transforms it and precipitates its decay, has been explored in a number of jewelry projects: Ruudt Peters’ pigmented Ouroboros objects for the hand lose color when worn, and Naomi Filmer’s ice jewelry is transformed by the body temperature of the wearer. Peter Bauhuis’s gallium jewelry is made out of a metal that melts at 85.5°F (29.7°C), making it practically unwearable unless one is ready to accept its sudden loss. Daily rituals related to sensuality and hygiene serve as the inspiration for ephemeral jewelry like the soap skull by Constanze Schreiber.

The transgressive gesture of destroying value seems to resist commodification and escape history, but at the same time such gestures often survive in other media such as photography and video. Such alternative media play a central role when it comes to recording jewelry as pure experience, without actual objects involved. This is the case of Shadow Jewelry (1979) by Gilg Bakker, which marked the skin on arms and legs with tight gold bracelets and rubber bands. Another example is Green Jewelry (1987) by Johanna Dahm, a fleeting optical effect achieved by irritating the eye after staring intently at the picture of a red square. Recent examples include a site-specific work by Sluka Mascart, who painted a sentence with gold leaf in front of a jewelry store window. Passability inadvertently trapped gold particles in its soles and spread them all over the city.

Mirica Gaezer

The Portable Bench

The desire to connect directly with people and environments continues to lead jewelers to explore ways to shift the locus of making from the private studio to the public sphere. Equally enamored in romanticism of past centuries and the current zeitgeist for social art making, Gabriel Craig and Roseanne Bartley offer two examples of performative and publicly engaging practices today.

Gabriel Craig manipulates the romantic idealism of the pre-industrial-era craftsman, adding a contemporary twist that emphasizes the self-reliance promoted by the early twenty-first-century DIY movements. Craig’s Pro Bono Jeweler (2007–present) relocates the traditional jeweler’s bench from the privacy of the studio into picturesque, public urban settings. Through carefully choreographed attires, demeanor and actions, Craig offers an image of the young jeweler immersed in the pleasure of physical labor to passersby. Inviting engagement, Craig shares the process of fabricating a silver ring, pulling observers into the activity by revealing the tools and process and concluding with the presentation of the completed ring as a gift. A deceptively simple project, Craig’s performance establishes a story of fabrication in the consciousness of every observer. The gift of the ring expands a residual object beyond a mere souvenir.

The whole experience is a storytelling trigger for the newly initiated to learn how a ring is made and potentially become involved in the process themselves.

Bartley’s work, such as Seeding the Cloud: A Walking Work in Process (2010–present), taps into the urban and industrial-era ethos of the flâneur. However, where Baudelaire’s flâneur is a distracted, self-possessed stroller, Bartley is a purposeful pilgrim deliberately connecting herself to her environment through her tools and training as a jeweler. As she moves through the urban streets of Melbourne, Australia, any potential surface becomes a makeshift portable bench where the detritus she finds are modified through her tools, thereby marking her travels. Through her hands, tools, materials and conversations, Bartley shifts the detached aesthetic observations associated with the flâneur to create engaged cartographic markers in the form of jewelry. The resulting works reveal jewelry as a vehicle to redefine the flâneur from observer to observer and participant by moving the site of production into the public sphere.

What remains to be seen is how artists might shift away from traditional practices and modes of making to develop new performative strategies that take jewelry making into the broader art arena and, potentially, forge new strategies for crossing the private/public divide.

Namrita Gupta Wiggers

The Critique of Preciousness

In their 1985 book The New Jewelry: Trends + Traditions, Peter Dormer and Ralph Turner described the characteristics of the movement they termed “the new jewelry” as “a desire to avoid clichés in design; a desire to make exciting, robust and, where possible, cheap ornament; a desire to make adornment that can be worn by either sex, a frequently expressed distaste for jewelry which is vulgar and merely status-seeking; and always an interest in ensuring that the ornament works with and complements the wearer’s body.” An outcome of the energy and experimentation produced by the meeting of Dutch and British contemporary jewelers in the late 1970s, the new jewelry movement was concerned with artistic expression and experimentation, a deeper engagement with society and a new awareness of the body and the wearer. The new jewelry is the high point in what we might call the critique of preciousness, a critical moment in the development of contemporary jewelry as we know it today, and, as Dormer and Turner’s book demonstrates, a central narrative in the shaping of contemporary jewelry history. At its core, the critique of preciousness is, as the name suggests, a desire to put into question the idea of preciousness—particularly the idea that the value of jewelry is intimately tied to the precious materials from which it’s made. Beginning with German goldsmiths, who in the ’50s continued to use precious materials such as gold but who emphasized the central role of artistic expression (thus introducing the division between conventional and contemporary jewelry), the critique of preciousness was fed by Dutch jewelry experiments in the ’60s that introduced culturally relevant materials, as though a justification for contemporary jewelry can be established by making the jewelry object from a substance never before used in jewelry. (This dead end is closely related to the emphasis on contemporary jewelry as a form of artistic expression and the focus on the actions and desires of the maker.) At its most productive, the critique of preciousness encourages contemporary jewelers to continually question the field itself, to renew the arguments about value that sit close to the heart of jewelry’s legacy, and to draw on the techniques of art and craft to explore how the jewelry object can propose new conclusions about the body and society.

Dannin Skinner


Ralph Turner described the characteristics of the new jewelry: a desire to put into question the idea of preciousness—particularly the idea that the value of jewelry is intimately tied to the precious materials from which it’s made. Beginning with German goldsmiths, who in the ’50s continued to use precious materials such as gold but who emphasized the central role of artistic expression (thus introducing the division between conventional and contemporary jewelry), the critique of preciousness was fed by Dutch jewelry experiments in the ’60s that introduced culturally relevant materials, as though a justification for contemporary jewelry can be established by making the jewelry object from a substance never before used in jewelry. (This dead end is closely related to the emphasis on contemporary jewelry as a form of artistic expression and the focus on the actions and desires of the maker.) At its most productive, the critique of preciousness encourages contemporary jewelers to continually question the field itself, to renew the arguments about value that sit close to the heart of jewelry’s legacy, and to draw on the techniques of art and craft to explore how the jewelry object can propose new conclusions about the body and society.

Dannin Skinner


Street culture inspiring contemporary jewelry

Frank Tjepkema
Bling Bling, 2003
2 x 8 x 8 cm
Gold-plated silver alloy; commissioned by Chi ha paura . . ?
Photo courtesy of Tjep

Street as a metaphor for creating community
Roseanne Bartley
Human Necklace: Pendant, (Barcelona Residency, 2005–06), 2007
Edition of six digital photos, each 54 x 38 cm
Photo by Christian Shallert

Street as a meeting point—bringing contemporary jewelry to new audiences
Zoe Brand during her Yes / No / Maybe performance at the Melbourne Central Swanston railway station entrance on September 2, 2011
Photo by Benjamin Lignel

Meanings and Attachments, 2003
Performance at the Year of Design Festival, Barcelona, 2003
Photo by Xavier Padrós

Wearing the city—ornament as carrier of information
Ulrike Solbrig for Schmuck 2
Subway Map / New York City from the What do you wear? Jewellery! project, 2000
Knotted colored thread
Photo by Alan Marsik

Street culture inspiring contemporary jewelry

Frank Tjepkema
Bling Bling, 2003
2 x 8 x 8 cm
Gold-plated silver alloy; commissioned by Chi ha paura . . ?
Photo courtesy of Tjep

Seeing jewelry everywhere—subverting the normative codes of the urban space
Liesbet Bussche
Urban Jewelry, 2009
Photo by artist

An object 'decoration' that reflects on the role of body ornament in everyday life
Mah Rana
Meanings and Attachments, 2003
Performance at the Year of Design Festival, Barcelona, 2003
Photo by Xavier Padrós

Street culture inspiring contemporary jewelry

Frank Tjepkema
Bling Bling, 2003
2 x 8 x 8 cm
Gold-plated silver alloy; commissioned by Chi ha paura . . ?
Photo courtesy of Tjep
The sites of jewelry

As a physical space and an environment, the body encompasses everything from the head to the toes. Depending on cultural or historical factors, different locations or subspaces of the body are addressed by forms of adornment, including contemporary jewelry.

Specific areas on the body are brought into focus through archetypal forms of jewelry commonly found across the globe: ears, jaw and face by earrings; the face and the region from collarbone to waist by necklaces; hands and digits by rings; waist and genital regions by chatelaines or belts; shoulder and chest by brooches. The acceptance of previously marginal or ancient traditions of adorning the body in a more invasive way, such as piercing, tattooing or scarification, has emphasized previously obscure and less obvious sites for jewelry: nose, ear tops, eyebrows, nipples, genitalia and cheeks.

The quest for originality is an important focus of contemporary jewelry practice and leads to the exploration of new parts of the body that can host jewelry, such as the teeth.

Jewelry as an embodied practice

Some forms of traditional jewelry are able to fuse with the wearer’s body. Consider the wedding ring, tiny button earrings, or a religious medal hanging from a thin chain. These objects tend to disappear; they become flesh. The ubiquity of such objects makes their connections to the body easily understood and even assumed when they’re not being worn. The hand is understood to be the destination for objects that look like rings, and the ears for pairs of objects that have some element that fits into tiny holes.

The body itself, as a critical and essential factor within the fabrication process, is frequently overlooked largely because of the longstanding hierarchy that places the conceptual above the corporeal, the mind over the body. For the studio jeweler who fabricates an object from start to finish, making contemporary jewelry is an embodied practice. The body is a tool, the means by which the jewelry is produced.

But once completed, the body of the maker disappears from view as the focus shifts instead to the made object and its relationship to the body of the wearer. On a plinth, the body is physically absent but present as an abstracted ideal. When jewelry is worn, the wearer’s body takes on the role of portable display. The body involved in the physical act of fabrication disappears as the completed jewelry object moves into the public realm.

The body as a living display

In terms of contemporary jewelry, the space of the body is not so much a physical destination as it is a reference point and a vehicle. The body functions simultaneously as a platform or a vacancy poised for adornment, a space and an environment in which pieces of contemporary jewelry deliberately do not blend into the wearer’s body. The history of contemporary jewelry can be summarized as a sequence of movements that swing, pendulum-like, between embracing and rejecting the possibility of wearing the jewelry object, and thus challenging the collective understanding of how jewelry has to relate to the body.

Arguably the body is the most challenging site in and on which to appreciate any artistic object, because on a living display there’s little ability to control the conditions of presentation and reception. The space of the body complicates perception but activates objects in a transformative way. Considered from the point of view of the body, contemporary jewelry becomes something that’s not merely an image or a three-dimensional sculpture but a conceptually driven artwork that can move fluidly between spaces and both carry and create meaning through such travels.

The invisible body, the banished body

When worn, jewelry adorns and socializes the body, mediating its encounter with society. The body itself—whether actual or abstractly referenced—
is frequently treated as an idealized form. Both conventional and contemporary jewelry is typically photographed on a young, female body, perpetuating an ideal of contemporary practice as fresh, youthful and fashion-forward. However, the bodies of the vast majority of those choosing to wear contemporary jewelry don’t conform to the idealistic perfections of the fashion industry or to photographic images created by artists within the field; the opportunity to reevaluate such representations from a critical and gendered perspective remains untapped.

If the object is intended to be collected but not worn—which is increasingly a major aspiration for contemporary jewelry practice—it becomes effectively beyond wearing once accessioned into a museum collection. Here, the objects are placed beyond the body, quarantined by museum ethics and stewardship protocols, and relegated to handling with white gloves, the eyes and the imagination—never worn again except in extenuating circumstances.

The body as a contested site
The body as a site for jewelry raises a number of questions about adequacy (or the relationship with the tradition of body adornment), dependence (the possibility of use and personal meaning) and even incompatibility (the tension between autonomous or applied object). Because it’s a critical, questioning practice, contemporary jewelry puts the body in question, both as the “natural” site for jewelry and as a problematic, portable host.

The body is a contested but irreducible site where individuals can make statements about their identity. Not only jewelry makers but also fine artists and fashion designers are aware of the existential, aesthetic and political dimensions of the body as a theme. One could ask which body is the subject of contemporary jewelry, as well as suggesting that the body is a space that remains indispensable to the field precisely because it represents the intersection of the physical body and various conceptual and social forces. When worn, jewelry adorns and socializes the body, mediating its encounter with society. Questions regarding whose body, which body and from where the body originates are open arenas for contemporary jewelry to explore in the next decades.

Pleasure
It’s significant that the title chosen by Susan Cohn for her 2012 survey exhibition of contemporary jewelry at the National Gallery of Victoria, Australia, and the Design Museum, London, was Unexpected Pleasures. This situates jewelry outside of place, politics or concepts. It takes a surrealist approach to art that touches on the vein of experience that exists below official order, particularly on the level of personal experience. Pleasure is a form of aesthetics that is particular to the subject. Unlike the beautiful, what gives pleasure affects the senses at a direct level. For Freud, pleasure was the psychological basic currency to which most conscious life, even moral indignation, could be reduced.

Jewelry affords many pleasures. Its contact with the body provides it with a strong erotic potential. There’s the convention of the pearl necklace to draw the gaze down the female torso. Contemporary jewelry can include more original pleasures, as generated by fetish devices. Publications frequently contain references to pleasure as a political factor. For They Know Not What They Do: Enjoyment as a Political Factor, Bruce McEwan writes, “Enjoyment can still complement critical values such as originality and craftsmanship. On its own terms, it can have a variety of critical purposes. Social theorists like Herbert Marcuse attempt to combine Freud with Marxism to identify social liberation. For the Lacanian Slavoj Žižek, the road to critical engagement is to follow your desire to its logical end. Critical approaches certainly don’t preclude pleasure as a valid dimension. But there’s a distinction between the type of pleasure that unsettles, and the comfort zone of familiar diversions.”

Bruce McEwan


From a critical perspective, the reference to pleasure has potential to consign contemporary jewelry to a frivolous art form. There are various moves to resist the imposition of more utilitarian values. Critiquing ethical jewelry, Bruce McEflatt writes, “Pleasure, if allowed in to the equation at all, is a means, a delivery system that makes the social activism more effective.” He implies that pleasure is intrinsic to the meaning of contemporary jewelry.

It can still complement critical values such as originality and craftsmanship. On its own terms, it can have a variety of critical purposes. Social theorists like Herbert Marcuse attempt to combine Freud with Marxism to identify sexual and social liberation. For the Lacanian Slavoj Žižek, the road to critical engagement is to follow your desire to its logical end. Critical approaches certainly don’t preclude pleasure as a valid dimension. But there’s a distinction between the type of pleasure that unsettles, and the comfort zone of familiar diversions.

Bruce McEwan


Which body is the subject of contemporary jewelry? Embodying jewelry as its terminus associations is nearly impossible. Despite the numbers of men involved in contemporary jewelry—from artists to gallerists to critics—jewelry forms remain largely conceptually and aesthetically connected to a woman’s body. With the exception of hip-hop culture’s masculine embrace of the ostentatious, most jewelry today references an idealized or actual female body. Although the body is considered in jewelry shifts from any body idea to some body (projected) to somebody (actual), gender is a relatively unexplored aspect.

Women are inoculated from childhood to equate jewelry as a marker of coming of age, of being “a lady.” Even today, boys are encouraged to role-play, and young girls to play “dress up” with their mothers’ and grandmothers’ jewelry boxes. The Opulent Project’s Costume, Costume (2011) brought together works by artists who share a conceptual and material interest in costume jewelry. This grouping of bricoleaged creations reveals how the performance of costuming oneself shifts of bricolaged creations reveals how the performance of costuming oneself shifts of bricolaged creations reveals how the performance of costuming oneself shifts from any body idea to some body (projected) to somebody (actual), gender is a relatively unexplored aspect.

Making and wearing jewelry that resembles body parts has a long history. Such objects are thought to have therapeutic and protective effects for the wearer. From superstitition to pleasure and expression, the body as a theme, and even as a material, has reached contemporary jewelry. Witness the hair drawings in jewelry by Melischa Bitterer and the pearls made of mother’s milk by Stefan Heuser.

Since the ’70s, body artists such as Orlan, Ana Mendieta and Valie Export have developed practices that use human body as a theme and as a medium. In jewelry, Gigi Bakker represented the body through photography sealed in laminated PVC. Bruno Martinač was inspired by classical sculptural representations of the body, while Gerd Rothmann developed work resembling ritual and funerary jewelry, taking molds of body parts or using skin imprints to constitute the ornament itself. In the ’90s, Iris Eichenberg and Christoph Zellweger focused on the body in a way that had not been done previously. Eichenberg deals with aspects of sexual and social identity through organic forms, vaguely resembling body parts, using materials such as wool, porcelain and wax to suggest warmth as much as fragility. Zellweger stated that in society’s quest for inner beauty, the body has become a luxury item in itself and therefore a matter of design. He made use of a clinical aesthetics to reflect on issues of (bodily) identity and the limits between nature and artifacts. The Lingam International exhibition initiated by Ruudt Peters in 2010 invited several makers to get inspired by ancient phallic amulets and design a fertility symbol that would help reconcile contemporary living with the most essential life-driving forces. The body as a theme favors exploration and complicity among different media, such as performance, video and photography. Lauren Kalman transforms undesirable affections of the body, such as skin diseases, into powerful ornaments, their splendor manifested through photography. Jewelry, like clothing, inhabits the liminal space at the boundary of the body, yet the skin becomes an interface as well as a limit that eventually can be trespassed, breaking the taboo of exposing the interiority of the body, as Nanina Mekalland’s Charm (2000), a bracelet made of a pig heart, exemplifies. Fridolof Braham actually intrudes the human body and makes a case for designing inner beauty. In his Therapeutic Attitude series (since 2003), he offers potions that contain particles of precious metals to be experienced as drinkable jewelry, the ultimate fusion of body and ornament.

Namita Gupta Wiggers
1. Seeing jewelry everywhere—subverting the normative codes of the urban space
   Nanna Melland
   Heart Charm, 2000
   Photo by artist

2. Turning the body inside out
   Tord Boontje
   Cut Here, 2003
   Dimensions vary
   Acrylic multipolymer temporary tattoo
   Commissioned by Chi ha Paura …?

3. Gestural repetition—using the body to determine form
   Jennifer Crupi
   Power Gesture, 2009
   Fabricated, riveted, and die-formed aluminum, laser print on cotton vellum, acrylic
   Photo by Christian Luis

4. A public following performance taking shape with mark-making
   Emmanuel Lacoste
   Share—When Sharing the Private Space Makes It Larger, June 9, 2012
   A two-hour performance presented as part of the 44th Zimmerhof symposium, Bad Rappenau, Germany
   Photo by Benjamin Lignel

5. The body uncensored—jewelry as a threshold between private and public domains
   Carole Deltenre
   Nymphes brooches, 2008
   Left to right, 6.5 cm in diameter, 6 x 6 cm, and 9.5 x 6.5 cm
   Silver, porcelain
   Photo by artist

6. Jewelry and medical surgery intersect around the body as ultimate luxury artefact
   Christoph Zellweger
   From the Incredibles series (detail), 2010
   Dimensions vary
   Wax, rubber
   Photo © artist

7. Body as a site for the carnivalesque—jewelry as invitation to fantastical mutations
   Rachel Timmins
   Elvira Snow, 2012
   76.2 x 91.4 x 61 cm
   Spandex, thread, polyester stuffing, rubber, lace, woven fabric, grommets, flax seeds; machine and hand sewn
   Photo by Joseph Hyde

8. Body as plinth
   Marie Pendariès
   La Dot (The Dowry), 2008
   Dimensions vary
   Porcelain
   Photo by artist

9. Abnormal versus idealized body—medical maladies made ornamental
   Lauren Kalman
   Blooms, Efflorescence, and Other Dermatological Embellishments (Cystic Acne, Back), 2009
   20.3 x 20.3 cm and 66 x 66 cm
   Inkjet print and object: acupuncture needles, wire, gold, coral, ruby, diamonds
   Courtesy of the artist

10. Family jewels—borrowing gender and wearing heirlooms
    Sophie Hanagarth
    Bijoux de Famille (Family Jewels), 1999
    80 x 7 x 3.5 cm
    Silicone, stainless steel
    Photo by artist

11. Jewelry and medical surgery interact around the body as plinth
    Christoph Zellweger
    From the Incredibles series (detail), 2010
    Silver, wax, very thin, lacquer
    Photo © artist
The world is invisible

Spaces such as the page, the plinth, the bench, the drawer, the body—and to a lesser extent the Street—are understood to be connected to each other. The values and possibilities of one space are negotiated in the others. The body, for example, haunts the page, the plinth, the bench, the drawer and the street; each space exerts a kind of gravitational pull on the other spaces, helping to shape the sense of what’s at stake in each context.

If the street has a complex relationship to the other spaces because it introduces issues that sit uncomfortably with the artistic aspirations of the contemporary jewelry scene, then the world is effectively invisible even as it maintains an intimate relationship with each of these spaces.

While the world is a distant space, beyond the street, on the horizon, it’s also close at hand, encountered when the jeweler leaves the bench and reads the newspaper or turns on the TV. The world represents the implications, responsibilities and possibilities of contemporary jewelry in the space beyond the contemporary jewelry scene.

The world brings into play questions that don’t find a ready or easy home within the stories that contemporary jewelry usually attracts. Has the world become a better place because of contemporary jewelry? Has contemporary jewelry strengthened communities, helped people escape poverty or enjoy better health? The very strangeness and irrelevancy of these questions tells us something important about the values that underpin contemporary jewelry.

These will be strange questions as long as the desire to be a kind of fine art remains the dominant framework for evaluating contemporary jewelry. How can the world help us approach contemporary jewelry in other ways?

Jewelry is made from the world

In the twentieth century, art became self-reflexive, seeking to uncover the very conditions that make the practice of art possible. The framing spaces, like the white-walled gallery, which set art apart from everyday life, as well as the semantic structures that make meaning possible, have themselves become the subject of art.

The same critical turn has affected contemporary jewelry. And yet, as a subset of studio craft, contemporary jewelry remains interestingly—stubbornly?—attached to materiality, which continues to define the conditions of possibility within which the practice can take place.

The materials of jewelry can lead to an engagement with world politics in a way that’s different from most visual art, which doesn’t have the same investment in materials—or materials with such a complex legacy. Mining for precious metals, for example, can involve disrupting people’s lives, damaging the environment and supporting illegal arms trade and political corruption. The transformation into glittering commodities obscures the “dirty” sources of gold and diamonds. The elegant vitrines of high-end jewelry boutiques seem a world away from the mines of the Congo. The world provides the opportunity to reconnect them, and to find ways to disrupt the system that keeps them separated.

The politics of contemporary jewelry

Increasing global awareness has encouraged an ethical approach to many cultural pursuits. There’s growing sensitivity to the appropriation of indigenous culture by Western artists. Global justice campaigns such as Make Poverty History and Kony 2012 have been widely successful thanks partly to mass-produced bracelets. In design, the focus has shifted from an elite form of consumption to accepting responsibility for global change. The Philippe Starck lemon squeezer, an icon of design intended for stylish, First World kitchens, has been replaced as a signifier of contemporary design’s values by the mobile water filtration device and other socially engaged answers to world problems in exhibitions such as Design for the Other 90%.

Dealing directly with the economic structures through which mainstream jewelry is given value

Lisa Gralnick


Two months supply of Starbucks coffee, Eight pounds of French roast @ $10.99/lb. Total cost $87.92. London PM fixed rate on gold. 12/06/03 $399/0z. Value in pure (24K) gold: .22 oz. Value in 18K gold: .30 oz. Weight of gold in artwork: .30 oz. Photo by Jim Escalante, 2009
Contemporary jewelry might seem irrelevant to larger world problems partly because it’s underpinned by a belief in autonomy and artistic freedom, an idea that’s an outcome of modernism. The narrative surrounding contemporary jewelry privileges the internal demands of the practice, particularly artistic freedom, over the perceived moral responsibility of the maker. Contemporary jewelry needs to be protected as an autonomous aesthetic pursuit. This contrasts with the obligation to effectiveness, which sits at the core of social activism.

An alternative way of looking at this situation is to argue that politics is at the heart of contemporary jewelry. The critique of preciousness, in which contemporary jewelry’s value was established as being different from the value of the (precious) materials from which it was made, began as a democratic project seeking to counter the elite hierarchy of diamonds and gold. The meaning of jewelry extends beyond the personal. As a way of connecting people, jewelry can be a powerful means for mobilizing change. The challenge is to find a way of connecting this potential to the creative values that have marked contemporary jewelry most powerfully so far.

**Design opens contemporary jewelry to the world**

Design is a framework that contributes other ways of identifying the opportunities of contemporary jewelry in the world. It holds the engagement with everyday life as a critical value, as important as originality, innovation and artistic expression. Design leads us to ask, “How does this object transform the world of the wearer?” This can be an ethical reform, as in the increased use of recycled gold, or the rejection of blood diamonds. It can also entail a democratic transformation that privileges the internal demands of the practice, particularly artistic freedom, over the perceived moral responsibility of the maker. Contemporary jewelry has an extraordinary ability to materialize social and political relationships, to symbolize power and belief, to originate and accompany rituals in different stages of life, to tell stories and extend cross-generational bonds and to symbolize psychological states or encode messages. In the space of the world, contemporary jewelry concerns itself with precisely these issues.

The emphasis moves from the form of the material used by the maker (the artistic statement) to the narratives created around the object and the impact of its use (the wearer/owner statement). The question shifts from “What is contemporary jewelry?” to “What does contemporary jewelry do?” Contemporary jewelry has an extraordinary ability to materialize social and political relationships, to symbolize power and belief, to originate and accompany rituals in different stages of life, to tell stories and extend cross-generational bonds and to symbolize psychological states or encode messages. In the space of the world, contemporary jewelry concerns itself with precisely these issues.

**Awareness Bracelets**

Gel or jelly bracelets are made from silicone in a variety of colors. A subgenre called awareness bracelets carries words or phrases to demonstrate support for a cause or charity. Their current popularity began with the yellow Livestrong bracelet, which raises money for cancer research as part of the Lance Armstrong Foundation. (Yellow is the color of the Tour de France leader’s jersey, which Armstrong won seven times.) Launched in 2004, the Livestrong campaign has been followed by many others, the best known perhaps being Make Poverty History, which is represented by a white bracelet.

The form referenced by gel bracelets is very ancient, and it has been manufactured from a huge variety of other materials since its invention as a form of adornment. Bracelets can have religious or cultural significance—think of charm bracelets—but they’re also a kind of generic adornment. While bangles are a symbol of matrimony in India, for example, the bangle and the bracelet in Western societies are less symbolically loaded than the ring. Gel bracelets don’t become meaningful as political statements of allegiance because they’re bracelets, but rather because they’re jewelry and therefore worn on the body. Badges, for example, have at different times been popular for precisely the same reasons as gel bracelets, and performed the same function.

A rumor emerged around 2004 that the bracelets were being subverted from their original causes, their colors being used in code to signal sexual availability. A teenage girl would wear bands in different colors to advertise the sexual acts she was willing to perform or engage in. (Yellow = hug; orange = kiss; black = intercourse; red = lap dance.) A boy would try to snap the color bracelet that represented the sexual act he desired and if successful he would redeem that particular act. This demonstrates the appealing cultural and social potential of gel bracelets. The joy of this particular set of meanings—apart from their probable status as an urban myth and thus a sign of the gullibility of adults—is that it represents ex-corporation, a term from sociology that refers to the way in which mass commodities are remade to reflect the consumer’s cultural preferences. Jewelry, in the sense of worn objects that stimulate stories for the wearer and mediate social relationships, asserts itself.
Craft

According to Mike Press, professor of design policy in the UK and an influential author, “Craft knowledge is too important and too unique to be limited to the domain of the handcrafted object. A focus on craft knowledge—as opposed to craft products—opens up new opportunities to demonstrate the relevance of craft in the twenty-first century.” This statement invites testing in the field of jewelry. What does jewelry have to offer beyond objects? Which kind of knowledge is embedded in its practice? A jewelry designer and artist, both understood as authors, master technical and aesthetic skills at a high level and in a very specific scale, the human scale. They also have a deep understanding of how personal objects “vehiculate” and materialize identity. A jeweler must be a privileged observer of human nature if he/she wants to succeed in giving shape to thoughts, emotions, events or memories. This professional is an expert in creating and transmitting value, aware of the political, social and cultural implications of such activity, and still cultivates a privileged sense for beauty, wonder and preciousness.

Few artists and designers are able to think out of the box and define their practice beyond the dominant expectation based on creating new objects for a specialized circuit. Some of them are already exploring the possibilities of the handcrafted object. A focus on craft knowledge—as opposed to craft products—is crucial in telling a story. People trained in jewelry are already working in the fields of medicine and health care, psychology and social projects involving communities and scientific visualization, to mention just a few. Expanding the understanding of practice will not only affect views on what jewelry is but will also inspire unseen prospects for what jewelry can do.

Yuka Oyama has a deep understanding of the handcrafted object. A focus on craft knowledge is too important and too unique to be limited to the domain of the handcrafted object. A focus on craft knowledge—as opposed to craft products—is crucial in telling a story. People trained in jewelry are already working in the fields of medicine and health care, psychology and social projects involving communities and scientific visualization, to mention just a few. Expanding the understanding of practice will not only affect views on what jewelry is but will also inspire unseen prospects for what jewelry can do.

A jewelry designer and artist, both understood as authors, master technical and aesthetic skills at a high level and in a very specific scale, the human scale. They also have a deep understanding of how personal objects “vehiculate” and materialize identity. A jeweler must be a privileged observer of human nature if he/she wants to succeed in giving shape to thoughts, emotions, events or memories. This professional is an expert in creating and transmitting value, aware of the political, social and cultural implications of such activity, and still cultivates a privileged sense for beauty, wonder and preciousness.

According to Mike Press, professor of design policy in the UK and an influential author, “Craft knowledge is too important and too unique to be limited to the domain of the handcrafted object. A focus on craft knowledge—as opposed to craft products—opens up new opportunities to demonstrate the relevance of craft in the twenty-first century.” This statement invites testing in the field of jewelry. What does jewelry have to offer beyond objects? Which kind of knowledge is embedded in its practice? A jewelry designer and artist, both understood as authors, master technical and aesthetic skills at a high level and in a very specific scale, the human scale. They also have a deep understanding of how personal objects “vehiculate” and materialize identity. A jeweler must be a privileged observer of human nature if he/she wants to succeed in giving shape to thoughts, emotions, events or memories. This professional is an expert in creating and transmitting value, aware of the political, social and cultural implications of such activity, and still cultivates a privileged sense for beauty, wonder and preciousness.
1 Reflected in a mirror on the outside of a building under construction, the image of a shiny, sweaty face is absorbed by the light. World

2 The ruins of Beirut during the Lebanese civil war set the scene for the subject of the human tendency toward self-destruction. Bruce Merrifield

3 Wood Pin #103, 1995
Brooch, 10.2 x 6.4 cm; landscape, 40.6 x 25.4 cm
Carved and painted wood, brass

4 & 5 Jewelry forms created out of the ground on which we stand. Liesbet Bussche

6 Brooches that counter jewelry's capacity to elevate the wearer above others. Auli Laitinen

7 Brooches as material agents, actively engaging with events in the world around them. Jacqui Chan

8 An installation/performance that counters the divide between private and public space. Yuka Oyama

9 Engaging with the earth's resources, otherwise invisible in the refined products from which they're produced. Katrin Spranger
Part 2 of this book examines the history of contemporary jewelry. It asks: How has contemporary jewelry developed in various parts of the world? In what ways do differences in history, culture and society affect and transform contemporary jewelry? What does it mean to claim that contemporary jewelry is an international, or global, practice? Should we be talking about contemporary jewelry or contemporary jewelries?

Very few contemporary jewelry books are actually histories. The most common model presents a selection of jewelry grouped thematically, perhaps according to materials, subject matter, or the type of jewelry (rings, necklaces, etc.). These books contain an opening essay that offers a short historical introduction saying how contemporary jewelry got to the particular point the book then explores through its chosen categories. This approach sidesteps the issues of writing history, because you don’t need to rank or order the categories or think about causal relationships, and you can create as many categories as you wish so that everything fits. Such books create a kind of space that floats free of history, context, place or relationships.

When a history of contemporary jewelry is presented, it’s usually organized around the critique of preciousness, which challenges the idea that the value of jewelry is tied to the precious materials from which it’s made. By transforming the conventional idea of value, jewelers liberated contemporary jewelry for artistic expression and experimentation, a deeper engagement with society, and a new awareness of the body and the wearer. While the critique of preciousness is a good way to organize a history of contemporary jewelry, because it captures precisely what makes contemporary jewelry different from other forms of jewelry, it also sets up a hierarchy: European contemporary jewelry, where the critique of preciousness emerged first, becomes the standard against which all other regional forms of contemporary jewelry are compared.

There are, I believe, some good reasons for trying to write a history of contemporary jewelry in every part of the world, or at least taking seriously the idea that contemporary jewelry is an international, and possibly a global, practice. One is that it challenges the provincial ideas of the contemporary jewelry field, which tends to know very little about anything that

The History of Contemporary Jewelry.

Damian Skinner
happens outside the major centers. Another reason is that contemporary jewelry is already international; as the essays in Part II clearly show, contemporary jewelry takes place in different countries all around the world. Even though we mostly hear about what’s going on in Europe or, depending on where you live, the United States, contemporary jewelers are working away in all corners of the globe, and histories of contemporary jewelry should take this into account.

By looking at what happens in a wide range of practices from different places, we can avoid setting up the major jewelry centers as the arbiters of the official or most correct forms of contemporary jewelry, which then spread to other places, where jewelers will copy or emulate what they see going on in the powerful centers. The story isn’t complete by understanding only how, say, modernism developed in American jewelry, or how the critique of preciousness was worked out in European jewelry. Although these might be the earliest examples of these ideas, it also matters what happens to the ideas when they travel to other places. By looking only at the centers, we miss important discoveries about these ideas made by jewelers in other countries. We mistakenly assume that part of the story is the whole story.

The essays in Part II explore the ways in which contemporary jewelry has developed across the globe. Six essays by different authors provide a general introduction to the history of contemporary jewelry in Europe (written by Liesbeth den Besten), North America (Kelly Hays L’Ecuyer), Latin America (Valeria Vallarta Siemelink), Australasia (myself), East Asia (Chang Dong-kwang) and Southern Africa (Sarah Rhodes), while the seventh essay (by Elyse Zorn Karlin) surveys art jewelry at the beginning of the twentieth century. The purpose of this essay, which comes first, is to show that contemporary jewelry has much in common with the movements that preceded the development of modernist jewelry in the middle of the twentieth century.

Each of the authors has been asked to keep the focus on contemporary jewelry, by which I mean a self-reflexive studio craft practice that is oriented to the body. This means imposing a kind of sameness onto the very thing these essays are trying to describe, and a more open perspective—looking at jewelry, art, or adornment—would result in a lot more variation. There are advantages and disadvantages to both strategies, but this tight focus was chosen so as to enable the essays in Part II to try to identify which factors are required for contemporary jewelry to exist as a specific kind of jewelry.

The authors were commissioned not to write comprehensive histories of their respective parts of the world, but rather regional summaries that sketch out general tendencies and historical patterns. The struggles in doing this vary enormously. Contemporary jewelry, as opposed to jewelry or adornment, is an international practice, but it doesn’t exist everywhere, and it isn’t the same thing in each place. If adorning oneself is a universal human activity, then making contemporary jewelry is not. As a specialized activity, it needs an infrastructure to survive: schools, dealers, collectors, museums, writers, curators, international networks that allow exchanges of information and so on. Not all parts of the world have these resources—something that also affects this book’s attempt to tell the history of contemporary jewelry—because some regions don’t have the same number of art historians and institutions creating and publishing the history of contemporary jewelry.

For example, it’s obviously impossible to account for all the contemporary jewelry made in Europe over the past 70 years in 5,000 words, while it’s equally difficult to talk about contemporary jewelry in Africa, because what we define by this term is not something that exists in all African countries. This creates an uneven quality in this section of the book, both in terms of the subject matter and in terms of how these histories are written. But this difference, which I believe is critical to our understanding of contemporary jewelry as an international or global phenomenon, is precisely what this section is designed to show. It’s time to assert that the model of contemporary jewelry found in Europe or North America, while important, isn’t the only way to judge contemporary jewelry as a world practice.
Early Twentieth-Century Art Jewelry.

Elyse Zorn Karlin

Introduction

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, or the late Victorian period, jewelry was heavy and ornate. A woman might wear a pair of wide bracelets on her wrists, dangling earrings, a large brooch at her throat, as well as long chains and rings. In the final years of the century, a new aesthetic emerged as antithetical to this style: art jewelry. It appeared in many countries around the world, although the forces that drove it, and the forms that it took, varied from one country to another. It was both a reaction against stuffy Victorian taste, which had further deteriorated with the rise of machine-made jewelry, and a hopeful look forward to the beginning of a new century. Paradoxically, in looking forward, it often mirrored the past by reusing stylistic elements from earlier periods.

Best known to us are the artistic movements in jewelry and the decorative arts that took place at the beginning of the twentieth century in England, Scotland, Germany, Austria, France, Belgium and the United States. Additionally, Denmark, Norway, Italy, Spain, Canada, Ireland, Australia and New Zealand produced art jewelry. Even Israel and Russia, to a small extent, had their own versions. For most jewelers, art jewelry was a personal artistic quest as well as a search for a new national identity. Based on a combination of historical references, reactions to regional and world events, newly available materials and other factors, art jewelry reflected a country’s identity while at the same time being part of a larger international movement of design reform.

New styles and ideas disseminated quickly. In fact, we can trace to a certain degree how artists from one country influenced the work of those of another—even crossing the ocean. This was accomplished through widely distributed publications like Studio magazine and Jugend magazine, published in England and Germany, respectively. In addition, artists traveled to other countries to study—for example, many American jewelers went to study with the famed English enamelist Alexander Fisher, who himself had studied in Limoges, France. With today’s availability of instant information and the ease of international travel, the interchange of ideas has become more global but has also made the national identity of an artist’s work less distinct than that of work made circa 1900.

Art jewelry provided the opportunity for exploration and experimentation and developed outside the boundaries of mainstream design. The “new art jewelry,” for the most part, was initially meant to be worn and appreciated by a select group of people with artistic tastes, but as its popularity grew, commercial firms produced versions that increased its availability. Today, collectors recognize and covet even the more commercial output for its elegant design.

English Origins

The Arts and Crafts Movement flourished in Great Britain between 1860 and 1920. A reaction against the mass production of jewelry and other goods, the movement railed against the low quality of such products and took a socialist view about the poor conditions under which factory workers toiled. Designer and social reformer William Morris, one of the movement’s leaders, wrote, “Art is a man’s embodied expression of interest in the life of man; its springs from man’s pleasure in his life . . . and as it is the expression of pleasure in life generally, in the memory of the deeds of the past, and the hope of those in the future, so it is especially the expression of man’s pleasure in the deeds of the present: in his work.” Morris’s example as a designer of furniture, textiles and embroideries was coupled with the artistic tenets of art critic John Ruskin, who believed that art should be based on nature and reflect the virtues of a simpler, earlier time. As Alen Crawford writes of English architect and designer Charles Robert Ashbee, one of the first to make jewelry in the Arts and Crafts style, “From Ruskin he learned to see art, architecture and the decorative arts as the reflection of the social condition in which they are made, and to bring them within the scope of its morality.” Ashbee founded a craft class and then the Guild and School of Handicraft for young, untrained men to learn to make jewelry, metalwork and furniture. Both can be credited with producing the earliest Arts and Crafts jewelry in a guild setting, a place where the workers lived in a community and all of the artisans were equal. An example of the early work of the Guild and Ashbee is a silver, gold, coral and abalone pendant necklace featuring a peacock with a spread tail, circa 1900. This is by no means fine jewelry, but it exhibits a rather appealing handmade quality, having most likely been wrought by a craftsman who was still learning metalsmithing skills. Ashbee and other artisans of the movement viewed their jewelry as an antidote to the production of the industrial
Among the many British female jewelry artists who remain well known today are Georgie Gaskin, Edith Dawson, Ernestine Mills, Phoebe Traquair and Jessie Marion King. These artists opened the door for those who came after her.

Some women even painted in this style. The relationship between the Pre-Raphaelites and the Arts and Crafts circles was strong and therefore brought women into the mix—some began to make jewelry either as partners with their husbands or on their own. Craft classes were organized for working-class women on a scale never before seen, and there was a new class of woman—the "destitute gentlewomen"—who needed a means of support. Jewelry making was acceptable because it was done in the home and within the domestic sphere.

At the same time, women were agitating for the right to vote. The artists of the Arts and Crafts Movement were more skilled, with some receiving formal training in art schools. Women jewelers played a significant role within the Arts and Crafts Movement. Because the early movement was one of untrained craftsmen, women had as much chance for success as men did. Up until this time, it wasn’t acceptable for women to enter such a career. But many factors led to this change during the Arts and Crafts Movement.

Women were glorified in Pre-Raphaelite paintings and some women even painted in this style. The relationship between the Pre-Raphaelites and the Arts and Crafts circles was strong and therefore brought women into the mix—some began to make jewelry either as partners with their husbands or on their own. Craft classes were organized for working-class women on a scale never before seen, and there was a new class of woman—the "destitute gentlewomen"—who needed a means of support. Jewelry making was acceptable because it was done in the home and within the domestic sphere.

Materials and Motifs

Victorian jewelry was often designed as a parure or demi-parure (a large or small set of matching jewelry) or worn in pairs, such as several bracelets together, or a brooch with matching earrings. Arts and Crafts jewels were usually worn solo. Pendants, necklaces, brooches, belt buckles, clasp clasps and hair combs were favored, while bracelets (never in pairs) and rings can be found in lesser quantities, with earrings uncommon due to hairstyles that covered the lobes. The new silk tea gowns worn by artistic women often featured a matching cape, so the Arts and Crafts cloak clip was the perfect accessory. Many of these dresses featured smocking or embroidery around the neck; too much jewelry would have clashed with the new fashions. Artistic belt buckles perfectly suited the more tailored clothing style liberated women were wearing—a slimmer skirt with a blouse or jacket rather than a tight-fitting dress with a bustle. The more enlightened class of society, supportive of women’s new roles, were the same people who patronized the Arts and Crafts jewelers. The Pre-Raphaelite influence is seen in the shapes of necklaces adorned with chains and festoons, the motif of the girandole (a central piece with several drops at the end of it) and the heavy use of enamel. Later pieces have very beautiful and intricate gold work. Chains were also wrought with detail and care and are sometimes of the form we today refer to as paper clip style. The movement also responded to the ancient Celtic jewelry and metalwork being discovered in Great Britain in the nineteenth century, and the opening of Japan to the West, which made Oriental designs all the rage.

For the most part, Arts and Crafts jewelers intentionally chose materials of little intrinsic value as a statement about the purpose of their jewelry. The work was meant to delight the eye with color and texture rather than be assessed by the worth of its components. It was also meant to be affordable to anyone who desired it. Base metals were frequently employed, and a low grade of silver was common. Silver was favored because it was softer and easier to work for self-taught metalsmiths, and it held the hammer marks that were often left unplanished as a sign of being handmade. Later pieces were more likely to utilize precious materials such as gold, although this was never the focal point of Arts and Crafts jewelry at any time. In the United States, many of the noted jewelers were well-trained goldsmiths who adopted the Arts and Crafts style. They had an established following of clients who could afford (and required) gold and precious stones but liked the new style. The work of these more experienced jewelers is therefore more expertly rendered than that of their English counterparts. This group includes Frank
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Gardner Hall, Edward Everett Oakes and Josephine Hartwell Shaw in New England, and Madeline Wynn, Matthias Hanck, James Winn and Horace Potter in the Midwest. Gemstones were for the most part used as accents in Arts and Crafts jewelry, not as the main event. Diamonds were most likely to be found in commissioned pieces and had previously belonged to the person who ordered the jewelry. Semiprecious stones were usually used en cabochon (unfaceted) following Ruskin’s belief that this was their proper use. Most were put into simple collet settings or even affixed to a piece of jewelry by simply winding wire around them. Moonstones and opals were particularly favored in Britain and America because they looked opaque and mysterious and were inexpensive. Pearls were also ubiquitous, but not the creamy colored spherical type found in mainstream jewelry. They were likely to be misshapen Baroque pearls or elongated river pearls (also called dog teeth) with casts of gray or yellow, chosen to add color and shape rather than for their perfection. Turquoise was used in its raw state for a more natural, hand-hewn look, and was of a less deep color than that normally found in Victorian jewelry. Also popular were unconventional and valueless materials, including abalone, coconut shell, mother-of-pearl, Connemara marble (serpentine) and glass.

Enamel was integral to Arts and Crafts jewelry as both the foundation and the finishing touches. Enamels could be both opaque, or almost opaque, and translucent, mimicking a rounded cabochon-cut stone. It consisted of building up enamel to mimic a rounded cabochon-cut stone. By the turn of the twentieth century, enamel work took many forms, including the use of thin layers of enamel to create a sense of depth or texture, known as “plique-à-jour” enamel. This technique was often used in jewelry to create a sense of light and movement, which was a hallmark of the Art Nouveau style. Art Nouveau jewelry also differed from Arts and Crafts jewelry in its use of materials. French makers more often used precious metals and precious gemstones, sometimes mixing them with unusual materials such as horn. Their clientele was both artistically minded and financially well-off and could afford this more expensive jewelry. Additionally, the movement’s dream-based art, literature and music, in which obscure, hard-to-decipher symbols stood for ideas known mostly only to the artist, and in a revival of the rococo period of design in architecture and the decorative arts, with its curvilinear forms. Additionally, Lalique, who had studied in England, was familiar with the curving forms in William Morris’s textiles, which bore a relationship to the rococo style. The result was jewels of staggering beauty and imagination, sensual, sexual and beguiling, and at times even frightening. These jewels were a far cry from the symmetrical and somewhat placid designs of Arts and Crafts jewelry, which more closely resembled Renaissance jewels.

Art Nouveau jewelers also differed from Arts and Crafts jewelers and metalworkers looked back to the simple lines of colonial metalwork and at times used indigenous motifs, such as an image of the head of a Native American chief in full headdress. Americans embraced the handmade concept intellectually but weren’t as stringent in practice, using mechanical processes to work their jewelry.

Art Nouveau jewelry, originating in France and Belgium, was created for a very different market; it was meant to appeal to a wealthy but artistically aware stratum of society. This included, most famously, the notorious women of the Paris demi-monde—the courtesans kept by wealthy men. Many of these women, including Sarah Bernhardt and actress/ courtesan Liane de Pougy, helped make the work of Art Nouveau jewelers such as René Lalique and Alphonse Mucha well known by wearing their work in public when other women dared not do so because the jewelry was so avant-garde.

Art Nouveau jewelry had its roots in the symbolist movement’s dream-based art, literature and music, in which obscure, hard-to-decipher symbols stood for ideas known mostly only to the artist, and in a revival of the rococo period of design in architecture and the decorative arts, with its curvilinear forms. Additionally, Lalique, who had studied in England, was familiar with the curving forms in William Morris’s textiles, which bore a relationship to the rococo style. The result was jewels of staggering beauty and imagination, sensual, sexual and beguiling, and at times even frightening. These jewels were a far cry from the symmetrical and somewhat placid designs of Arts and Crafts jewelry, which more closely resembled Renaissance jewels.

Art Nouveau jewelry also differed from Arts and Crafts jewelry in the choice of materials. French makers more often used precious metals and precious gemstones, sometimes mixing them with unusual materials such as horn. Their clientele was both artistically minded and financially well-off and could afford this more expensive jewelry. Additionally, the movement’s dream-based art, literature and music, in which obscure, hard-to-decipher symbols stood for ideas known mostly only to the artist, and in a revival of the rococo period of design in architecture and the decorative arts, with its curvilinear forms. Additionally, Lalique, who had studied in England, was familiar with the curving forms in William Morris’s textiles, which bore a relationship to the rococo style. The result was jewels of staggering beauty and imagination, sensual, sexual and beguiling, and at times even frightening. These jewels were a far cry from the symmetrical and somewhat placid designs of Arts and Crafts jewelry, which more closely resembled Renaissance jewels.
The last half of the nineteenth century had not been kind to France. Military defeat and political intrigues polarized and demoralized French citizens. The government made a decision to support the new art style as a means to elevate France as a world leader in the production of luxury goods, as well as to instill a greater sense of self-esteem in the population. Looking back to the eighteenth century, a glorious period in France’s history, helped accomplish that goal. The curvilinear line of Art Nouveau can be seen in rococo designs of the eighteenth century but reinterpreted more sensuously in the later style.

Art Nouveau design also reflected a strong conflict in the French psyche regarding the role of women as they fought for the right to higher education and to work outside the home. An early twentieth-century cartoon in a French newspaper depicts the femme fatale. The woman is illustrated wearing the newly invented bloomers, her hands are placed on the handlebars of her bicycle and she smokes a cigarette—all very scandalous for its time and signifying the fear of French men for the nouvelle femme. With French birth rates decreasing as Germany’s rose, it was deemed even more important for women to stay in the home and have children, producing a future army should it become necessary. Thus we see the schizophrenic view of women that pervades Art Nouveau jewelry, which was all designed by men. (We know the name of only one female Art Nouveau jewel, Elizabeth Bonté, who made insect pendants carved from horn.) In all cases we see an eroticized portrayal of the female form, some more outrageous than others. The fantasies displayed on the jewelry illustrate the fact that French men were uncertain whether to revere women or be frightened by their changing role in society. Until this time, even the image of a woman’s face or body on jewelry was considered improper. In the Art Nouveau genre we consistently see women in every form. Lalique’s Brooch with a Female Figure, a good example. The unclothed body on this sensual brooch was considered scandalous. The woman kneels so we see both the glorification of her eroticism and the need to bring her to her knees. The intertwining enamel forms a depiction of her hair, which reminds us of the mythical Medusa (a frequent subject for Lalique), a woman who turned men to stone when they gazed upon her. The female figure often appeared in Art Nouveau jewelry as a fantastic creature, a half-woman, half-insect hybrid, or with a mermaid’s tail or fairy’s wings grafted onto her human form. Women were at times portrayed as Medusa with snakes or bats for hair, or as the biblical Salome, who cut off John the Baptist’s head and served it on a platter. These women represented men’s deepest fears and their eyes were often set with stones, such as opals, that appeared to be pools of evil. When American jewelers adopted the Art Nouveau style, the woman as a symbol simply became a young woman with curls wreathing her pretty face. The American public did not warm to the unique French designs. Nature was also an equally important subject, in Arts and Crafts jewelry, nature was depicted in a rather realistic and straightforward way, in line with Ruskin’s and Morris’s belief that art should follow nature. French Art Nouveau jewelers took a decidedly different approach. They incorporated all of nature, real and mythical, and with great sensuality. The seasons are seen both in their decaying cycle as well as blooming, and animals can evoke fear. There’s strong evidence of the awareness of Japanese art in these jewels, specifically in the style of Japanese woodcuts that depict nature in flat planes. Plique-à-jour enamel, a technique almost exclusively used by the Art Nouveau jewelers (light passes through it like a small stained glass window), served perfectly to imitate the transparent features of an insect’s wings.

The Rest of Europe

Art jewelry on the Continent often melded influences of both the English and the French movements. In Germany and Austria, a number of jewelers worked in a restrained form of the curvilinear French Art Nouveau. Others followed the highly original and inventive, more geometric Austrian secessionist style that was pared down and more abstract than the French art jewelry. Artists of the Wiener Werkstätte (Vienna Workshops) knew and were influenced by Charles Rennie Mackintosh and his wife Margaret MacDonald. This is an excellent example of how ideas were constantly exchanged or assimilated by jewelers across borders. In some cases, style was transplanted from one country to another; in other cases, it was more theoretical. In each country nationalism played a certain role, affecting the outcome of the design and how much it borrowed from another country’s oeuvre. In Germany it was acceptable to use some machinery to create jewelry, while in England it wasn’t. Sometimes we can see a
The handmade aspect was not as critical to them. Danish Movement in their desire to create affordable, high-quality Danish art jewelry artists. They cannot ignore Ballin’s contribution and the work of other counterparts had no formal training, opened a workshop and to the works of the symbolists. Ballin, who like his British who visited several British guilds in 1902 and what he saw no doubt had an impact. Hoffman and fellow architect Koloman Moser created many of the designs that were executed by others. They approached jewelry as they did other design projects—good craftsmanship and design were more important than the materials. They tended to work with silver more often than gold, alone or set with semiprecious stones, and often took advantage of the colored patterns of variegated stones. The Wiener Werkstätte also had an ivory workshop and created beautiful beaded necklaces. Some of the jewelry was designed to be worn specifically with clothing created by the workshop. An example of a simple item made by the workshop is a circular all-silver brooch designed by Josef Hoffman. The repoussé work is no doubt based on floral design, but one highly stylized to the point of becoming almost abstract. While exhibiting the more geometric elegance of the workshop’s jewelry, it also has a sense of movement and sensuousness related to French Art Nouveau.

Art jewelry was also being made in Scandinavia. One of the first to make it was Mogens Ballin of Denmark, who trained as a painter in Paris, where he was likely exposed to the works of the symbolists. Ballin, who like his British counterparts had no formal training, opened a workshop and made beautiful everyday objects in metalwork based on the ideals of Morris and Ruskin. His work was somewhat abstract and organic in nature. The young aspiring sculptor Georg Jensen went to work in Ballin’s shop, where he had his first opportunity to use his art training to create highly sculptural jewelry. Although Jensen is the most recognized name of the Danish Skønvirke (aesthetic work) movement today, we cannot ignore Ballin’s contribution and the work of other Danish art jewelers.

Contemporary Jewelry in Perspective.

Jewelry and fashion were always closely related, and this impulse to break with the past was the thread that connected art jewelry in this period. The Wiener Werkstätte was modeled after the Guild of Handicraft in England. It was run as a cooperative workshop producing beautiful objects for the home as well as for personal adornment. One of its founders, architect Josef Hoffmann, had visited several British guilds in 1902 and what he saw no doubt had an impact. Hoffman and fellow architect Koloman Moser created many of the designs that were executed by others. They approached jewelry as they did other design projects—good craftsmanship and design were more important than the materials. They tended to work with silver more often than gold, alone or set with semiprecious stones, and often took advantage of the colored patterns of variegated stones. The Wiener Werkstätte also had an ivory workshop and created beautiful beaded necklaces. Some of the jewelry was designed to be worn specifically with clothing created by the workshop. An example of a simple item made by the workshop is a circular all-silver brooch designed by Josef Hoffman. The repoussé work is no doubt based on floral design, but one highly stylized to the point of becoming almost abstract. While exhibiting the more geometric elegance of the workshop’s jewelry, it also has a sense of movement and sensuousness related to French Art Nouveau.

Art jewelry was also being made in Scandinavia. One of the first to make it was Mogens Ballin of Denmark, who trained as a painter in Paris, where he was likely exposed to the works of the symbolists. Ballin, who like his British counterparts had no formal training, opened a workshop and made beautiful everyday objects in metalwork based on the ideals of Morris and Ruskin. His work was somewhat abstract and organic in nature. The young aspiring sculptor Georg Jensen went to work in Ballin’s shop, where he had his first opportunity to use his art training to create highly sculptural jewelry. Although Jensen is the most recognized name of the Danish Skønvirke (aesthetic work) movement today, we cannot ignore Ballin’s contribution and the work of other Danish art jewelers.

Dutch art jewelers imitated the British Arts and Crafts Movement in their desire to create affordable, high-quality jewelry, but they sometimes toolcd their pieces by machine. The handmade aspect was not as critical to them. Danish

Hoffman was aware of both English Arts and Crafts and Art Nouveau but are clearly in the art jewelry genre. Jensen was well aware of both English Arts and Crafts and the work of Lalique, and some of his earliest pieces show his interest. A bird brooch by Jensen circa 1904–10 is an early example of the sculptural quality of his jewelry. The brooch has almost a three-dimensional quality, as if we can actually see the bird perching on a branch. Foliage swirls around it, a slightly Art Nouveau suggestion, and, following the tenets of the Arts and Crafts style, the semiprecious stones, chosen for color, are collet set.

Other important Danish designers included Erik Magnussen, who immigrated to the United States in 1924 and became artistic director for the Gorham Manufacturing Company; Evald Nielsen, whose jewelry shows the influence of both German and Arts and Crafts design; Harald Slott-Møller, and Thorvald Bindesbøll. And as with the British Arts and Crafts Movement, women jewelers made a name for themselves, including Inger Møller; Thyra Marie Vieth, who had her own workshop and chasing school; and Marie Christiansen, who studied horn and ivory carving in France and worked in a style related to that of Lalique.

By the 1890s, the ideals of William Morris and John Ruskin had reached Finland. At least one metalsmith, Erik O.W. Strom, became well known as an art jeweler, and his work foreshadowed the Art Deco style. In Sweden, the best-known silversmith influenced by British Arts and Crafts was Jacob Angelm, who began working around 1900 in a “new art” style. Norway, after breaking away from Swedish rule in 1905, entered into a period of Viking revival to celebrate its freedom. The best-known firm to work in an early twentieth-century art style that incorporated this revival, especially the dragon heads that appeared on Viking ships, was that of David Anderson, still in business today. J. Tøstrup made items decorated in the French-style “plique-à-jouen,” and Marius Hammer and Thorvald Olsen were known to make silver items in the Art Nouveau style. Scandinavian artists used semiprecious stones, including coral and amber (known as Nordic gold), and indigenous stones, including quartz, garnets, lapis lazuli, smoky quartz and jasper. Native plants, birch leaves and pine twigs are prevalent design motifs.
In Spain, the new art style was known as modernisme and was largely a movement in architecture. Prominent among jewelers was the firm of Masriera, already well established by this time. Luis Masriera, son of the firm’s founder, created his own form of Art Nouveau jewelry. It was beautifully executed but more restrained in design than that of its French counterparts. The firm is still in business today, recreating pieces from Luis Masriera’s original designs.

Stile liberty or stile fiorale referred to the new art jewelry in Italy. The former is related to the commercial version of Arts and Crafts that was made and sold by Liberty & Co. in London. Few jewelers who worked in Italy are known today, and examples are rare to find. A small craft community known as Aemilia Ars worked in Bologna. Its craftsmen had a small output of jewelry that was almost a direct replication of fourteenth-century ecclesiastical pieces.

Only a small quantity of art style jewelry can be attributed to Russian artists. What is found appears as a tighter, more stylized version of French Art Nouveau. The famed House of Fabergé produced a few pieces that were in an Art Nouveau style. The physical isolation of Russia may partly explain this, but the majority of jewelry at this time was made for the royal family and it favored highly classical styles. Although the Netherlands is physically closer to Great Britain and France, Dutch Art Nouveau took on other influences, such as that of Italian architecture (the country had ties with Indonesia through the spice trade). Frans Zwolko, Sr., a Dutch artist who was a theosophist, was a follower of Rudolf Steiner. Steiner was an Austrian-trained scientist who lived in Germany and preached a relationship between scientific study and spiritual knowledge. Zwolko’s jewelry shows evidence of his philosophies, as the colors he used represent the highest spiritual aura. In yet another expression of art jewelry, in Hungary, Art Nouveau was blended with a popular historic style to produce a unique manifestation. It is often difficult to identify, because much of the Budapest made jewelry that survives is often marked as Viennese, there being one standard set of marks for the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The empire was dissolved after World War I and the marks retired in 1922.

Although some aspects of design and technique were more common in a particular movement or country, there was significant cross-pollination of ideas. Whereas French and Belgian jewelers most often used the technique of plique-à-jour enamel, Englishman Fred Partridge created plique-à-jour pieces akin to Lalique’s, and additional English examples can be found. The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston recently acquired an important plique-à-jour brooch, converted from a hair comb, designed by the Guild of Handicraft. This piece, though atypical for the Guild, demonstrates the crosscurrents among movements and countries. Another important enamel jewel, a brooch convertible to a pendant depicting three-dimensional morning glories, made by renowned American firm Marcus & Co., also demonstrates unusual skill with plique-à-jour and shows how American makers were looking to Europe to learn new techniques.

The Decline of Art Jewelry

In the late 1920s and ‘30s, the flapper era and the new, waistless style of dress, new forms of transportation like planes and trains and the first skyscrapers all helped create a rectilinear and bold style that overshadowed the early art jewelry movements. During this period jewelers such as Gérard Sandoz and Raymond Templier created one-of-a-kind Art Deco art jewels, sometimes made with unusual materials like eggshell embedded in lacquer, to continue the art jewelry tradition. Although World War I and changing tastes were the primary reasons for the cessation of the work of the early twentieth-century art jewelers, there were other factors as well. Art Nouveau jewelry was functionally and aesthetically challenging—the extensive use of fragile enamel made it easy to break, and perhaps it was just too outrageous for most people—so much of it was simply admired by its owners but never worn in public. In the 1940s, the modern studio jewelry movement had its beginnings with famed educator Margret Craver teaching craft classes to returning GIs, much as Ashbee had created classes for young boys who needed a trade. However, it wasn’t until the 1960s that the work of the early twentieth-century art jewelry movements began to be rediscovered and valued for their radical break with the past. Art jewelry valued the handmade and prized innovative thinking and creative expression. These jewelers were the first to use materials that didn’t have the intrinsic value expected in jewelry, and they rejected mainstream jewelry tastes. They thought of their work as an artistic pursuit and made it for a small audience that shared their aesthetic and conceptual values. This is much like the work of many studio jewelers working internationally today, jewelers who take risks with new materials and unusual forms and who blur the boundaries between jewelry and art.
Notes
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Introduction

Europe is a patchwork quilt of countries and cultures. On this continent, about 750 million inhabitants live in 51 countries and speak about 70 different languages. The former communist countries, hidden until the 1990s behind the Iron Curtain, are only slowly developing economically. Spain, Portugal and Greece suffered under fascist regimes and were closed to the rest of Europe until the early 1980s. We can hardly talk about a union in a practical sense. In jewelry, the differences among countries are equally big; some encountered radical changes in jewelry, while others remained silent until now because traditional goldsmithing set the tone there. Therefore, we can’t stipulate that there is a particular European history of contemporary jewelry. Instead, there are many.

At the turn of the nineteenth century, conventional ideas about values in jewelry—and the value of jewelry—were turned upside down for the benefit of artistic creativity. The new thinking and artistic productions of this period were the motor for the later movements in twentieth-century jewelry. Radical changes only became apparent in the course of the 1960s due to a combination of factors. The growing prosperity of European countries resulted in an increased number of jewelry schools and students. Some important traveling exhibitions provided for an exchange of ideas. And finally, a growing awareness of the creative individuality in the arts was underscored by the ideology of the avant-garde.

In the early 1950s, a growing group of jewelers established their own small workshops, claiming artistic independence. They worked on commission for private clients while striving for self-expression. This generation of jewelers (born around 1920 or earlier) was well educated. Eibe Weiss-Wengert in Germany and Mario Pinton in Italy studied painting and sculpture in art school, then became important goldsmiths. Others studied at arts and crafts schools with excellent teachers who themselves were often part of the important arts and crafts movements of the early twentieth century. Chris Steenbergen in the Netherlands and Max Fröhlich in Switzerland studied at applied art schools based on Bauhaus principles. Vivianna Torun Bülow-Hübe, a Swedish jeweler known simply as Torun, opened her own workshops, first in Stockholm and later in France in the 1950s, after studying at Konstfack (Konstfack University College of Arts, Crafts and Design). She impressed Pablo Picasso with her unconventional attitude. Her early jewelry designs were elegant mobiles that might move over the shoulder or hang down the
back of the body. The elements were made from simple found materials such as wood and pebbles.

**Rough Surfaces and Exploding Forms**

Generally, an informal attitude was predominant in central and southern Europe and in England during the 1950s and 1960s. Informal art, abstract expressionism or tachism (all names for roughly the same artistic attitude) in jewelry was characterized by splendor (an emphasis on yellow gold and exploding forms), color (preferably through stones), sparkle (diamonds) and the rough finishing of surfaces. This style of working was slowly abandoned during the ’60s and ’70s in favor of a controlled way of working based on a geometric vocabulary.

In Germany and Austria in the 1950s, the informal attitude was predominant, often combined with figurative. Reinhold Reiling, teacher and professor at the Kunst + Werksschule in Pforzheim from 1954 to 1983, injected new life into postwar German jewelry. His early work, influenced by tachism, was made of warm gold combined with colorful stones and a lively surface treatment. At the end of the ’60s his work became graphic, applying geometry in a free and nonrational, compositional way. Another important postwar German jeweler was Hermann Jünger. His work in the ’50s and ’60s was strongly related to abstract expressionism. He used enamel and stones to add color to his pieces as if he were using paint, liberating precious stones from their economic value and generating criticism in traditional goldsmith circles. From 1972 to 1990, Jünger was a professor at the Akademie der Bildenden Künste München (Academy of Fine Arts, Munich), where his teaching gave a new energy to contemporary jewelry. In Germany, he is considered the one who “redefined the art of the goldsmith.”

The important contribution of fine artists to the renewal of jewelry design is what sets apart Italy from the other European countries. The Milan Triennial became an important platform for international jewelry during the 1950s. Italian jewelry of this period is characterized by an informal mentality as expressed in the work of fine artists such as the brothers Arnaldo and Giò Pomodoro. Also, sculptor Bruno Martinaazzi created Informal jewelry pieces characterized by a refined and sculptural surface treatment. Toward the end of the 1960s, inspired by the human body, his forms became plastic and organic. He used white gold as a contrasting and defining element in his body jewels. This naturalism was new in contemporary jewelry, and it emphasized jewelry’s autonomy as a wearable piece of art.

Mario Pinton, educated as a jeweler and a sculptor, regenerated the old and respected Istituto Statale d’Arte Pietro Sekatiko Padova (Pietro Sekatiko State Institute of Art in Padua), where he began teaching in 1944 and which he directed from 1969 to 1976. Two of his students, Francesco Pavan and Giampaolo Babetto, began teaching at the school in the 1960s, and gave the jewelry course a new and abstract direction, geometrical and minimalism in form. Gold and excellent craftsmanship formed the core of the jewelry course. In the 1960s the kinetic movement in the visual arts influenced Pavan, whose work was shown at the 1964 Venice Biennale alongside the kinetic work of the famous Gruppo Enne. Pavan’s creative research in jewelry was directed in a formal, rather minimal and mathematical approach, which became the hallmark of the so-called “school of Padova.” In Italy, gold remained the standard until the 1990s, when artists such as Annamaria Zanella started subverting ideas about preciousness with the help of oxides, iron and acrylic enamels.

Barcelona, in Catalonia, was the only center for jewelry in Spain. In the 1960s through to the ’80s, Catalan jewelry stood quite on its own, its style sometimes described as Mediterranean and associated with lively colors, rounded forms, undulating lines and a painterly abstraction. Its inspiration was found in the early twentieth-century avant-garde Catalan Noucentista jewelry, and in informal art.

Roughly speaking, some kind of division can be observed between central and southern informal Europe on the one hand, and northwest and northern concrete Europe on the other. However, there is the exception. Its jewelry was more related to the central and southern European mentality. John Donald’s and David Thomas’ compositions, made in England in the 1950s and early ’60s, fit into an international expressionist tendency with an emphasis on forms that seemed to explode from the center with rough and undulating surfaces combined with colorful stones, diamonds and pearls.

Other important jewelers in the UK originated from central and southern Europe: Gerda Flöckinger, who taught in Padua, her forms characterized by the use of yellow gold; repoussé, chiseled gold; 20-karat gold, 18-karat white gold; and acrylic enamels. Also, sculptor Bruno Martinaazzi created Informal jewelry pieces characterized by a refined and sculptural surface treatment. Toward the end of the 1960s, inspired by the human body, his forms became plastic and organic. He used white gold as a contrasting and defining element in his body jewels. This naturalism was new in contemporary jewelry, and it emphasized jewelry’s autonomy as a wearable piece of art.
A new wind started blowing in British jewelry with the couple David Watkins and Wendy Ramshaw. Neither was trained as a jeweler, but Ramshaw was already interested in jewelry as a sculpture student. Their 1964 line of screen-printed Perspex fashion jewelry, Optik Art Jewelry, was followed by their Something Special screen-printed jewelry (1966–67). This commercial project brought in much-needed earnings. It was industrially produced and became quite popular, on par with the paper fashion trend and with op art. Their acrylic and paper jewelry sold in department stores, fashion icon Mary Quant’s shop and other boutiques. They could make around 2,000 earrings a day, and they sold tens of thousands of pieces. Watkins and Ramshaw’s path to contemporary jewelry was quite peculiar and inspired by the currents and flows of their time: op art, fashion, design, music and film (Watkins worked in the music and film industries). By the early 1970s, they were both designing and making on the lathe. Ramshaw turned jewelry from bars of silver combined with inlays of colored enamel (and later with mounted colored stones), while Watkins turned acryl that was then dyed. In the early 1970s, they were the first to use computer designing and programming in jewelry. Their work expressed a machine aesthetic and meant a breach with the prevailing British informal approach. Yet because of their explicit use of color and their loose abstraction, Watkins and Ramshaw’s jewelry stood apart from Scandinavian and Dutch jewelry.4

The Economy of Form and Construction

The Nordic countries are known for their modernist design culture during the twentieth century and modernist design set the tone in jewelry, too. The name and fame of the Georg Jensen company for jewelry, cutlery and silverware, a typical result of the arts and crafts movements of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, has spread worldwide. From 1946 onward, the Georg Jensen company collaborated with designers such as Nanna and Jørgen Ditzel, Henning Koppel and Torun, who designed jewelry as an organic modernist style. In Sweden, Sigurd Persson was known for approaching jewelry as a rational design problem, while in Finland Birgitta Weckström (one of the founders of Lapponia Jewelry) embraced a more informal design aesthetic. The dogma of modernist design finally became an obstacle in setting off new ideas and concepts. A case in point is the work of Norwegian Tone Vigeland. She first had to go through a modernist phase before she was able to liberate herself and find her own style and way of working around 1980. It was only at the end of the 1980s that more Scandinavians started entering the European jewelry scene.

Formal or concrete art, and a cool and restrained attitude, also prevailed in countries that had a history of constructivist, abstract and concrete art. In the Netherlands, individual goldsmiths, such as Archibald Dumbar and Chris Steenbergen, seldom applied precious metals to abstract linear compositions. This generation of Dutch jewelers was strongly influenced by the constructivist sculpture of Naum Gabo and Antoine Pevsner and other modernists such as Henry Moore. Their style of working, characterized by a preference for rounded forms, line compositions and transparency, was so recognizable that it became known under the name of spijltjesstijl, or sticks or spills style.5

In the early 1960s, the modernist industrial jewelry design of Persson and other Scandinavians appealed to young Dutch jewelers. Gijs Bakker moved to Stockholm in 1962 to finish his education in the center of modernist design. At the Konstfack School he learned to think as a designer, which was a step beyond the crafts education he had had in Amsterdam. After returning to the Netherlands, Bakker worked as an assistant designer for Van Kempen and Begeer, makers of fine cutlery. During this period Bakker and his wife, Emmy van Leersum, managed a jewelry studio in the center of Utrecht. In 1967 they were invited to an exhibition showcasing young jewelers in the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. They proposed to do a catwalk show. The jewelry, mainly head and neck ornaments, was big, like a manifesto. It was their coming out as contemporary jewelry designers.4

The next generation of Dutch jewelers broke radically with the modesty and transparency of their predecessors. They turned to cheap and light industrial materials like stainless steel and aluminium to make large abstract forms that confronted the body intellectually and physically. The jewelry was made by hand, often departing from prefab material (such as tubes), and had to be finished elaborately until it gained the proper “industrial” look. The result had contemporary appeal and attracted both attention and a following. Their criticism of the use of precious materials as a safe-seeming investment that corrupted the freedom of
creation was widely noted in the many newspaper articles and magazines that featured their work.

At the end of the 1960s, the foundations were laid for the work of independent designers who had a strong vision to express in jewelry. The advocates of this way of working, Baiker and Van Leersum, had connections with artists in the fine art world creating geometric abstraction. They and their contemporaries aimed at industrial production and claimed to be “jewelry designers.” They also discovered other approaches. Baiker soon started making conceptual jewelry, questioning jewelry as a status symbol and investment. Van Leersum was interested in integrating jewelry and fashion by conceiving them as an entity, eventually leading to clothing designs. The zest for the formal and rational approach was so strong in the Netherlands that everything else was simply dismissed. Those jewelers who worked in the informal style, most of them educated and based in the south of the country, were completely overruled by the then-predominant and internationally recognized style of the jewelers based in Amsterdam and Ahnhem. In the Netherlands, art informal was a no-go zone.

An important figure in European postwar concrete art was the Swiss designer, architect, painter and sculptor Max Bill. Trained as a silversmith in Zurich, he studied two years at the Bauhaus in Dessau. He stood for “good form,” with its emphasis on abstract and neutral forms that found their logic in design principles instead of in sentimentality or romanticism. Bill designed some jewelry, but was more important as an artist, designer and theorist. The principle of the Möbius strip, worked out by Bill in his sculptures, was important as an artist, designer and theorist. The principle of this way of working, for instance using prefab metal wire covered with plastic.

The school was known for its rational style inspired by Bill’s contemporary and countryman Max Fröhlich was a true craftsman. He led the jewelry and metal class at the Kunstgewerbeschule in Zurich for almost 30 years. Otto Künzli, was the Swiss designer, architect, painter and sculptor. Bill’s and his students worked in a rather informal, expressionist way, for instance using prefiled metal wire covered with plastic. In fact, like Fröhlich, many postwar European designers, artists and architects switched easily from one style to the other, although this fact is often neglected in official histories of this period. In his early work, around 1970, Swiss artist Bernhard Schobinger showed that concrete, rational art could be obscured by “nationalism.” His Lästich-Ring merged concrete and pop art. In the 1970s and ’80s, Schobinger’s jewelry became radical, combining precious materials like diamonds and gold with the detritus of consumer society.

Czechoslovakia enjoyed a relatively supportive climate toward the arts in the 1960s. In 1968 (the year of the Prague Spring), Václav Cigler created head ornaments that consisted of circles and disks framing the face, fastened with rubber and stainless steel strips. Czech jewelry was quite radical, but it remained isolated; there was hardly any contact between Western and Eastern Europe, although in the 1980s Novák’s performative body pieces were included in international exhibitions in Barcelona and Linz. Anton Cepįla’s abstract constructivist jewelry was shown abroad on many occasions during the 1970s and ’80s, thanks to his recognition in Germany. Roughly sketched, from 1945 to 1970, abstraction prevailed in all of Europe. Around the year 1970, the victory of concrete jewelry (smooth and geometrical) over informal jewelry (rough and expressionistic) was a fait accompli.

The Exhibition as a Catalyst

Big exhibitions catalyze; they attract attention to the field and stimulate discourse. Yet important exhibitions are also organized in the wake of things going on. The increase in international jewelry exhibitions during the 1960s and ’70s points to the growing importance of contemporary jewelry. In 1965 Museum Boijmans van Beuningen in Rotterdam presented an international jewelry exhibition organized by the Hessisches Landesmuseum in Darmstadt in 1964. The show was supplemented by a collection of contemporary Dutch jewelry. The exhibition received good press coverage, but for some it represented exactly what to rebel against. Baiker, Van Leersum, Klaas van Beek and other young jewelry students decided that the emphasis on craftsmanship and splendor was not what they aimed for.

During the 1960s, Pforzheim, with its Kunst + Werkschule, developed into a center of contemporary jewelry. In the Schmuckmuseum, Fritz Falk organized the Tendenzen exhibitions. Focusing on the newest work, these five
exhibitions put on between 1967 and 1982 brought together jewelry from many different countries as well as from outside Europe. The exhibitions also demonstrated that the German approach was rather one-sided: the emphasis was on small and wearable objects of beauty. There was no room for the new wearable object trend that was developing quickly during the 1970s in the Netherlands and England.

Ralph Turner's groundbreaking Jewellery in Europe: An Exhibition of Progressive Work, held in Scotland and England at different venues in 1975 and 1976, presented jewelry as an art form. It was a statement, probably the first exhibition that focused on international contemporary jewelry in its own right, without any historical justification. It included all the young and innovative jewelers who mattered—most of them born in the 1940s. Was it because of Turner's claim of jewelry as a new art form that this exhibition stressed sculptural tendencies and also included many drawings, collages and photography? Or was this indeed the state of jewelry at that time, uncertain of what was to come, which direction to take, in a context characterized by “a constant blurring of boundaries between the various arts”?10 It also showed the influence of Pop Art and popular culture in the use of acrylic, resin, bright colors and graphic patterns. Of additional interest were the shimmering new contours of a conceptual and self-reflective approach in jewelry, represented in the work of Bakker, Claus Bury, Robert Smit and Zahn.

Within seven years, two new exhibitions, both organized by the British Crafts Center, marked important new trends in contemporary jewelry: easy-to-wear multiple jewelry, and the wearable object. Exhibition of Multi-Media Non-Precious Jewellery in 1982 marked the new interest in making jewelry out of cheap, nonprecious, ready-made and discarded materials. This trend was popular in many countries, but Britain rivaled them all, with artists such as Nora Fok, Alison Baxter, Rowena Park and Ros Perly. The influence of Studio Alchimia’s conceptual and self-reflexive approach in jewelry, represented in sequences that were based on sheer coincidence—it was a bold statement in the world of rationalism and conceptuality.12

The exhibition New Tradition, the Evolution of Jewellery, 1965–1985, curated by Caroline Broadhead, showed under the heading “Extensions” how the body became a source of inspiration to many young jewelers in this period. Wearables, a term first used by Susanna Heron in 1981 and subsequently adopted by writers and curators, tried to bridge either the gap between clothing and jewelry or that between the body and jewelry. Various artists, especially in Britain, the Netherlands and Belgium, created soft ornaments that surrounded the body. In this period, photography gained importance, documenting the objects worn on static or moving models.

Objects, Signs and Concepts

Around the mid-1980s, a tendency toward sculpture became visible. Most of the British artists who made body-related wearable objects moved away from jewelry. In the Netherlands, an interest in the small object became apparent, especially under the influence of Otto Boekhoudt, the head of the jewelry department at the Gerrit Rietveld Academie. In Germany, jewelry had moved away from the informal to rather formal design, often in nonprecious materials, as seen in the early work of Georg Dobler, Manfred Bischoff, Therese Hilbert, Gabi Dzuba and Daniel Krugler.13

Underneath all these tendencies was a strong conceptual current that became an important source. Otto Künzli and Gijs Bakker were the main protagonists, while Peter Skubic and Manfred Nissmüller, both working in Austria, also explicitly engaged with jewelry as an intellectual artistic discipline. This resulted in pieces challenging to wear, such as Nissmüller’s two-finger rings and Skubic’s early sculptural between-finger rings, which had a monumental and phallic character. Later in the 1970s, Nissmüller substituted texts for jewelry, while Skubic moved on to performance and event, such as his radical Jewellery Under the Skin (1971), a steel plate implanted in his left forearm.14 The 1970s and 1980s were a period in which jewelry was explicitly questioned and in which the foundation was laid for the research of jewelry as a social phenomenon by younger generations of artists in different countries.

Henriëtte Wessing and Marion Herbst, a goldsmith who fought against the prevailing style of “Dutch smooth,” as she called it, made brooches woven from colorful embroidery silk in sequences that were based on sheer coincidence—it was a bold statement in the world of rationalism and conceptuality.12
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Contemporary Jewelry in Perspective
Photography, printed matter, video and audience participation became additional media in jewelry.

In the second half of the 1980s, jewelry was discovered as a sign on the body. Three exhibitions in Austria, Spain and Germany bore witness to this new development. The 1987 exhibition SCHMUCK, Zeichen am Körper in Linz, Austria, focused on jewelry’s social meanings, and its function as a sign.15 Jewelry was considered from different perspectives—historically, socially, emotionally and artistically. It was not only observed as decoration or as an aesthetic object, but also as a sign that is worn on the body and that generates meaning. The exhaustive catalog sheds light on every aspect of jewelry, including power, mythology, and even robbery. A new aspect was the involvement of fine artists, architects and designers, who were invited to design a piece that was then executed by Austrian goldsmiths. The reason for doing so, in the words of curator Helmuth Gsöllpointner, was that all applied art is rooted in fine art and that real impulses come from the fine arts, where forms and ideas are formulated at least 10 to 20 years earlier.16 This touched on a heated debate that had just started in the Netherlands, when in an article Robert Smit blamed Gijs Bakker for sponging off the state of the art, showcasing about 100 artists from 13 European countries. The exhibition catalog emphasized the importance of wearing by showing the jewelry on models in series of color illustrations (an expensive novelty in those days). By choosing prominent artists (actors, writers, fashion designers, dancers, musicians, etc.) to model the jewelry, connections were made among jewelry, art and society. It was no coincidence that the name of the first biennial for jewelry, Ornamenta, organized by the Schmuckmuseum in Pforzheim in 1989, resembled the title of the famous Documenta art biennale in Kassel.17 The question of whether jewelry was art was a huge issue. The subtitle Internationale Schmuckkunst (International Jewelry Art) was a clear statement, dismissed by many as too pretentious. The central exhibition showed how a conceptual attitude alongside an object-orientated one ruled in the international contemporary jewelry of the late 1980s. The emphasis was on abstraction, not necessarily of a geometric or rational nature, and objecthood, which might be expressed in monumentality (of wearables) or in series of connected pieces. There was hardly any figuration involved in the exhibition. One part, the Treasure Trove, was heavily criticized. In this room, stars from sports, fashion, art and society showed their most beloved objects, while jewelry artists were invited to design a piece of jewelry especially for them. This attempt to establish a connection between person and object can be seen as a necessary strategy in a period of contemporary jewelry characterized by an emphasis on the status of the autonomous object. At the same time, the scene was struggling with the question of what contemporary jewelry actually stood for. It was controversial because it brought to mind the loathed practice of commissioned jewelry, which had been abolished so successfully in the previous 20 years.

The Return to the Jewel

The 1990s witnessed a return to the jewel and a new sophistication in the choice and use of materials—often, though not always, combined with some sort of narrative. Symbols and figuration were reintroduced, while gold and precious stones were slowly liberated from their condemned status as investment objects. Jewelry was rediscovered as ornament. Around the mid-1990s, an organic, rather anti-aesthetic style became apparent. Pieces were now loaded with content. The main protagonists of this approach were Christoph Zellweger (from Switzerland) and Iris Eichenberg (from Germany, based in the Netherlands), both rather influential as teachers. Zellweger’s steel Body Pieces, and Eichenberg’s knitted wool necklaces were not about beauty as such, nor about decoration or symbols. Instead, this work made the viewer aware of the body and its processes of decay and deterioration.20 In the 1990s, German jeweler Karl Fritsch and New Zealander Lisa Walker, who both studied at the Akademie der Bildenden Künste München (Academy of Fine Arts, Munich), became the champions of a new brutalism. Whether using precious metals and stones or discarded materials and wool, their aim was not to make graceful, pleasing ornaments but to challenge our ideas about beauty. In their work, they crossed traditional crafts borders that seemed inviolable, such as leaving bare obvious traces of the making in the material, drilling holes in (semi)precious stones, and using glue lavishly
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as a substantial material. Eventually, a “sloppy jewelry” trend became popular all over Europe in the first decade of the new century, with pieces assembled from different elements rather than formed out of one or a few materials.

New Centers
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, in a period of economic boom with cheap airfares, the Internet, political change and the efforts of individual teachers who regenerated existing schools, new centers for the teaching and dissemination of contemporary jewelry emerged. A list of schools and teachers might run something like this: Lisbon, Portugal (Cristina Filipe; Finland (Elja Mustonen); Stockholm, Sweden (Ruudt Peters and Karen Pontoppidan); Paris and Strasbourg, France (Monika Brugger and Sophie Hanagarth); Prague, Czech Republic (Eva Eisler); and Bratislava, Slovakia (Karol Wesslechner). Today these new centers organize international exhibitions, as well as conferences and competitions—opening up the jewelry scene and attracting young students from other countries. These developments are dependent on individuals. A case in point is the highly appreciated Klim02 website, created in Barcelona by Leo Caballero and Amador Bertomeu in 2002, the first worldwide Internet network for information on contemporary jewelry.

It goes without saying that interesting, internationally known artists worked in these countries before the year 2000, among them Tone Vigeland and Sigurd Bronger in Norway, Joaquim Capdevila and Ramón Puig Cuyàs in Spain, Kim Buck in Denmark and Monika Brugger of Germany/France. Some of them studied abroad because their homelands had no good jewelry education, while others came from a traditional goldsmith’s background. The language problem can’t be underestimated: in many European countries English wasn’t a common second language. The exchange between the countries in the “periphery” and those in the “center” was ponderous. The center—Germany, Holland and initially the UK—can be understood as having a contemporary jewelry infrastructure with specialized galleries, an interested audience, a stimulating government, exhibitions and art academies with jewelry departments that guaranteed a constant flow of young jewelry artists. The center attracted students from many other countries, while the periphery kept to itself.
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The idea of the center and the periphery could be subverted as well. The idea is actually dependent on where the observer sits. Barcelona’s Escola Massana, the periphery from a European point of view, is also a center that attracts many students from Latin American Spanish-speaking countries, while Centro de Arte e Comunicação Visual (Ar.Co) in Lisbon attracts students from Brazil. Stockholm’s Konstfack draws students from all Scandinavian countries. Inspirating international exhibitions and events are now organized far away from the usual centers in Europe. These include Nocturnus, which took place on Muhu Island in Estonia in 2001, organized by the Eesti Kunstiakadeemia (Estonian Academy of Arts) in Tallinn; the Korus exhibitions in Lappeenranta, Finland (2003, ’06 and ’08); the 2005 Ars Omata Europasena symposium in Lisbon; and international symposia in Turnov (Czech Republic) and Legnica (Poland). The new centers breathe new life into jewelry, adding new foreign—not to mention exotic—ingredients in the European contemporary jewelry world, which for so long has been dominated by German and Dutch influences.

Education

It’s clear that education is a requirement for a flourishing jewelry scene. Many schools in Europe kept a rigorous international standard in education for decades, but only the Akademie der Bildenden Künste München (Academy of Fine Arts, Munich) and the Gerrit Rietveld Academie in Amsterdam will be discussed here. The jewelry courses at both schools have a long history. One way to estimate a standard of education is by following and judging a school’s output, that is to say, the international success of its alumni and the events in which the school takes part. Of all educational institutions, the Akademie der Bildenden Künste München is the most outstanding. Its fame, begun in the 1970s under Jünger, continues under Küntzli, the present head of the department. This stability differs vastly from the jewelry department at Rietveld, which had far more changes in its direction in the same period. The jewelry course in Munich is renowned for its length (five to six years), its relative freedom and its postgraduate character. Every student works independently, without assignments. The total group of students is rather small, about 20, and critiques are a group process in which each student is involved.21

Onno Boekhoudt directed the jewelry department at Rietveld from 1974 to 1990. Under his direction the department became a clearly defined place where students were confronted with a refreshing look at jewelry and craft. Boekhoudt also attracted international students, such as Cristina Filipe, who became the head of the jewelry department at Ar.Co in Lisbon. Under Ruudt Peters, from 1990 to 2000, the department gained a truly international reputation. There have been three directors since 2000: Iris Eichenberg from 2000 to 2002, Manon van Kouswijk from 2007 to 2009, and Suska Mackert since 2009. Although this situation may seem unfavorable, that is not the case. Education at the Gerrit Rietveld Academie relies not only on the department’s leader but also on the method of education, which is founded on contemporary jewelry as a valid historical and conceptual practice, and its positioning within the context of the arts and design. The first year of education is based generally on the basic Bauhaus system, where students learn about all the different artistic possibilities. It continues with an intense three-year course that delves deep into ideas and finding the right materials, techniques and ways to visualize these ideas.

The Contemporary Jewelry Scene

Internationalization is an essential characteristic of contemporary jewelry. Artists show and sell their work in galleries in many different countries and take part in international exhibitions, conferences, workshops and residencies. Teachers travel around the world to teach and students also travel, either in a temporary exchange or for a full education. Today students choose an academy because of its output. In the European patchwork quilt of countries and cultures, local centers have turned into international centers. Styles and methods of working, ideas and concepts do not hew to national borders. Internationalization has become the hallmark of contemporary jewelry. Within this context of “global jewelry,” there are only a few local centers—Padua, Estonia—that succeed in somehow keeping a signature of their own while being connected with the world. It’s not unthinkable that in the near future the call for a more local identification will become stronger.
North America.

Kelly Hays L’Ecuyer

Introduction
The foundations for contemporary jewelry were established at a relatively early date in North America, especially in the United States. In the 1940s and ’50s, internationally recognized artists gave credibility to the concept of jewelry as a modern (even avant-garde) art form, and articulated a critique of precious jewelry as one of the enduring tenets of the field. Studio jewelers with a healthy independence from the commercial jewelry industry and a sense of free-wheeling experimentation established thriving small businesses, craft associations and informal personal networks, all of which supported makers and wearers of contemporary jewelry. A convergence of private initiatives and broad governmental support led to the creation of educational programs at dozens of institutions, perpetuating the culture of contemporary jewelry through subsequent generations. These academic programs fostered increasing internationalism in the last third of the twentieth century, connecting North American jewelers with their peers around the world.

Not all regions and cultural groups joined the international contemporary jewelry movement simultaneously, although other kinds of jewelry continued to thrive and at times overlapped with contemporary jewelry. Mexico, geographically part of North America but culturally tied to Latin America (and therefore discussed in that essay, page 131), has until recently remained largely disconnected from the kind of individualistic contemporary jewelry movement and broad governmental support led to the creation of educational programs at dozens of institutions, perpetuating the culture of contemporary jewelry through subsequent generations. These academic programs fostered increasing internationalism in the last third of the twentieth century, connecting North American jewelers with their peers around the world.

Not all regions and cultural groups joined the international contemporary jewelry movement simultaneously, although other kinds of jewelry continued to thrive and at times overlapped with contemporary jewelry. Mexico, geographically part of North America but culturally tied to Latin America (and therefore discussed in that essay, page 131), has until recently remained largely disconnected from the kind of individualistic contemporary jewelry movement and broad governmental support led to the creation of educational programs at dozens of institutions, perpetuating the culture of contemporary jewelry through subsequent generations. These academic programs fostered increasing internationalism in the last third of the twentieth century, connecting North American jewelers with their peers around the world.

Not all regions and cultural groups joined the international contemporary jewelry movement simultaneously, although other kinds of jewelry continued to thrive and at times overlapped with contemporary jewelry. Mexico, geographically part of North America but culturally tied to Latin America (and therefore discussed in that essay, page 131), has until recently remained largely disconnected from the kind of individualistic contemporary jewelry movement and broad governmental support led to the creation of educational programs at dozens of institutions, perpetuating the culture of contemporary jewelry through subsequent generations. These academic programs fostered increasing internationalism in the last third of the twentieth century, connecting North American jewelers with their peers around the world.

Further Reading

The 1940s and 1950s: Pioneering Artists

Contemporary jewelry in North America began in the urban centers of the United States and Canada in the 1940s, where the Arts and Crafts Movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries had established essential philosophical underpinnings of modern craft: a reaction against machine-driven mass production, a belief in the aesthetic and moral benefits of handcraft and the goal of uniting the “fine” and “applied” arts. Two world wars and a major economic depression interrupted the craft revival as Americans sought slick, streamlined designs intended to evoke notions of technological progress. Nevertheless, the disruptions of war also had surprising consequences that contributed to the resurgence of contemporary jewelry afterward. One was the displacement and international movement of artists and intellectuals. American artists, feeling rootless and disconnected from the industrial capitalism of their homeland, spent much of the 1920s and 30s in Europe, especially Paris, where they absorbed the radical ideas and experimental techniques of European modernism. By the mid-1930s, the chilling climate of European totalitarian regimes sent artists and many of their patrons (American and European) scrambling to North America. Artists, art dealers, collectors and intellectuals reestablished the leading edge of contemporary art on the other side of the Atlantic.

Amid this cosmopolitan art scene and the booming postwar economy in the United States, American contemporary jewelry flourished. Modern artists investigated a variety of media—including jewelry making—and museums and galleries showed experimental jewelry in prominent exhibitions in the 1940s. The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), which had by then positioned itself as the principal authority on contemporary art, endorsed contemporary jewelry when it mounted its 1946 exhibition Modern Handmade Jewelry. MoMA curator Jane Sabelsky selected the work of pioneering studio jewelers Paul Lobel and Margaret De Patta, along with adornment made by painters and sculptors including Richard Pousette-Dart, Jacques Lipchitz and Alexander Calder, writing in the show’s catalog that “In general it is the individual craftsman or artist, less restricted by commercial standards, who makes new contributions to the art.” Two years later the Walker Art Center of Minneapolis, Minnesota, mounted the first in a series of traveling exhibitions titled Modern Jewelry Under Fifty Dollars. These reflected the broad spectrum of contemporary jewelry makers active from coast to coast: men and women in equal numbers, from a variety of backgrounds and levels of training, making contemporary jewelry an alternative to conventional adornment.

Calder’s jewelry was central to many of the museum and gallery exhibitions of this period, and he continues to be viewed as the seminal figure in American contemporary jewelry. His seemingly effortless explorations of many different media established strong links between jewelry and other branches of contemporary art. Calder emphasized the improvisational and creative process, using only simple cold construction techniques. In both his crude technique and his choice of forms and motifs, he referred to the modernist interpretation of African, ancient Greek and other so-called “primitive” arts that he encountered in Paris in the 1920s. Most important, Calder brought to jewelry making the idea that sculpture need not consist of solid, stationary objects, but could use line and movement to describe space. His Necklace of about 1940 is more than an adornment for the neck: it’s a mobile sculpture using the body as an armature. Each section of curving and flattened wire is riveted to the next, allowing the piece to sway freely away from the wearer’s body. Radical in scale, form and conception, Calder’s jewelry and his international prominence had an immediate and lasting impact on innumerable jewelers.

Like Calder, Anni Albers was a restlessly creative designer and artist who explored many media, and thus connected jewelry to broader concepts and issues in contemporary art. An émigré from the German Bauhaus who brought the school’s principles to the United States, she asked viewers to consider everyday objects and industrial materials from a fresh perspective. In 1946, she created a small series of jewelry objects from ordinary hardware-store supplies. They were exhibited at MoMA and widely published. Her brooch
assembled from a cheap aluminum sink strainer and a handful of paper clips denies the importance of precious materials and even fine craftsmanship in favor of a starkly abstract sense of good design. Albers expanded on the idea that art depended on the inherent elegance of simple materials—rather than the skill of a particular artist—by selling do-it-yourself kits for creating similar pieces of jewelry.8

De Patta emerged from the tutelage of Hungarian-born Constructivist László Moholy-Nagy at the New Bauhaus in Chicago. Encouraging De Patta’s efforts with jewelry design, Moholy-Nagy urged her to rethink traditional settings and instead to “catch your stones in the air; make them float in space.”9 De Patta’s jewelry manipulated light, space, and optical perception. In her Pendant of 1951, she mounted a polished crystal over a piece of fine steel mesh to explore the ideas of magnification and distortion. Viewed through the translucent cabochon, the steel grid lines bend, stretch and blur, shifting with the movement of the wearer. Not only was her jewelry a consummate expression of abstract art concerns in jewelry, but De Patta also actively promoted contemporary jewelry. In 1951 she founded the Metal Arts Guild (MAG) of San Francisco (along with metalsmiths Irena Brynner, Peter Macchiarini, Bob Winston and others) to develop the work of studio metalsmiths through juried shows, a newsletter and design critique sessions based on Bauhaus models. Both De Patta’s individual influence and the work of MAG created a dynamic culture of contemporary jewelry on the West Coast.7

Education and Institutions in the Mid-Twentieth Century

After World War II, the United States experienced an unprecedented surge in educational programs that helped make contemporary jewelry a widespread movement. Large public and private efforts were launched to help the generation of returning veterans recover from the traumas of war and reenter civilian life, and craft programs in metals played a major role. From 1944 to 1948, MoMA offered free classes in jewelry and other crafts and published jewelry made by veterans.9

In the early 1940s, Margret Craver first worked with the Army to develop jewelry classes as a form of rehabilitation for soldiers in Army hospitals. After the war, she went on to establish the seminal conference series known as the Handy and Harmon Workshops (1947–51), at which European silversmiths taught intensive courses at American art schools. The participants in these workshops—among them John Paul Miller, Alma Eikerman and Earl Pardon in the United States, and Harold Stacey in Canada—went on to become leading makers and educators.9

Furthermore, the GI Bill, which funded college scholarships for returning veterans, led directly to the creation of degree-granting metal smithing programs that sustained a new generation of jewelry artists. The flowering of crafts education in the 1950s gave jewelers with faculty positions the resources to experiment with increasingly complex techniques such as lost-wax casting, gold granulation and niello. The School for American Craftsmen (SAC), founded in 1943 and finally housed in Rochester, New York, offered the first four-year college degree specialized in craft, with an especially strong program in metals led by School of Design trained John Pep and Hans Christensen. Scandinavian educators also played an important role in Canada, where modern metalsmiths tended to look to Europe. The Metal Arts Guilds founded in Ontario in 1946 and in Nova Scotia in 1951 were modeled on the English Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths, a medieval guild, and many in the mid-century generation of Canadian jewelers and metalsmiths were European-born or trained. Danish-born Carl Poul Petersen, for example, had apprenticed under Georg Jensen, and helped popularize Scandinavian modern style in Canada. The proximity of the SAC to Southern Ontario had a strong impact on Toronto metalsmiths, and reinforced the prevalence of Scandinavian modern design in both areas.10

A host of other European master jewelers arrived in Canada in the 1950s and ’60s: Hero Kielman from the Netherlands, Georges Delrue from France, Kari Støtting from Germany and Toni Cavelti from Switzerland. Many of them trained apprentices and worked to develop modern metalsmithing in Canada through juried shows and other exhibitions. They shared the ideals of their American counterparts. Delrue, for example, maintained, “Let us be contemporary … If we are really honest we will be true to the spirit of our own time.”10

Works such as Delrue’s constructivist bracelet of silver, gold and petrified wood clearly correlates with the work of American artists like De Patta. However, Canadian jewelers struggled with fairly conservative conditions and a small market.11

In the United States, contemporary jewelry enjoyed connections with museums, university programs and the wider art world, and gradually developed a supportive network of
small galleries and shops frequented by an art-loving clientele. The development of a self-conscious group of contemporary jewelry wearers in the 1940s and ’50s was at least as important as the artistic advances of pioneering makers, enabling jewelry makers to support themselves independently from the commercial industry. From these beginnings emerged the specialized contemporary jewelry galleries and dedicated collectors of the 1970s and beyond. At mid-century, however, most market development was undertaken by individual makers.

Art Smith, born in Cuba but raised in New York, developed a loyal following within the African-American arts community from his small shop in Greenwich Village. His designs for body ornaments for black dance troupes led to connections with African-American musicians, writers and artists who became his friends and customers. At the same time, he developed ways to produce his work in multiples for a broader audience willing to wear the bold, large-scale works that reflected his interest in the curves of the body. One of his most popular designs, the Modern Cuff bracelet, wrapped the forearm with a dynamic composition of positive and negative elements, yet could be shaped quickly from inexpensive metal sheet and wire. Juggling the roles of maker and marketer, Smith made his work with only one or two assistants, and also managed to sell his work in boutiques and galleries across the United States.

Sam Kramer’s jewelry was rooted in Surrealism and expressed themes of unconscious fantasy, sexuality and dark humor. The Lovers Brooch he made with his wife Carol depicts two abstract figures constructed so that they move back and forth suggestively. His talent for appealing to the adventurous and eccentric qualities of his customers was summarized in his business card, printed with the slogan “Fantastic Jewelry for the damndest ego—utter weirdities conceived in moments of semi-madness,” customers were made to feel like they were dressed in his pajamas or an outlandish costume, to the display cases teeming with what Kramer called “things to titillate the hand of the artist rather than the market value of the material. Diamonds were the badge of the philistine.” Early galleries such as Nanny’s Design In Jewelry (San Francisco), America House (New York), Shop One (Rochester, New York), Bordelon Designs (Chicago) and Margaret Brown Gallery (Boston) cultivated a similar clientele. Museum exhibitions in the 1950s—especially contemporary jewelry surveys at the Walker (1948, 1952, 1955, 1959), the de Young Museum in San Francisco (1955, 1956) and national craft exhibitions such as Designer-Craftsmen U.S.A. 1953 at the Brooklyn Museum in New York and the First National Fine Crafts Exhibition at the National Gallery of Canada (1957)—also boosted contemporary jewelry’s visibility and prestige among patrons.

The development of a self-conscious group of contemporary jewelry wearers has continued to resonate to the present day, and it helped establish a strong niche market of American jewelry collectors. An oft-repeated quote from art historian Blanche Brown summarizes what American collectors valued in the mid-twentieth century: Brown recalled of a pin that “it looked great, I could afford it, and it identified me with the group of my choice—esthetically aware, intellectually inclined, and politically progressive. That pin (or one of a few others like it) was our badge and we wore it proudly. It celebrated the hand of the artist rather than the market value of the material. Diamonds were the badge of the philistine.” Early galleries such as Nanny’s Design In Jewelry (San Francisco), America House (New York), Shop One (Rochester, New York), Bordelon Designs (Chicago) and Margaret Brown Gallery (Boston) cultivated a similar clientele. Museum exhibitions in the 1950s—especially contemporary jewelry surveys at the Walker (1948, 1952, 1955, 1959), the de Young Museum in San Francisco (1955, 1956) and national craft exhibitions such as Designer-Craftsmen U.S.A. 1953 at the Brooklyn Museum in New York and the First National Fine Crafts Exhibition at the National Gallery of Canada (1957)—also boosted contemporary jewelry’s visibility and prestige among patrons.

The new generation of jewelers emerging from postwar university programs and art schools sought greater personal expression through the diverse possibilities of postmodernism, often using raw discarded materials, found objects and Pop Art imagery in surprising juxtapositions. Robert Ebendorf, for example, shunned the cool, elegant Scandinavian style he’d mastered while studying in Norway in the mid-1960s in favor of a highly personal form of assemblage. Combining bits of discarded photographs, toys, tin cans and other cast-offs reflected the Assemblage art of Americans Robert Rauschenberg, Ed Kienholz and others. J. Fred Woold’s “anti-jewelry”
used assemblage to comment on pop culture and politics, while Ken Cory and Les Lasier’s inventive works reflected the drug-laced bohemianism of the West Coast Funk movement. The revolutionary changes affecting all of society in the late 1960s were felt in contemporary jewelry as well. Civil rights and antiwar activism, feminism, body awareness, environmentalism and counterculture lifestyles reverberated in the concept and aesthetics of body adornment. The new generation of American jewelers explored ancient, historic and non-Western forms of adornment—rich with decorative ornament and cultural meaning. In some ways, this echoed the primitivism of early modernists like Calder, who admired African and ancient Greek jewelry for aesthetic reasons, but American jewelers of the 60s and 70s saw historic and non-Western sources as a way of liberating the body from dull bourgeois conventions and gender stereotypes. As proposed by the curators of the 1965 exhibition The Art of Personal Adornment at New York’s Museum of Contemporary Crafts (now the Museum of Arts and Design), ornaments from around the globe demonstrated interpretations of the entire human body and of variations in gender roles. The exhibition catalog, with abstract images of male and female bodies on the cover, was organized by regions of the body, and included many photographs of men and women wearing elaborate regalia in a variety of cultural contexts. Rediscovering such sources and concepts had a galvanizing effect on American jewelers, who began to create experimental forms such as large neck collars, headpieces, belts and unclassifiable body sculptures. Arline Fisch, too, had grown frustrated with the constraints of Scandinavian design, and launched wild explorations such as 1968’s Halter and Skirt. A hand-forged silver halter attached to a skirt, creating a unified garment with a feminist sense of transgression and body consciousness. Although radical Dutch jewelers like Gijs Bakker and Emmy van Leersum were also pursuing similar fusions of jewelry and clothing in avant-garde body sculpture, their severe modernist or minimalist aesthetic avoided any trace of historical reference or handicraftsmanship. By contrast, American jewelers were noted for their interest in richly detailed ornament and lavish display of craft techniques. The influence of Art Nouveau forms pervaded the work of many American jewelers in this period, including Mary Lee Hu, John Prip and John Iversen blended metalwork with natural materials such as bone and stone to evoke the colors and textures of tree bark, pebbles and plant life. Intertwined with the broad interest in nature was a renewed focus on Native American culture, both within and without Native communities. Non-Native amateurs dabbling in making craft jewelry as part of the countercultural lifestyle of “doing your own thing,” and they also wore widely available Native jewelry in a long-standing American tradition of whites “playing Indian” to signify opposition to oppression. Artist Jan Brooks recalled, “It was impossible to avoid … the whole notion of Indian jewelry, because it was in every truck stop in America.” Ken Cory responded to the fad and his own earnest studies of Northwest Coast and Southwest jewelry designs and techniques with his playfully critical Squash Blossom Necklace in 1974. Substituting light bulbs and empty bullet casings for traditional silver and turquoise elements, and a cast-bronze pencil for the noja, or crescent-shaped pendant, Cory reflected on the violent collision between Euro-American technology and Native culture. A few Native jewelers explored greater personal expression while maintaining traditions from their own particular cultures; several had life experiences in the non-Native world that led them to develop an individualistic approach. Bill Reid, the son of a Haida mother and a Euro-American father, and a student of the British-trained metalsmith James Green, creatively revived the bracelets customarily worn by Haida men on Canada’s west coast. He drew motifs and symbolism from Haida beliefs, and used European-derived techniques—repoussé, chasing and casting—to create boldly sculptural interpretations. Self-taught Hopi artist Charles Loloma developed a distinctive adaptation of the stone-inlay jewelry practiced by the nearby Zuni and Navajo Indians. Instead of flat, channel-set bands of stone, Loloma’s chunks of turquoise, lapis lazuli, ivory, wood and coral project boldly above the wristband, suggesting mountainous outcroppings or modernist cityscapes. Rejected three times by the Gallup Inter-Tribal Indian Ceremonial (a white organization that ran a wholesale Indian crafts market) for not being “Indian enough,” Loloma’s work eventually earned praise and recognition from contemporary craft museums and collectors.
Another response to environmental awareness was to examine the relationships between nature and technology. While watching a broadcast of the first moon landing, Mary Ann Scherr, who combined a background in fashion and industrial design with training in jewelry, became enthralled with the idea of jewelry that monitored bodily functions such as pulse rate or body temperature. By partnering with research scientists and engineers, she devised wearable objects fitted with cutting-edge miniaturized electronics, enclosed within ornately decorated cases.25

Stanley Lechtzin’s exploration of electroforming and acryliscs was similarly concerned with blending nature and technology. Wishing to make large sculptural forms that weren’t uncomfortably heavy, Lechtzin adopted the industrial process of electroforming—which creates a thin, self-supporting shell of metal—for the studio. Later he combined electroformed metal with another industrial process, cast acrylic plastics, in a series of torques that meld advanced technology with organic shapes. For Lechtzin, the process of electroforming, in which metal molecules are pulled together in an electrolytic solution, was “analogous to the growth of coral under the sea, and the multiplication of simple organisms through numerous growth processes observed in nature . . . the growth of organisms; a critic observed in 1974 that universities had introduced a vast new audience to the best in American contemporary art. The Society of North American Goldsmiths organized exhibitions and symposia, and introduced a new class of collectors emerged who were willing to pay art-gallery prices for contemporary jewelry. Jewelry in the 1980s became even bigger, brasher and more colorful, reflecting the exuberant and wildly polychrome look found in international design of the era. Jewelers explored abstraction and flattened shapes contrasted with the organic, textural forms of the preceding decade. Such vibrant jewelry had the added benefit of looking great in color photography, now widely used in the glossy exhibition catalogs, magazine covers and gallery brochures that helped define “stars” in the field. Influenced by Rose Slivka, editor of American Jeweler, the studio jewelers together in Jewelry as Sculpture showcased the work of famous sculptors, and introduced a vast new audience to the best in American contemporary art.26

By the end of the 1970s, all craft media had become increasingly professionalized and oriented to the wider art world. Academic programs in metalsmithing encouraged the refinement of technique and experimentation with conceptual objects; a critic observed in 1974 that universities had “removed[] from the craftsmen the burden of having to sell work in order to eat, so that work tends to be produced more for exhibition than for wear or use.”27 The Society of North American Goldsmiths organized exhibitions and symposia, and published the newsletter that later became Metalsmith. The successful exhibition Objects: USA appeared in 22 American museums from 1969 to 1976 before touring Europe, and introduced a vast new audience to the best in American contemporary craft, including jewelry. In 1973, Boston’s Institute of Contemporary Art showcased the work of famous sculptors, designers and studio jewelers together in Jewelry as Sculpture, as Jewelry, echoing the connections between contemporary sculpture and jewelry explored by MoMA in the 1940s.27 Specialized galleries for contemporary jewelry and craft opened in several cities, including Sculpture to Wear, Aaron Faber Gallery, and ArtWear in New York City; Helen Drutt Gallery in Philadelphia; and Mobilia in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Although there were no comparable Canadian jewelry galleries in this period, Canadian jewelers were connected to developments in contemporary jewelry through publications, traveling exhibitions and workshops given by visiting American and European jewelers. For Canadian crafts more broadly, the 1960s and ’70s represented a watershed period when organizations such as the Canadian Crafts Council and other professional groups asserted greater authority over selecting and legitimizing “experts” in the field. Influenced by Rose Slivka, editor of the American Craft Council’s journal Craft Horizons, Canadian craft leaders downplayed amateur and hobbyist craft in favor of a late modernist approach to “fine craft.” They emphasized fine art concepts, rigorous jury selection for admission to shows and guilds and the establishment of degree-granting university programs for craft media.28 Sheridan College and Nova Scotia College of Art and Design (NSCAD) became leading centers for professionalized craft. As Canadian craft artists adopted this new professionalism, jewelers among them—such as John and Nancy Pocock, Anita Aarons and Walter Schlup—voiced their desire to have jewelry viewed as sculpture and contemporary art.29

The 1980s and 1990s: New Narratives

With the American economy booming and conspicuous consumption back in style, a new class of collectors emerged who were willing to pay art-gallery prices for contemporary jewelry. Jewelry in the 1980s became even bigger, brasher and more colorful, reflecting the exuberant and wildly polychrome look found in international design of the era. Jewelers explored abstraction and flattened shapes contrasted with the organic, textural forms of the preceding decade. Such vibrant jewelry had the added benefit of looking great in color photography, now widely used in the glossy exhibition catalogs, magazine covers and gallery brochures that helped define “stars” in the field. Through such professional instruments, jewelers in North America also became increasingly connected to their counterparts across the globe, yielding fertile interactions as well as a confusingly diverse array of styles and approaches.
One of the first such international exchanges was not without misconceptions on both sides. “The new jewelry” movement originating among avant-garde English, Dutch and German artists in the late ‘70s coincided with ongoing stylistic turnover in American jewelry and reflected the iconoclastic experimentation of young European jewelers rebelling against centuries-old goldsmithing traditions. Their work, in which jewelry was reduced to anything worn on the body, regardless of scale, aesthetic or material, was introduced to American audiences to decidedly mixed reviews with the 1983 exhibition New Departures in British Jewelry at the American Craft Museum (now the Museum of Arts and Design) in New York, Malcolm and Sue Knapp, the collectors who sponsored the project, intended the New York venue to help “expand [the] horizons” of American jewelers. However, for many in the United States, the alternative materials and large-scale body sculpture in New Departures came across as old hat, already explored by Americans in the 1960s.

Others, however, were in sympathy with “the new jewelry” tendencies. Marjorie Schick had been making body sculptures from papier-mâché, wire, foam rubber and other lightweight materials since the late ‘60s, and, like some British “new jewelry” artists, related her body jewelry to dance and performance. In the early ‘80s she began making large, architectural forms using painted wooden dowels. When some were included in the 1982 Jewelry Redefined exhibition at the British Crafts Centre, they immediately gained her recognition in Europe. In Canada, the 1985 exhibition Body Work featured works by Canadian artists that mirrored aspects of European new jewelry: large-scale forms, lightweight and ephemeral materials, and critiques of value and preciousness. Pamela Ritchie, a leading Canadian jeweler and head of the jewelry department at NSCAD, exhibited jeweled body jewelry made with canceled postage stamps, noting that “stamps are, after all, at the same time one of the most common and one of the most sought-after items.”

Throughout the 1980s and ‘90s, a large number of American and Canadian jewelers created figurative jewelry with personal and historical narratives, as conveyed in the exhibitions Tales and Traditions: Storytelling in Twentieth-Century American Craft (1988) and Brilliant Stories: American Narrative Jewelry (1990). J. Fred Woell’s politically charged assemblages and Richard Mawdsley’s intricately constructed objects had entered this territory in the late ‘60s and ‘70s; Mawdsley’s masterful Feast Bracelet, for example, is reminiscent of Dutch still-life paintings using table settings as memento mori images. In the 1980s and continuing into the present, issues of race, gender and cultural identity moved to the forefront. Joyce Scott’s sculptural beadwork neckpieces and installations boldly address difficult subjects such as racial prejudice and sexual violence, while Ron Ho’s quieter works deal with his experience in the Chinese-American community of the Pacific Northwest. Bruce Metcalf’s works often take a stylish humorous look at personal history; his large-headed cartoonlike figures inhabit strange worlds but also engage the viewer’s sympathy for human foibles and absurdities. His brooch Crushed Artifacts of the 1988 exhibition Body Work is a case in point. The viewers are trapped between two chunks of volcanic stone, feeling the overwhelming pressure of “an apparently insurmountable problem.”

In the 1990s and the early years of the twenty-first century, a plurality of styles and subject matter persisted, though narrative and conceptual work remained at the forefront. Many jewelers returned to the history of adornment itself and its associations with social and cultural ideals such as protection, spirituality, love, remembrance—aspects of jewelry’s identity that had been stripped away in the mid-twentieth century by modernist disdain for “sentimental” or “old-fashioned” conventions. Kiff Slemmons’ 1994 necklace Luck is composed of found objects and handmade silver elements symbolizing both good and bad luck. With these conflicting tokens and the ambiguous phrase “Wish Me Luck” spelled out in typewriter keys, Slemmons refers playfully to the ancient belief in the protective power of jewelry. Other jewelers, including Lisa Grainick and Daniel Jocz, created contemporary interpretations of sentimental jewelry such as wedding rings, lockets and mourning jewelry. Instead of clamoring to have their work viewed as sculpture, many American jewelers chose to focus on the psychological power of jewelry to communicate meaning.

One of the most compelling explorations of jewelry as a narrative and conceptual medium was Jan Yager’s decade-long project, undertaken in 1990, to “beachcomb” the Philadelphia streets and sidewalks surrounding her studio. Her finds—bullet casings, broken glass, syringes and thousands of crack vials—represented the tragedies of poverty, crime, racial injustice and drug abuse. Yager expressed the grief associated with these found objects by setting them in darkly oxidized silver to recall the somber mourning jewelry of the nineteenth century. Over time, she researched local history, including the English colonists’ exploitation of indigenous Lenni Lenape
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people and the Atlantic slave trade that enriched many of Philadelphia’s merchants. When she learned that tubular glass beads traded by Europeans in Africa for human “property” were similar in scale and form to the crack vials exchanged in local drug deals, she saw a connection between the bondage of historic slave labor and modern-day drug addiction. The necklace American Collider II, with its 139 crack vials, 222 crack caps and two syringes arranged in the form of an African Masai beadwork collar, conveys these conceptual linkages between different forms of oppression, past and present.

The Contemporary Jewelry Scene

Since 2000, contemporary jewelry in North America has continued to expand and professionalize. As education in the field has grown increasingly sophisticated, universities offer instruction in everything from ancient practices to the field has grown increasingly sophisticated, university continued to expand and professionalize. As education in different forms of oppression, past and present.

Notes

3. The exhibition catalog was published as a special issue of the Walker’s museum journal, “Modern Jewelry under Fifty Colors,” Everyday Art Quarterly (Spring 1944).
11. Deana-Quennell Barros, Ornament and Object 27.
Introduction

From the strong ritual, mystic, and symbolic function of jewelry in the pre-Columbian era to the shiny object that distinguishes the members of drug cartels, Latin Americans have always had a profound and intricate relationship with jewelry. Latin America is an extremely diverse and rich territory that covers over 20 million square kilometers with great variations in political and economic systems. More than 500 million people, a composite of ancestors, ethnic groups and races, speak hundreds of indigenous languages. Each region has witnessed distinct patterns of development. Defining a Latin American identity is difficult. But a common ethos exists between Latin American nations: a hybrid and heterogeneous cultural construction characterized by problems specific to postcolonial societies. The Jewelry emerging today portrays an array of idiosyncrasies and styles that reveal the breadth and complexity of the continent’s contemporary culture.

Hybridization, a term used by the humanities and social sciences to describe the mixture of races, and frequently borrowed by the cultural realm to discuss the blending and synthesizing of elements belonging to different cultures, is extremely complex in Latin America. The exchanges between the distinct cultures—African, Indian and European—resulted in a new product that expresses the tensions, contradictions and ambiguities of its birth in the New World. The current notion of hybridization, which constitutes one of the key elements in the configuration of a plural, dynamic and constantly evolving identity in Latin America, is multidimensional and continues to have spiritual and aesthetic dimensions. Hybridization accounts for one of the strengths of Latin America’s artistic production and lies at the roots of its vitality, originality and constant power to surprise. The establishment of a pattern that combines tendencies from the outside and adapts them to local realities has been the norm since colonization. Today, its contemporary jewelry appears not as a mere imitator of Western movements, but rather as a mechanism that adjusts and transforms prevailing norms.

The mastery of Latin America’s goldsmiths and their attitude toward body ornament has fascinated the West for centuries. The emergence of jewelry makers from Latin America into the international field of contemporary jewelry is inevitable in this era of globalization and cultural diversity. After years of relative isolation, a growing connectedness has developed...
within the Latin American jewelry scene. Its makers now are able to exchange knowledge, ideas and opportunities with their colleagues near and far. Their increasing participation in international events, and the promotion of relevant academic and curatorial projects from the continent, has stimulated the interest of international scholars, curators and critics. These developments have helped address two matters that, until recently, prevented contemporary jewelry from thriving within Latin America. First, the notion of contemporary jewelry—still a debated topic in the international arena—is becoming clearer for Latin American makers and promoters; there’s a commitment to collectively identify and understand the precepts and guidelines and to set their own. Second, these developments provide the international arena with a cultural framework for understanding the contemporary jewelry practices of the continent.

Latin American Modernism
Latin American modernism was a postwar phenomenon that flowered in the early 1920s, stimulated by artists and writers returning home after time spent in Europe; it occurred as a continuation of tendencies interrupted by World War I. The impact of the Mexican Revolution was immense, and the activities of the Mexican muralists in interpreting and disseminating its ideals, in promoting the idea of an art for the people and in helping to realize a cultural nationalism, were felt far beyond Mexico itself. The break with the past was usually affirmed in some form; sometimes this was accompanied by a straightforward celebration of modernity, but more often a reassessment of tradition was involved, as well as a rejection of the colonial period and the Europeanized culture of the nineteenth century in favor of an indigenous cultural tradition. Nationalism, as opposed to internationalism, and the regional versus the central and cosmopolitan, became fundamental issues. Modernity coincided with the desire to explore and define what being Mexican or Bolivian or Argentinean meant.

Indigenismo, a specific movement in Latin American art and literature, began to gain momentum in the early 1930s, manifesting itself in the rediscovery and reevaluation of indigenous American cultures and in the proliferation of Indian-related themes and subjects.1 The movement, which evolved in Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador, had its deepest implications in Mexico. Artists such as Diego Rivera, David Alfaro Siqueiros and José Clemente Orozco produced an iconographic synthesis of national identity inspired by Aztec and Mayan art, church altarpieces, vernacular decorations, the colors and forms of local pottery, Michoacan lacquer and the experimental achievements of the European avant-garde. This hybrid reorganization of the visual language was backed by changes in the relationships among artists, the state and the working class. Muralism in public buildings; the publication of nationalistic calendars, posters and magazines; and the revitalization of the crafts were the result of a forceful statement of new aesthetic tendencies within the newborn cultural field. This was the climate that American designer William Spratling found upon his arrival in Mexico in 1929. His close acquaintance with Rivera helped him move swiftly among the cultural circles of Mexico City and become acquainted with their artistic ideals. Soon he transferred to the mining village of Taxco, in the state of Guerrero, where he encouraged the villagers to work the silver they had mined for centuries. Spratling was set to resuscitate the ancient techniques and bring a new dimension to the tired pre-Hispanic sense of aesthetics. Hired an experienced goldsmith and enrolling other local craftsmen, he created Las Delicias, a workshop that promoted a whole new apprentice system and became a model for others in Mexico. But it would be mainly visual artists, first from Mexico and later from other countries in Latin America, who continued experimenting within the jewelry field in the following decades.

In the late 1940s, the jewelry produced by Spratling, Valentín Vidaluerta, Héctor Aguilar and Antonino Pineda was eagerly received by Mexican artists such as Frida Kahlo, Remedios Varo and Lupe Marín, who not only bought and wore it but also became sporadically interested in making jewelry of their own. Kahlo amassed a considerable collection of pre-Hispanic beads, figurines and bells that she combined with silver pieces from Taxco, colorful ribbons and plastic objects. Her ornaments were simple, but they showed a unique attitude toward self-adornment that inspired other visual artists from Latin America to venture into jewelry making.

In the 1940s, Mexican sculptor Juan Soriano worked as a set and wardrobe designer in the local theater scene. Captivated by Kahlo’s sense of personal adornment, he created a series of sculptural ornaments made in terra-cotta and ceramics for the play El Tejedor de Segovia. Throughout his career, he continued to produce bold jewelry pieces, mostly

---

for friends and family. His last pieces included animal bones and teeth embedded in clay, reminiscent of paleontological findings. Soriano’s jewelry work stimulated the interest in body ornaments of fellow artists in Mexico and other Latin American countries. The Uruguayan artist Carmelo Arden Quin, cofounder of the international Madí movement, made wearable objects out of his forms gabтелей, alternations of concave and convex forms in enameled wood, and coplanals, series of polygons forming a single piece that in some cases include movable elements. The Cuban expressionist Luis Martínez Pedro “developed a series of ornaments in the 1950s that reflected his interest in the Caribbean biomorphism and Santería, the hybrid Cuban religion.” Although none of these artists pursued their interest in jewelry any further, their experiments stimulated other visual artists to consider it as a meaningful and rewarding medium. Collaboration between artists and jewelry makers, and convergence between disciplines that included jewelry making, became common.

One visual artist who might be considered the precursor of contemporary jewelry in Latin America, Uruguayan Olga Maria Piria, worked under the tutelage of Joaquín Torres García. She pursued her painting career until 1951, when she met the electronic engineer Carlos Jauregui. While traveling extensively through Europe and northern Africa, the couple became interested in body ornaments. Two years later, they organized a research trip through Argentina, Chile and Brazil, where they visited several jewelry workshops. Back in Montevideo, they set up their own, and Jauregui built an array of innovative tools and machines that allowed him to translate Piria’s designs into intricate constructivist ornaments.

Piria’s jewelry was mainly executed in either cast or laminated and articulated silver. She translated the essential elements and composition of her paintings in three-dimensional objects, always incorporating symbols into a geometric grid based on the golden section. For Piria, the symbol was a way of synthesizing idea and form while bypassing narrative, which interfered with the unity of the work. She incorporated essential elements of indigenous American art with the basic principles of European constructivism and geometric abstraction. This idea was formally represented by adding highly symbolic pre-Hispanic beads and miniature figureines into complex geometrical silver or wood structures.

Subversive Jewelry in Postmodern Latin America

The 1960s and ‘70s witnessed a change in the climate in which Latin American art developed. Prosperity was replaced by an era characterized by political instability and repression under dictatorial regimes. It was a period of violent polemics, but one that also saw a renewal of creativity. Modernism, which had not fully ended in Latin America, overlapped with the radical movements and later with the postmodern. Brazil engendered a group of daring jewelry makers. The sculptural designs of Caio Mourão and Reny Golcman, among many others, expanded the boundaries of traditional jewelry and challenged its relationship to the body. A painter, sculptor and goldsmith, Mourão broke with the traditional approach to jewelry and redefined the field with his Anti-jewelry, purposefully made in a calculatedly crude way. He embraced ancient techniques like fusion, fire cutting and hammering, and worked with materials like bronze, silver and hematite to produce massive ornaments that aimed to criticize jewelry’s preciousness in contrast to economic inequality in Brazil. By creating pieces meant to be worn in alternative ways—engagement rings for the “wrong” finger or chains that linked head, neck and waist—Mourão achieved his goal of causing awkwardness in both the wearer and the viewer.

Golcman was a graduate in fine arts and studied under Mourão. She explored taboo subjects like death and sexuality and boldly used socially unacceptable forms and irreverent materials. Her silver Mutant Jewelry incorporated fish bones and wild Brazilian seeds that openly suggested feminine sexual organs; the pieces sought to denounce centuries of sexual discrimination, repression and abuse in Brazil and proposed that women comment loudly on the matter by wearing the large and extravagant ornaments to social events. Two of Brazil’s most important postmodern artists, Lygia Clark and Hélio Oiticica, redefined the modernist notions of universal aesthetics in the 1960s by translating them directly onto the body. They manufactured a series of ornament devices such as masks, hoods and cuff links that explored haptic space through tactile, auditory, olfactory and kinetic propositions and created a web of relationships around the body’s internal and external spaces. These experiments related a modern European geometric abstract tradition to Brazilian vernacular culture and fueled a Western aesthetic canon that privileges vision with Afro-indigenous oral traditions in which knowledge and history are encoded in the body. Clark
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Gyula Kosice
Hydrospacial Ring, 1960
Silver, copper, glass, and colored water
3 x 5 x 5 cm
from Collection Galerie Briger, Buenos Aires

In the early 1960s, Kosice started experimenting with jewelry, at first translating his kinetic wooden sculptures into playful rings and pendants where all the parts were mobile and often interchangeable. Soon he turned to translucent materials such as Lucite and glass, which allowed him to incorporate water or play with light and reflections in his futuristic ornaments. He held his first jewelry exhibition, Bijoux et Sculptures d’Eau, in 1965 at the Galerie Ladoche in Paris. Five years later, Galeria Briger in Buenos Aires served as a stage for mobile installations in which dozens of rings and pendants interplayed with light and water. Kosice, like many of his contemporaries, opened ateliers that were able to maintain independence from the jewelry industry and functioned as small academies during the following decades.

By the early 1980s, the novelty of the subjective artists of the 1960s and the 70s has worn off; visual artists, who had provided some of the most interesting material and conceptual proposals in jewelry making, had lost their interest in the field. Most jewelers, living in countries in political and economic turbulence, worked exclusively to satisfy the needs of the commercial jewelry industry. Crafts—and jewelry—occupied a secondary position. No government or private programs existed to encourage experimentation, research or discussion in the field. Jewelers worked in isolation; they were disconnected from events taking place in Europe and the United States, and they had little or no contact with their colleagues in Latin America.

The academic situation was pitiful: training programs were limited and limiting. Jewelers were taught by other artisans and jewelers in family or community workshops, or through apprenticeship programs in large companies needing bench workers. Formal education was only offered in a few crafts schools and technical or gemology institutes in the form of short technical courses. One of the first academies to develop a two-year jewelry program, in 1979, was the Escuela de Artesa y Diseño (School of Crafts and Design) in Mexico City; other schools, such as the Craft Department of the University of Santiago in Chile and the Escuela de Bellas Artes del Peru (National School of Fine Arts), soon followed. These programs, however, focused exclusively on developing the technical skills of their students and promoting the mastery of traditional silver- and goldsmithing techniques. At the same time, some of the industrial and graphic design institutes of universities, such as the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (National Autonomous University), the Universidad de São Paulo (University of São Paulo) in Brazil and the Universidad de Buenos Aires (University of Buenos Aires) in Argentina, started incorporating fashion and jewelry design courses into their curricula. Although these courses had a better theoretical offering than the technical jewelry programs, they were short and sporadic, and all conceptual and experimental aspects of jewelry were disregarded. The ateliers created in the late 1960s by artists such as Mourão, Gríppo, Nuri Carulla in Colombia, and Aurelina Soto in Mexico were active for several decades and became the only training centers where students were encouraged to work in a relatively free manner and to think about jewelry beyond its conventional boundaries. Yet the pieces produced in these
workshops showed the almost reverent attitude that most Latin American jewelers of the time had for silver—and, to a lesser degree, to other metals. The critique of preciousness, a shift that occurred in Europe in the 1970s and was of tremendous importance for the development of contemporary jewelry, never took place in Latin America, and most of its jewelers seemed unable to view jewelry in nonmetallic terms.

By the end of the 1980s, countries like Argentina, Colombia, Mexico and Cuba saw the birth of a new generation of jewelers with good technical skills and a rich cultural and material repository who felt an urgent need for renewal. Some of these jewelers understood that the educational landscape had to change and they undertook the task of creating new ateliers, encouraging academies and universities to reevaluate their curricula, create innovative study programs and periodically organize workshops and lectures with local and foreign professors. Such was the case of Argentinean Jorge Castañón, a former marine biologist who studied sculpture and carpentry and trained for almost 10 years in various traditional silver- and goldsmithing workshops. By developing impressive technical skills and combining them with a profound understanding of local materials and autochthonous crafting techniques, as well as a powerful and sophisticated aesthetic sensibility, Castañón produced highly expressive pieces that broke the boundaries of jewelry to take on sculptural characteristics. Inspired mostly by natural materials and shapes and concerned with environmental matters, Castañón searched for rare types of wood, preferably discoloration caused by fungi—the wood became a protagonist of its past life preserved—paint flecks, a rusty nail or in service to the wood to provide structural support or add color. The work expressed a marked Argentinean identity through a universal language. Aside from his artistic talent, Castañón professed a vocation for teaching that led him to create Taller La Nave in 1990. This small school became a breeding ground for Argentinean talent and a place to discuss local and international developments in the field of jewelry.

Although the last two decades of the twentieth century mostly represented a void in the production of experimental jewelry in Latin America, it may be considered an era of intensive research about the values of traditional jewelry. This resulted in the decision to never buy a single material to create his ornaments. The monstrous social and economic contrasts in his country became a source of reflection for him, and he spent the next two decades collecting discarded materials in the huge waste dumps on the outskirts of Mexico City. The notion of creating luxury items like jewelry from the refuse of Mexico’s unequal society fueled the intricately delicate constructions that formed his body of work.

Haitian artist Norman Aboudu grew up in Cuba and studied drawing and sculpture at the Academia Nacional de Bellas Artes San Alejandro (San Alejandro National Academy of Fine Arts) in Havana. His first contact with jewelry was through Brazilian landscape architect and jewelry designer Roberto Burle Marx; working as his assistant, Aboudu became acquainted with the jewelry work of Burle Marx’s brother, Haroldo, and some of his peers, including Mourão and the Danish jeweler Kjeld Boesen. In 1981 he traveled to Paris to study at the École Bijouterie-Joaillerie (BJOP Jewelry School). After returning to Cuba, Aboudu continued his career as a visual artist, becoming part of the Cuban art renaissance. Focusing on subjects like politics, migration and marginalization, Aboudu, like many artists of his generation who approached these matters through alternative media, made jewelry his medium of choice. The artist explored the impact of colonialism on the present and the way that modern-day poverty is connected with an unshakable notion of creating luxury items like jewelry from the refuse.

key figures in shaping the young generation forming the current jewelry landscape by creating schools and designing study programs that incorporated some of the ideas they had encountered abroad. André Quiliones, a sculpture graduate from the Academia de la Esmeralda, for example, studied jewelry making with Aurelina Soto in Mexico City. In 1987, Quiliones enrolled in the Department of Visual Arts at the Escola Massana in Barcelona and traveled through Great Britain and the Netherlands, where he was deeply impressed by the colorful, playful jewelry made of inexpensive or discarded materials. After returning to Mexico, Quiliones engaged in intensive research about the values of traditional jewelry. This resulted in the decision to never buy a single material to create his ornaments. The monstrous social and economic contrasts in his country became a source of reflection for him, and he spent the next two decades collecting discarded materials in the huge waste dumps on the outskirts of Mexico City. The notion of creating luxury items like jewelry from the refuse of Mexico’s unequal society fueled the intricately delicate constructions that formed his body of work.
that incorporated some elements of the host culture. In his small atelier in Cienfuegos, Aboudu started to change the rigid Cuban approach to jewelry making; his teaching was always linked to intense conceptual and material exploration. Artist Marlen Piloto Vázquez, one of Aboudu’s students, successfully transferred his approach to the jewelry course at the Academia San Alejandro, one of the first art academies in Latin America to incorporate jewelry into their curricula.

The Contemporary Jewelry Scene

By the mid-1990s, the Internet, with its tremendous impact on global culture and commerce, marked a new stage in the development of contemporary jewelry in Latin America. The increased interconnectedness and interdependence of people and countries meant an easier and faster circulation of goods, services, finance, people and ideas across international borders. Jewelry artists from Latin America had the opportunity to travel easily to Europe and the United States to enroll in prestigious jewelry academies.

Between the late 1990s and early 2000s, there was an influx of European artists into Latin America who were as interested in learning about its craft and jewelry traditions as in understanding the past and present of the continent and in nurturing relations with its people. Among these artists were Cape Verdian–Dutch, Ácades Fortes, whose impeccable ability to communicate powerfully on an aesthetic level contrasted with a caustic sense of humor in his approach to the crude matters—corruption, social disparity, veiled racism and increasing violence—that suffuse all aspects of life in Mexico. Likewise, the German–Buste Gissemann successfully merged industrial production and crafting techniques to translate the imagery and symbolism often found in Mexican literature and popular songs into an extensive series of brooches, necklaces and rings. French–South African former watchmaker and visual artist Marlen Piloto Vázquez applied his precise skills and artistic sensibility to creating minimal jewelry into their curricula.

The symposium served to make Latin American organizations and enthusiasts from Latin America and Europe in Mexico City to discuss their own perspectives on contemporary jewelry. The symposium served to make Latin American organizations and enthusiasts from Latin America and Europe in Mexico City to discuss their own perspectives on contemporary jewelry.

The Jewelry art currently produced in Latin America is able to accommodate both national and transnational communication, delivering a consistent flow of ornaments full of meaning and vitality that—despite being tremendously varied in scope—share and combine some intrinsic elements that give them their particular character. The makers have committed to a career in contemporary jewelry. They come from the most diverse educational backgrounds, many of them from art academies, but also from other fields such as medicine, biology, chemistry, anthropology and architecture. This becomes evident in their countries and from outside the continent, had a deep impact on their local communities.

As the influx of ideas and creative vitality intensified with the physical and virtual mobility of jewelers, the first generation of Latin Americans to take up contemporary jewelry as a vocation emerged in the early years of the new millennium. In 2001 Pau de Reine was formed by Argentinean, Spanish and Portuguese makers who had studied together at the Escola Massana as a collective initiative to organize exchange projects between the three countries. In 2002, Colombian artist Andrés Fonseca founded the Experimental Jewellery Laboratory at the National Autonomous University of Mexico, currently one of the most innovative jewelry academies in Latin America. Claudia Betancourt and Ricardo Pulgar founded Walka Studio in Chile in 2003 as a project aimed at developing creativity and innovation in the field of contemporary craft and jewelry. The couple currently runs a jewery school, organizes workshops, lectures and exhibitions both in Chile and in neighboring countries; and has gained the continuous support of important organizations such as ProChile and UNESCO. In Brazil, Projeto Nova Joia, founded by Midia Fernandes, began in 2007 with a series of national exhibitions and later created national and international partnerships to encourage the academic field in Brazil and to promote Brazilian artists in the international arena. In 2010 the Gray Area Symposium gathered all these organizations and a large group of jewelry artists, researchers and enthusiasts from Latin America and Europe in Mexico City to discuss their own perspectives on contemporary jewelry. The symposium served to make Latin American organizations and individuals aware of the importance of developing a continental connection, and it has encouraged them to commit to the construction of a pan-American notion of contemporary jewelry that addresses regional history, tradition and present-day culture while engaging in the global discussion.
choice of materials and themes, or the formal and technical execution of their work. These makers have good technical skills, a well-informed sense of aesthetics and the ability to tackle conceptual themes. They show a sensitive approach to materials and processes. Their work borrows liberally from various fields, including photography, installation, performance, crafts, fashion and design. Contemporary jewelry continues to develop in close relation to the fine arts.

Being a combination of different styles and influences, contemporary jewelry in Latin America has a hybrid nature. It fuses seemingly diverse references, concepts and materials, both local and foreign, reflecting the historic mix of people and the new dimension the continent has acquired in the age of global mobility. The jewelry conveys the regional and personal identity of its makers, who strive to develop an individual language that allows them to express who they are and explain the culture they come from. The work shows a preoccupation with the continent’s historical development and its current socioeconomic and political realities, as well as with personal and emotional subjects. Themes such as gender, family, art, religion, celebration, death, violence and tradition take priority and are negotiated in a highly narrative and expressive manner as well as through abstract or conceptual solutions.

Furthermore, contemporary jewelry seeks to reconcile tradition and modernity. Contemporary jewelers strive to find ways to reach a balance between what they are and where they come from, between the richness of the past and the abundance of the contemporary world. They often focus on pre-Columbian and colonial techniques, the reinterpretation of vernacular jewelry practices, the reinvention of traditional craft techniques and an innovative approach to ancient materials to create body ornaments that play off conventional expectations.

Finally, these jewelers are highly resourceful. Across the continent, many have made an art of improvisation, the intelligent use of native materials and the sensible exploitation of available resources. They demonstrate that recycling and sustainable principles need not be a constraint, but rather a source of differentiation.
Introduction

From one perspective, Australia and Aotearoa New Zealand, together known as Australasia, have a great deal in common. Both countries have their origins in the British Empire, with formal settlement beginning in Australia in 1788 with the founding of the colony of New South Wales, and in New Zealand around 1840, when the Treaty of Waitangi was signed between the British crown and the indigenous Māori. The settler colonialism that took place in both countries was founded on the eradication of the indigenous peoples, achieved through various social, cultural and military strategies that reinforced the idea of an empty land waiting to be inhabited by new arrivals. Apart from the shared ties to Britain, many other links unite the two countries. In 1901, when the Australian states entered into a federation, creating modern Australia, New Zealand was invited to join, but decided not to. ANZAC Day, which stands for the Australian and New Zealand Army Corps, is a major day of remembrance in both places, remembering the Gallipoli campaign of World War I. Although a military failure, the heroic actions of Australasian troops became an important part of Australian and New Zealand national identity. Numerous other cultural, political and economic factors, such as the Closer Economic Relations free-trade agreement and the fact that half a million New Zealanders live in Australia, bind the two countries together.

From another perspective, Australia and New Zealand are quite different. Australia is a continent. Its Aboriginal peoples, who belong to distinct language and social groups, have been living in the region for many thousands of years. In this hunter-gatherer society, knowledge, rather than property such as adornment or objects, indicated an individual’s power and social standing. For example, a design itself (and the associated knowledge) was important, not necessarily its particular manifestation on a body or an object. In contrast, New Zealand is a chain of islands, and the people who would become Māori arrived around 900 years ago. While tribal dialects and differences in social and cultural practices did develop, Māori were still closely related to each other, and produced a large range of highly decorated objects, from architecture to body adornment. These differences were to have a profound effect on the development of the two countries, with European settlers much more willing to acknowledge (even if they didn’t respect) Māori as first inhabitants of the land, as opposed to in Australia, where the legal fiction of terra nullius—land belonging to no one—dismissed the fact of Aborigines as the original residents.

In terms of jewelry, Australia and New Zealand have broadly parallel histories. Indigenous adornment practices were the first forms of jewelry, and colonial jewelry in both countries was heavily indebted to British jewelry trends of the nineteenth century. The mineral wealth of Australia, especially—gold, pearls and opals—was celebrated in jewelry made in the colonies, which tended to follow the European model of naturalistic jewelry, with local flora and fauna replacing English motifs. The Arts and Crafts Movement flourished in Australasia and promoted the recording, cultivating and illustrating of native plants and wildlife, thus offering many opportunities to create local identities for the European settlers. The various movements (modernism, the critique of preciousness, etc.) that make up the history of contemporary jewelry have also been adopted and adapted by Australasian jewelers.

And yet one difficulty in writing a history of Australasian, as opposed to Australian and New Zealand, jewelry, is that these histories are parallel rather than integrated. Although strong political and cultural ties span the Tasman Sea and link the two countries, contemporary jewelry has tended to develop independently in each place, with surprisingly few interactions. New Zealand jewelers have generally proved reluctant to engage with the world at large, and even with their colleagues across the Tasman. In contrast, Australian jewelers have, from very early moments in the history of contemporary jewelry, projected themselves offshore and insistently pursued a place within a larger, international narrative of contemporary jewelry.3

Modernist Jewelry in Australasia

The story of modernist jewelry in both countries is a story of immigration. In the 1950s and ’60s, a wave of European gold- and silversmiths came to Australasia, bringing with them new ideas about jewelry that would transform the practice from a trade into an art form. It’s difficult to talk about this period without ending up with a list of names and dates—beginning with German jeweler Wolf Wennevich, who arrived in Melbourne in 1953, and Dutch jeweler Ida Hudig, who settled in Wellington the same year, and ending, perhaps, with Norwegian jeweler Ragnar Hansen, who came to Australia in 1972, working first at the Sturt workshops in Mittagong, a small country town in New South Wales, before moving to Tasmania. But such a list, while...
historically accurate, doesn’t say much about the modernist jewelry that resulted from this intensive wave of arrivals, and its impact and relationship to the local cultural production.

In the work of Danish jeweler Helge Larsen and his Australian wife and partner Darani Lewers, modernism was abstract and organic, featuring textured, pitted surfaces of silver with the addition of locally sourced natural materials and polished semiprecious stones, “treated as a formal element complementing the metalwork, rather than as a precious point of focus.”

For British silversmith Tanya Ashken, who settled in Wellington, New Zealand, in 1963, modernist jewelry drew on the aesthetic model of British and European modernist sculpture. Abstract, organic and concerned with an honest engagement with the character and quality of the materials, Ashken’s jewelry was small, wearable sculpture that balanced craftsmanship and artistic expression to create formal relationships with a dynamic tension that ensured the abstract didn’t become the purely decorative.

Unlike the dominant varieties of Australasian modernism, which were allied to Scandinavian aesthetics, Wennrich’s Objects (as he titled them) embraced new materials such as acrylic and tackled themes such as spirituality and war, or the place of humanity in the world—somewhat unusual subjects for modernist jewelry.

The skilled craftsmanship, bold forms, restrained decoration and tasteful natural references of Scandinavian modernist jewelry certainly had a big impact in Australasia. Interestingly, this type of modernism was celebrated as an antidote to the “Australian ugliness” and “featureless,” a dishonest dependence on surface elements that spoiled the Australian suburbs.

Exhibitions such as Design for Living (1962) and Design in Scandinavia (1968) toured Australia, promoting the message that this style, with its natural materials and organic modernism, was democratic, human and craft-based. In New Zealand, the “Scandinavian urban” became part of what was known as Pan-Pacific modernism, in which the tenets of international modernism were blended with Pacific style to suit the local conditions.

The pioneering European jewelers who arrived in the 1950s and ‘60s not only brought skills and ideas about the aesthetics and artistic possibilities of jewelry, but they also became important teachers. This was especially true in Australia, which had a formal, government-funded education system for contemporary jewelry much earlier than New Zealand, where such courses were not widely available until the 1980s.

In Australia, European jewelers were central to developing networks and institutions. Helge Larsen taught metalsmithing and design at the University of New South Wales, then established the jewelry course at the Sydney College of the Arts, which was an important institutional platform for the dialogue between jewelry and the fine arts. The Czech silversmith Victor Velicka, followed by Wolf Wennrich, turned the gold- and silversmithing course at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (now RMIT University) in Melbourne into a leading institution critical in the development of subsequent generations of Australian contemporary jewelers.

The new forms of contemporary jewelry in Australasia were supported by the growth of infrastructure at a public and private level, opening up exhibition opportunities. New Zealand’s Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council, established in 1963, organized exhibitions such as New Zealand Crafts 1972, which toured overseas and included the jewelry of Bosshard, Hansen and Ashken. The Crafts Council of Australia, established in 1971, helped organize international exhibitions such as Australian Jewellery (1974), which took Australia to the world, and 10 British Jewellers (1976), which brought the world to Australia.

The Critique of Preciousness

The critique of preciousness was the next development in contemporary jewelry to have a significant impact in Australasia. Introducing new materials to replace the precious substances traditionally used in jewelry production, the critique of preciousness also revolutionized the meaning and potential of jewelry by divorcing the value of the object from the value of the materials used to create it. Jewelry became more democratic, and more alert to the relationship between the object and the body on which it was worn. Although the use of new materials (such as acrylic and aluminum) was the most obvious sign of the effects of the critique of preciousness, it also ushered in a conceptual revolution that matched the formal and material transformations.
Exhibitions like Guaranteed Trash in 1978, held at Fingers cooperative gallery in Auckland, showed how the aesthetic and social possibilities of the critique of preciousness met the social energies and cultural revolution of punk and alternative culture, resulting in jewelry made from a McDonalds milkshake cup, a pink toothbrush with fake toothpaste and diamond, a forty-five record and even a smoked fish on a string.

At the opposite end of the cultural scale, the move away from precious materials and conventional meanings in jewelry encouraged New Zealand jewelers to embrace the hippie movement. In 1980, Peter Cape described New Zealand contemporary jewelry as a craft practice with its origins in the talisman and the amulet. Arguing that jewelry lost most of this significance in its dalliance with wealth and status, Cape believed the 70s marked a return to jewelry's origins in such objects of power.

He framed this within a rise of social interest in alternative belief systems, “from a preoccupation with one’s place in the circle of the Zodiac, through the powers of the Tarot cards, and on to the elegantly diffuse mysteries of the I-Ching,” and concluded that “the movement towards talismanic jewellery (as opposed to jewellery which is worn as embellishment, or to demonstrate wealth or taste) has been reflected in studio jewellery in New Zealand over the past ten years.”

With such ideas circulating in New Zealand culture at large, it wasn’t surprising that contemporary jewelry and contemporary bone and stone carving became closely identified in this period. A pioneering generation of stone carvers, including Theo Schoon, Bill Mathieson and Donn Salt, were joined by younger makers such as John Edgar, while bone carvers such as Owen Mapp and Dave Hegglun made objects and adornment that connected alternative social movements with Māori art.

In Australia there was a similar connection between the freedom of the critique of preciousness and new expressions of national identity. The 1977 exhibition Ten Australian Jewellers marks the transition very well; the predominantly modernist jewelry of the earlier exhibition Australian Jewellery was replaced with more experimental jewelry as a craft with its origins in the talisman and the amulet. Arguing that jewelry lost most of this significance in its dalliance with wealth and status, Cape believed the 70s marked a return to jewelry’s origins in such objects of power.

He framed this within a rise of social interest in alternative belief systems, “from a preoccupation with one’s place in the circle of the Zodiac, through the powers of the Tarot cards, and on to the elegantly diffuse mysteries of the I-Ching,” and concluded that “the movement towards talismanic jewellery (as opposed to jewellery which is worn as embellishment, or to demonstrate wealth or taste) has been reflected in studio jewellery in New Zealand over the past ten years.”

With such ideas circulating in New Zealand culture at large, it wasn’t surprising that contemporary jewelry and contemporary bone and stone carving became closely identified in this period. A pioneering generation of stone carvers, including Theo Schoon, Bill Mathieson and Donn Salt, were joined by younger makers such as John Edgar, while bone carvers such as Owen Mapp and Dave Hegglun made objects and adornment that connected alternative social movements with Māori art.

In Australia there was a similar connection between the freedom of the critique of preciousness and new expressions of national identity. The 1977 exhibition Ten Australian Jewellers marks the transition very well: the predominantly modernist jewelry of the earlier exhibition Australian Jewellery was replaced with more experimental jewelry that suggested a very different idea of Australian jewelry.

Australian Fetish Necklace (1977), Peter Tully’s Australian Fetish Necklace (1977) is a plastic chain necklace with Perspex and wooden elements representing national symbols. His work represented a movement in Australasian jewelry in which theatrical, flamboyant and hybrid jewelry objects with references to traditional indigenous adornment helped define a new kind of tribe at home in the city.

Primitivism refers to the appropriation of non-Western art in European art and cultural practices, and this is an important movement in Australian jewelry. Tully represents one approach, in which a kind of generalized style of ethnic adornment is used to channel Australian identity. But this primitivist turn is most clearly expressed in New Zealand contemporary jewelry of the late 1970s and early ’80s. As jewelers internationally explored new materials and new relationships between jewelry and the body, New Zealand jewelers turned their attention to Oceania. They embraced natural materials like shell, stone and fiber, and looked to Māori and Pacific adornment to understand how best to handle such materials—from both a technical and an aesthetic aspect.

In the hands of a jeweler like Alan Preston, New Zealand contemporary jewelry became, in works like Breastplate, a kind of contemporary Pacific adornment. The materials are similar to those used in older Pacific objects, and the way the materials are joined is modern and ornamental interpretation of canoe construction techniques. No breastplate in a museum collection is quite like this, but Preston openly declares his relationship to breastplates and the history of adornment found in the Pacific.

As a result of the critique of preciousness, the body was placed at center stage within contemporary jewelry practice. Once jewelers shrugged off their preoccupation with valuable materials and an alliance with privilege, contemporary jewelry became available for an entirely different kind of investigation. The 1982 exhibition Skin Sculpture, which included both New Zealand and Australian jewelers, was really a showcase of “wearable art,” and this became an important trend in the 1980s, especially in Australian jewelry. The political potential of this practice was addressed in Worm Issues: Low Cost Jewellery Related to Environmental Issues in Australia, which took place in Sydney in 1984 and challenged the idea of an autonomous jewelry scene that set itself apart from worldly concerns. Although it shared the common reaction against jewelry as a means of storing wealth, it attempted a new direction by changing the means of distribution, rather than only experimenting with new materials. For example, a marketing survey was conducted before the exhibition to ensure the objects met the needs of the intended audience.
The New Jewelry

Contemporary jewelry in Australasia took on two distinct trajectories in the 1980s. Jewelers in both countries found quite different ways to respond to the experimental turn in international jewelry that was named “the new jewelry” in an important book by Peter Dormer and Ralph Turner, published in 1985. Australian jewelers aggressively demonstrated their desire to collapse geography, to escape the tyranny of distance and move beyond the “Australiana” (kangaroos and gum trees) that began to represent a provincial and uninteresting sense of difference. In New Zealand, jewelers absorbed the lessons from international jewelry but articulated a regionalist stance that downplayed connections to Europe in favor of a unique, local approach that emphasized its difference through primitivism. Contemporary jewelry in Australasia became ambitious, making the most of a porous border with fine art and the freedom of critique and experimentation. If adornment became an even more important question in both countries, then the issue of place marked a substantial divergence in attitude and positioning.

This difference can be seen in the two major exhibitions of the 1980s. There’s a nice contrast between Bone Stone Shell: New Jewellery New Zealand (1986) and Cross Currents: Jewellery from Australia, Britain, Germany, Holland (1986), which unfolds from a rectangular, mechanical-sounding title page. Whereas Bone Stone Shell made the most of what was distinctive and different about New Zealand jewelry, such as the use of local, natural materials and references to Pacific adornment, Cross Currents demonstrated that Australian jewelry was as good as anything else happening internationally and move beyond the “Australiana” (kangaroos and gum trees) that began to represent a provincial and uninteresting sense of difference. In New Zealand, jewelers absorbed the lessons from international jewelry but articulated a regionalist stance that downplayed connections to Europe in favor of a unique, local approach that emphasized its difference through primitivism. Contemporary jewelry in Australasia became ambitious, making the most of a porous border with fine art and the freedom of critique and experimentation. If adornment became an even more important question in both countries, then the issue of place marked a substantial divergence in attitude and positioning.

The exhibition Bone Stone Shell also claimed a relationship between New Zealand and European jewelry, but rather than suggest a similarity, the point was to emphasize a difference. A recent trend in contemporary jewellery has been to use non-precious materials in such a way as to put them in contrast with the inflated value of materials such as gold and diamonds, wrote the curator, John Edgar, in the catalog. “While the monetary value of bone, stone and shell is low, the focus on them here is to establish and proclaim their real aesthetic value with the inflated value of materials such as gold and diamonds,” wrote the curator, John Edgar, in the catalog. “While the monetary value of bone, stone and shell is low, the focus on them here is to establish and proclaim their real aesthetic value in our culture.” The point was not to eradicate preciousness from contemporary jewelry, but to refurbish the concept and create a new kind of preciousness that spoke more directly to contemporary forms of identity. Gold and diamonds gave way to abalone and pearl shell, to bone and stone, and these materials became precious to local audiences through the work of contemporary jewelers. The subjects that New Zealand jewelry addressed were diverse, as Roy Mason’s mother-of-pearl necklace, bracelet and brooch against nuclear testing in the Pacific demonstrates, but the beauty and local resonance of natural materials were often critical to the so-called “wearables” of Heron and others. Other Australian jewelers demonstrated the artistic potential of jewelry. Anne Brennan’s metal structures were inserted into the wearer’s mouth to inhibit speech. These are forms of adornment that constrain and repress the body as well as enhance it, and belong to a feminist project that drew on psychoanalysis and other theories. Margaret West, who taught at the Sydney College of the Arts and had a critical effect on a generation of graduates who moved fluidly among different visual arts, pursued jewelry as a form of fine art. This was not achieved by denying jewelry history and forms in her work (turning it into sculpture), but by developing a poetic language of materials, in which substances such as lead contributed political and metaphorical associations to the work, which might just as often be an installation as a brooch or necklace. Although it would be difficult to wear, Bib (protection factor 3.7) doesn’t hide its connections to jewelry.

The exhibition Bone Stone Shell also claimed a relationship between New Zealand and European jewelry, but rather than suggest a similarity, the point was to emphasize a difference. A recent trend in contemporary jewellery has been to use non-precious materials in such a way as to put them in contrast with the inflated value of materials such as gold and diamonds, wrote the curator, John Edgar, in the catalog. “While the monetary value of bone, stone and shell is low, the focus on them here is to establish and proclaim their real aesthetic value in our culture.” The point was not to eradicate preciousness from contemporary jewelry, but to refurbish the concept and create a new kind of preciousness that spoke more directly to contemporary forms of identity. Gold and diamonds gave way to abalone and pearl shell, to bone and stone, and these materials became precious to local audiences through the work of contemporary jewelers. The subjects that New Zealand jewelry addressed were diverse, as Roy Mason’s mother-of-pearl necklace, bracelet and brooch against nuclear testing in the Pacific demonstrates, but the beauty and local resonance of natural materials were often critical to the so-called “wearables” of Heron and others. Other Australian jewelers demonstrated the artistic potential of jewelry. Anne Brennan’s metal structures were inserted into the wearer’s mouth to inhibit speech. These are forms of adornment that constrain and repress the body as well as enhance it, and belong to a feminist project that drew on psychoanalysis and other theories. Margaret West, who taught at the Sydney College of the Arts and had a critical effect on a generation of graduates who moved fluidly among different visual arts, pursued jewelry as a form of fine art. This was not achieved by denying jewelry history and forms in her work (turning it into sculpture), but by developing a poetic language of materials, in which substances such as lead contributed political and metaphorical associations to the work, which might just as often be an installation as a brooch or necklace. Although it would be difficult to wear, Bib (protection factor 3.7) doesn’t hide its connections to jewelry.
The Return to Jewelry

In the 1980s, contemporary jewelers turned away from the experimental nature of “the new jewelry.” The idea that contemporary jewelry was a kind of art practice faltered in the face of the obvious lack of interest from the art world: no departments of contemporary jewelry had been established in Australasian art galleries and museums, for example. Contemporary jewelry realigned itself with its craft origins, and jewelers embraced jewelry as an object able to circulate in the everyday world and shape relationships between people. Interestingly, this turn happened at the same time that the ranks of New Zealand contemporary jewelers were swollen by the flood of graduates from the craft design courses that had been established in polytechnics around the country in the 1980s. Formal training, and a greatly expanded infrastructure for contemporary jewelry, however, did not result in the same experimental jewelry promoted by “the new jewelry” movement in the previous decade.

Australian jeweler Susan Cohn is notable for her positioning of contemporary jewelry as a design practice.15 In a series of exhibitions at the Anna Schwartz Gallery in Melbourne, she systematically investigated the nature and possibilities of jewelry. And Does It Work? (1989) presented ornamental technology, including microphones, headphones and security passes, that were meticulous, functionless copies. Cosmetic Manipulations (1992) explored the relationship between jewelry and self-fashioning. The modernist assumptions of contemporary jewelry—such as authenticity, the original, preciousness—were the target of Way Past Real (1994), which consisted of an installation of her signature donut bracelets, all precisely the same in appearance even though most were anodized gold aluminum, a few were gold-plated and one was pure gold. Reflections on a Safe Future (1995) included the condom pendant Laliquiana. With its repurposed Oakley sunglass lenses and Sony technology, this was jewelry of its time in the default position of contemporary jewelry, and into discussions around innovation away from the artistic expression that’s the position of contemporary jewelry, and into discussions around innovation away from the artistic expression that’s the default position of contemporary jewelry, and into discussions of technology, social function and user experience. The social possibilities of contemporary jewelry were also investigated by Australian jeweler Barbara Heath. In 1991 she produced a manifesto that clearly articulated her notion of jewelry as a craft practice. “I will own the role of jeweler within my community. My home will not be separate from my workplace—nor will my work be separate from other aspects of my life—I will construct a whole world out of it.” Stating that she wished to be known as a jeweler, rather than as an artist or a designer, she concluded, “I will see jewellery as a vehicle for human interaction and as a jeweller I will be given the voice to be given the hand to serve my clients.” Heath often works with found or provided objects, attending to the requirements of the wearer/owner and the objects themselves. “Jeweler to the Lost,” both the title of an exhibition at the Queensland Art Gallery in 2005 and a title she assumed in 1990, Heath makes jewelry that often features subtle interventions, designed to enhance existing meanings, rather than assume the rights and responsibilities of making an artistic statement.17

Settler/Indigenous

Settler societies like Australia and New Zealand, founded on acts of violence that displaced the original inhabitants, raise complex social, political and cultural issues, many of which are about the land and its role in the identities constructed by indigenous peoples and settler populations. Settler culture is concerned with the process of becoming indigenous, and contemporary jewelry has played its part in articulating the relationship between settlers and the land they inhabit. This, for example, is one of the reasons why Australasian jewelry is filled with references to native flora and fauna. While these have been features of both colonial and Arts and Crafts jewelry, contemporary jewelers have proven particularly insightful in working through the implications of jewelry references to nature. Marian Hosking’s Tall Tree Project (2005–2007) is a thin silver ribbon that reproduces the surface of a huge Eucumbia shining gum tree in Victoria’s Grampians forest. Notably, Hosking avoids the spectacular and iconic in favor of a close-up, jewelry-scale focus on texture and the tactile qualities of the Australian bush—something that, like jewelry, must be experienced on an intimate, personal scale.18 New Zealand
jeweler Lynn Kelly plays with the preeminent role that nature has in creating New Zealand identity. Her work explores the rich symbolism of botanical specimens recreated in a variety of materials. Plants, like people and cultural practices, travel extensively around the globe, and Kelly productively mines this potential. Her series of brooches and pendants based on specimens of plants collected by Joseph Banks, who visited New Zealand in 1769 as part of James Cook’s first voyage, relates to the history and meaning of flowers and plants as decorative elements within jewelry from different periods and places. This series also speaks to the specific cultural processes of identity at work in New Zealand.

A major story in New Zealand jewelry from the 1990s to the present is the emergence of a generation of Māori and Pacific Islander contemporary jewelers who apply the tools of contemporary jewelry to a series of questions tied intimately to the concerns of indigenous people and Pacific Island populations. In 1999, the exhibition 1 Noble Savage, 2 Dusky Maidens presented the work of Pacific Island jewelers Chris Charteris, Sotta Teilela-Smith and Niki Hastings-McFall. Photographed for the cover of the catalog in sepia tones, against a backdrop of tapa cloth, wearing grass skirts and shell necklaces, these jewelers wittily declared what contemporary jewelry might have to offer to contemporary Pacific identity (and vice versa): a playful appropriation of Pacific adornment at once ironic and serious. Clearly these urban, sophisticated jewelers aren’t noble savages or dusky maidens, precisely because they claim the stereotype to gain control of the history they represent. Hastings-McFall’s lei made from Weed Eater nylon continues the tradition of Pacific adoption of modern materials such as plastic in customary forms while also commenting on the economic condition of Pacific Island peoples in urban New Zealand who disproportionately work in low-wage jobs.

The work of Māori jeweler Areta Wilkinson doesn’t seek to copy traditional Māori forms of adornment, which are also currently being made, but rather uses the materials and traditions of contemporary jewelry as it has developed internationally and in Australasia to create jewelry that reflects Māori ideas about the world, the body and the roles and functions of adornment. Wilkinson brings the self-reflexive nature of contemporary jewelry—what distinguishes contemporary from other forms of jewelry—to bear on the world of Māori adornment. In doing so, she can ask questions such as what it means to be Māori in the modern world, and what kind of jewelry will be most able to capture the complexity of tribal identity in the present and future. Her work emerges from the encounter of two things: contemporary jewelry, which she would define as a critical studio craft practice that makes objects grounded in an awareness of the body, and Māori systems of knowledge, which place people in specific relationships to each other and to the world, and which sometimes use objects to mediate these connections.

### The Contemporary Jewelry Scene

Since the late 1970s, exhibitions of international jewelry in Australia have introduced local audiences to imaginative and adventurous uses of jewelry (and non-jewelry) forms and materials. Although Australian and New Zealand jewelers are aware of American jewelry, it hasn’t had a wide impact beyond those jewelers who choose to engage with the jewelry scene in the United States. The values of American contemporary jewelry certainly haven’t shaped Australasian jewelry in the same way as movements and ideas in European jewelry have, a surprise perhaps, given the wider social and cultural impact of America in both Australia and New Zealand. In Australia particularly, there’s been a relationship with contemporary jewelry in Japan and Korea, although again this happens more on an individual or institutional level, rather than shaping the fundamental values of the scene.

Australasian jewelry is, in general terms, oriented to Europe, a relationship that has been sustained in a variety of ways. Visitors such as Paul Derrez, a major advocate of Australasian jewelers through Galerie Ra in Amsterdam, and Hermann Jünger and Otto Künzli, both professors at the Akademie der Bildenden Künste München [Academy of Fine Arts, Munich], introduced local jewelers to the seriousness and ambition of contemporary jewelry practice in Europe. Künzli also attracted a number of Australasian jewelers to study in his prestigious jewelry class in Munich, among them Lisa Walker, Sally Marsland and Helen Britton. The link between Munich and Melbourne/Australasia has also been sustained by Galleri Funaki, opened by Man-Funaki in 1995. Until her death in 2010, Funaki brought leading European jewelers to Melbourne and created a space for Australasian jewelers to show alongside their international colleagues. In this sense, Galleri Funaki continued to promote the strategy for positioning Australian jewelry that emerged with Cross Currents in the
Contemporary Jewelry in Perspective

...the possibilities of jewelers interacting with the wearer, and the chances of jewelers interacting with visual art and its relevance to jewelry, the relationship of cultural practices and yet also engages with the relational charm at the heart of Joyaviva draws its power from indigenous ideas about contemporary jewelry. The renegotiated idea of the jeweler may have an important contribution to international debates and proposing that jewelry practices in peripheral countries establishing relationships among countries in the Southern Hemisphere (Australasia looking to other countries beyond the imperial center to which local practitioners aspired and followed)—are also being challenged by alternative models of international networks. The most sustained example comes through Kevin Murray’s curatorial activism, which proposes South-South relations (Australia looking to other countries of the Southern Hemisphere) rather than the traditional South-North focus. His most recent project, Joyaviva: Live Jewellery 1980s. Local jewelry practice was not best understood through any references to its location in Australia but through its connections to an international field of jewelers.

New Zealand has also, in the past decade, concentrated its focus on Munich, and more widely on European jewelry. Lisa Walker’s success as a graduate of Künzli’s class has effectively established connections to an international field of jewelers.

And yet such northern connections, which echo the original colonial relationship between Australasian and Britain—the imperial center to which local practitioners aspired and followed—are also being challenged by alternative models of international networks. The most sustained example comes through Kevin Murray’s curatorial activism, which proposes South-South relations (Australia looking to other countries of the Southern Hemisphere) rather than the traditional South-North focus. His most recent project, Joyaviva: Live Jewellery Across the Pacific, brings together contemporary jewelers from Australia, New Zealand and Chile around the notion of the charm. This kind of project pursues two related agendas: establishing relationships among countries in the Southern Hemisphere, which usually look north rather than horizontally, and proposing that jewelry practices in peripheral countries may have an important contribution to international debates about contemporary jewelry. The renegotiated idea of the charm at the heart of Joyaviva draws its power from indigenous cultural practices and yet also engages with the relational turn in visual art and its relevance to jewelry, the relationship between jeweler and object as well as between object and wearer, and the possibilities of jewelers interacting with communities in a new, sustained way.

Further Reading


Introduction
Korea and Japan historically have a certain degree of homogeneity in philosophy, religion and culture, largely due to the influences of Confucianism and Buddhism, and also to the fact that they share a long tradition of calligraphy with its origins in China. However, they differ in their indigenous faiths. The Japanese follow a native folk religion called Shinto, whereas Koreans turn to a form of shamanism called Musokshinang. Until the start of the modern era in the later nineteenth century, these East Asian nations were united by close political, economic and cultural exchanges. In the modern era, the political landscape changed dramatically, which had a critical impact on the inception and development of contemporary jewelry in each country, introducing some significant differences.

After its forcible annexation by Japan in 1910, Korea was colonized for about 40 years. This brought about an artistic dark age of sorts, as its identity and traditions were lost or severed. Korea regained independence with the end of World War II and established a democratic republic, but in 1950 the Korean War broke out, leaving the country split into two nations. South Korea adopted American educational systems, which in turn laid the foundation for studio craft’s subsequent development. The birth of contemporary jewelry in Korea dates to the 1960s when the teaching of metalsmithing was fully implemented in universities, at a time when Korean society stabilized due to economic reconstruction.

Unlike Korea, Japan was eager to embrace modernization. The 1867 Meiji Restoration led Japan to restore imperial rule and embrace Western technologies and cultures, expanding its power. Uninterrupted by invasion and civil war, modern jewelry education was led by the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music (presently called Tokyo University of the Arts), founded in 1887. Art Nouveau and the Mingei Movement, a Japanese form of the Arts and Crafts Movement advocated by Yanagi Soetsu, made an impact beginning in the early twentieth century. As a result, early Japanese jewelry turned to traditional techniques and ardently applied them in its educational system, laying a foundation for contemporary jewelry.

Against this historical backdrop, this chapter explores the development of contemporary jewelry in South Korea and Japan, including how contemporary jewelry in these countries has engaged with international trends in the field.

The Origins of Contemporary Jewelry
After South Korea’s sovereignty was reinstated at the end of World War II, Seoul National University, renamed and reformed from Kejo Imperial University, opened the Department of Applied Arts under the College of Arts in 1946. Under the leadership of Lee Sun-seok, who majored in applied arts at Tokyo Fine Arts School, the department paved the way for contemporary crafts education in Korea. However, after the South rebuilt the nation from the tumult of the Korean War, it wasn’t academic institutions but a government-run one, the Korea Handicraft Demonstration Center (KHDC), established in 1958, that brought Korea’s craft field back to life. Austin Cox, charged with teaching metalwork and jewelry design, led workshops there that provided contemporary craft education. Until 1960, when KHDC closed, the center served as an outpost for American design and educational standards and techniques. It shifted Korean crafts away from the Japanese models that had informed them previously and played a key role in fostering Korea’s early craft and design pioneers, who are tied to the origins of craft (including jewelry) in a contemporary sense. For example, Kwon Gil-chong, who had studied at Seoul National University in the 1950s, worked as a designer at KHDC. The Industrial Design Exhibition in 1960 included about 50 pieces of Kwon’s jewelry. Crafted using very basic techniques under primitive workshop conditions, Kwon’s jewelry is the first wave of what would become contemporary jewelry, although he stopped working in the field after the 1970s.

While the teaching of Korean jewelry after World War II was led by those who had studied in Japan, and American systems took root after the Korean War, in the 1970s contemporary jewelry in Korea entered a germinal stage. Since then Korean jewelers have strived to both accommodate American and European trends and reconstruct traditional aesthetics. Postwar Japan’s jewelry proved lively, with much activity in associations and groups. The Ur Jewellery Association (later renamed the Ur Jewellery Association), established by Hishida Yasuhiko in 1956, was a somewhat old-fashioned organization primarily concerned with interpreting tradition—initially, its exhibitions were themed, and explored decorative styles from around the world, including the ancient Mesopotamian kingdom of Ur, after which the group was named. Employing traditional sword-making techniques like chasing, metal coloring and inlay, the Ur
Jewellery Association maintained an interest in precious metals, unusual gems and traditional techniques, which makes it more a precursor to, rather than an example of, the contemporary jewelry movement as it developed in Japan.

The Japan Jewellery Designers Association (JJDA), founded in 1963 by Hishida Yasuhiro, Iwakura Koji and Hiramatsu Yasuki, led the way in contemporary jewelry by giving it purpose and significance as well as valuing it as a creative means of personal and conceptual expression. The first task was to distinguish jewelry from fashion: “The [JJDA] manifesto stated that JJDA members would stop calling their works accessories, as the word tended to signify they are attachments to hats, purses, and shoes, and thereafter call them pieces of jewellery, as this word implied that the works are artistic creations.”

Another task was to introduce artistic expression as a key aspect of value. As founder Hishida wrote, “Our work is, of course, not merely to comment on the value, as antiques, of gemstones but to address the question of how we can design pieces to make the most of those stones’ beauty. Of course, we may at times not even use gemstones. Our work encompasses the full range of design in precious metals.”

During the 1960s, as interest in jewelry changed, creative jewelry became tangible in Japan under the influence of European and Scandinavian designs, “including forms that were warm to the touch or shapes that were easy to use—simple forms that had much in common with modern design.” Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music and Musashino Art College were especially responsive to the international trends. Hiramatsu Yasuki, who graduated from the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music in 1952, and became a professor there in 1962, represents the shifts that were taking place in the 1960s, as jewelers sought to establish jewelry forms and a vocabulary separate from those of fashion. Primarily working in gold with an aesthetic described as “quiet simplicity, which highlights the inherent characteristic of the metal and enhances the play of light over the surface,” Hiramatsu’s jewelry bridged Japanese metalsmithing, focused as it was on weapons and hollowware, and the idea of jewelry as an autonomous art practice. The Hiko Mizuno Jewel Design School (now the Hiko Mizuno College of Jewellery), established in 1966, was another institution that played a key role in helping promote contemporary jewelry. By focusing so much on the genre of jewelry and rewriting metalsmithing and creative concepts, the Hiko Mizuno, under the direction of Itoh Kazuhito, became internationally renowned for producing many innovative and talented jewelers.

Japanese jewelers were well informed about contemporary developments in European jewelry, with exhibitions such as Graham Hughes’s International Exhibition of Modern Jewellery 1980–1961, first shown at Goldsmiths’ Hall in London in 1961 and reaching Japan in 1965, where it was shown at the Seibu department store. Department store galleries, with their dynamic exhibition programs and catalogs, were an important source of information for jewelers in the 1960s and 1970s. As jeweler Simon Fraser notes, British contemporary jewelry was visible in shows presented by the British Crafts Centre, with jewelers such as Gorda Flockinger selling regularly in these venues. “This exhibition policy meant shows from all over the world reached Japan and provided diverse information.”

New Materials, New Freedoms

The legacy of these developments is perhaps most clearly seen in the first International Jewellery Art Exhibition organized by the JJDA in 1970, which provided a critical opening for Japanese jewelers to pursue the assimilation of fine art practices while encouraging them to view themselves as part of an international field, showing their work alongside colleagues from other parts of the world. This exhibition promoted jewelry as a vehicle for artistic expression and introduced the idea that jewelry’s value shouldn’t be based on the precious materials from which it was made. As the catalog put it, “The International Jewellery Art Exhibition is not a space to display expensive stones such as diamonds, sapphires, rubies, and emeralds to have them appreciated as decorations, but to demonstrate how an artist’s design can enhance the beauty of these stones and precious metals.” According to curator Hida Toyojiro, “Here they recognized that jewellery can be an independent art form by virtue of its design. Yet, they still took it for granted that jewellery, even in its independence, had to remain harmonious to the fashion in clothes.”

The critique of preciousness and the introduction of new materials opened up two new avenues for Japanese jewelers to explore: references to traditional Japanese forms and materials that could not be achieved using precious metals, and various challenges to conventional jewelry values by the use of unexpected materials such as cement.
In turn, this led to the investigation of the relationship between the jewel and the body and the psychological and spiritual dimensions of adorning the body. In 1984 an exhibition project involving Fukunaga Shigeki and American gallery owner and collector Helen Drutt became Contemporary Jewelry: The Americas, Australia, Europe and Japan, touring to the National Museum of Modern Art in both Kyoto and Tokyo, and Jewelry International at the Museum of Contemporary Crafts in New York. Introducing Japanese and American audiences to jewelry from their respective countries, as well as to new work from Australia and Europe, the exhibition also resulted in the National Museum of Modern Art acquiring jewelry for its permanent collection, and American collectors becoming more aware of Japanese jewelry. This exhibition cemented the idea of contemporary jewelry as small sculptures, autonomous objects that drew on the abstract forms and rebellious attitudes of Japanese contemporary art in the 1970s, thereby denying “the secondary status traditionally accredited to jewellery which reduced it to mere trinkets for women.”

An important moment in the history of contemporary jewelry in Korea was the solo exhibition that Kim Seung Hee held at Midopa Gallery in 1975, after returning from studies in the United States, where she received an MFA from Indiana University in 1973. The exhibition included examples of goldsmithing (rings and necklaces crafted in silver) and metalsmithing (containers and objects). Considering the fact that Korean metalwork was in an embryonic state, it’s easy to imagine how strongly the advanced metalsmithing techniques and more advanced Western concepts were professionally taught in institutions by a new generation of artists who had studied abroad. The specific aesthetic that emerged in the 1970s involved “the traditional emphasis on materials, precise form, and ornamentation,” began to break down as Korean jewelers were exposed to the issues and questions of modernism. “It was inevitable that a clearer understanding of the contemporary became the key issue for Korean students. For this they sought out information and programs primarily in the USA, Germany, and England.” There were also specialized crafts galleries opening in succession, as well as active international exchange exhibitions. American Jewelry Now at Walker Hill Art Center in 1986, and the 1988 Contemporary Metal Craft Exhibition, held at the same venue, were considered two of the most important historical exhibitions, offering a unique opportunity to experience the new techniques, materials, forms and themes that were present in contemporary American jewelry.

It wasn’t until the late ‘80s that contemporary jewelry as a self-expressive visual language fully emerged in Korea. Some of the notable names are Woo Jin-soon, who studied at Konstfack in Sweden, graduated in 1980 and returned home in 1981, and Kim Jung-hoo, who studied at SUNY New Paltz in the United States and had her first solo show in 1982. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Woo’s early jewelry shared the geometric forms and restrained formal character of Scandinavian design, and, recognizing the values of modernism, her brooches (a favored form) can be seen as miniature sculpture. Her recent work, featuring images of birds, flowers and human figures, goes beyond her earlier interest in simple forms and compositional order and becomes open to narrative and conceptual meanings. Kim was a studio jeweler and the first Korean to use the metalsmithing practices of craftspeople who had returned from studying abroad. Notably, Choo Yae-kyung, who had studied in Germany and obtained a Master of Goldsmithing qualification in 1978, solidified her status as a jeweler after receiving the grand prize in the art jewelry category of the first Korea Contemporary Jewelry Competition, which was established in 1987. Since then, Choo has continued to create and show contemporary jewelry characterized by formal variations and playful rhythms while experimenting with various materials.

Korean contemporary jewelry entered its renaissance in the 1980s. During this period metalsmithing techniques and new techniques, materials, forms and themes that were present in contemporary American jewelry.

The Spirit of Traditional Korean Jewelry

Its unique spiritual dimensions continue to attract many visitors who come to appreciate the traditional craft of hand-making jewelry. The artistic forms of these fine metal works can be found in both old and new designs.

Kim Seung Hee
Landscape, 1986
sterling silver, jade, agate, 18-karat gold, silver plate, enamel, 6 x 4 cm
Photo by K.C. Studio
Courtesy of the artist

Choo Yae-kyung
Musical Letter, 1987
sterling silver, jade, agate, 18-karat gold, silver plate, 16 x 16 x 4 cm
Photo by K.C. Studio
Courtesy of the artist

Jewelry Competition, which was established in 1987. Since then, Choo has continued to create and show contemporary jewelry characterized by formal variations and playful rhythms while experimenting with various materials.

Korean contemporary jewelry entered its renaissance in the 1980s. During this period metalsmithing techniques and more advanced Western concepts were professionally taught in institutions by a new generation of artists who had studied abroad. The specific aesthetic that emerged in the 1970s, involving “the traditional emphasis on materials, precise form, and ornamentation,” began to break down as Korean jewelers were exposed to the issues and questions of modernism. “It was inevitable that a clearer understanding of the contemporary became the key issue for Korean students. For this they sought out information and programs primarily in the USA, Germany, and England.” There were also specialized crafts galleries opening in succession, as well as active international exchange exhibitions. American Jewelry Now at Walker Hill Art Center in 1986, and the 1988 Contemporary Metal Craft Exhibition, held at the same venue, were considered two of the most important historical exhibitions, offering a unique opportunity to experience the new techniques, materials, forms and themes that were present in contemporary American jewelry.

It wasn’t until the late ‘80s that contemporary jewelry as a self-expressive visual language fully emerged in Korea. Some of the notable names are Woo Jin-soon, who studied at Konstfack in Sweden, graduated in 1980 and returned home in 1981, and Kim Jung-hoo, who studied at SUNY New Paltz in the United States and had her first solo show in 1982. Perhaps unsurprisingly, Woo’s early jewelry shared the geometric forms and restrained formal character of Scandinavian design, and, recognizing the values of modernism, her brooches (a favored form) can be seen as miniature sculpture. Her recent work, featuring images of birds, flowers and human figures, goes beyond her earlier interest in simple forms and compositional order and becomes open to narrative and conceptual meanings. Kim was a studio jeweler and the first Korean to use the
term art jewelry in her exhibition statement. Her jewelry is characterized by its interest in natural, narrative and material beauty. Employing rusty wires, her early work emphasized the changes in metal over time, and the possibilities of formal variations created through compositions of lines and planes. A subsequent series of brooches included colorful gems and gold-gilded human figures, thus invoking sentiment and narrative in the work. Her recent jewelry, which mainly incorporates everyday and found objects, investigates the distinctive properties of the materials and their variability over time.

Kim Jae-young. Hong Kyung-hee and Cheong Jee-jung are noteworthy as part of a growing number of contemporary jewelers who studied in Korea rather than traveling abroad for training. Making mostly brooches, Kim, who graduated from Hongik University, Seoul, in 1973, uses traditional materials strongly associated with Asian art, such as jade and bamboo, and the work evokes the tranquil sentiments of Korean ink painting. Her brooches are sculptural and painterly ornaments, blending traditional emotions and contemporary aesthetics. Hong’s work includes labor-intensive fabric rings and necklaces, hand-knitted from silver and gold thread, which celebrate the sublime virtue of physical effort. Chae began her career making jewelry with strong ties to body- and fashion-related performance. More recent work includes rings with architectural forms and diverse textures.

The 1990s

In the 1990s, as the number of Korean jewelers returning from study abroad in the United States, Germany, England and elsewhere increased, a new, distinctive group of artist-jewelers emerged, thus leading that decade’s jewelry into a period of advancement with intensive experiments in a variety of forms. The foreign-educated jewelers of this generation tried to set jewelry up as an independent genre, emphasizing free expression, experiments with new materials and the exhibition value of their creations.

A number of international exhibitions of contemporary jewelry from Europe and Australia began to balance out the visible presence of American contemporary jewelry within Korea. This included Australia Go! Contemporary Australian Jewellery and Metalwork at Gallery Bing and Art of Adornment: Australian Contemporary Jewellery at Shinsegae Gallery.
The first engagement with jewelry as body-related performance art is considered closely connected to the growing association with European universities. Itoh Kazuhiro was the first to work in this manner. Trained in Munich at the Akademie der Bildenden Künste München, and a professor at the Hiko Mizuno College of Jewellery since 1987, Itoh had his first international exhibition at the Electrum Gallery in London in 1977, and his work is concerned with interrogating the nature of jewelry, a strategy that places materials and techniques as secondary in significance, and achieving “the deconstruction of jewellery in material, technique, and style aimed at calling the various accepted merits of jewellery into question.”

His students work in similar ways, as evidenced in the jewelry of Kobayashi Shinichiro, who graduated in 1995 and uses materials with physical properties that slowly transform, such as charcoal and camphor, to question the notion of permanence and the sensual experience of the jewel. Others who engage with the body as a site for jewelry are Yamada Mizuko, Suo Emiko and Hiraiwa Tomoyo, all graduates of the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music. As Yamada suggests, “The function of jewellery is to adorn the human body. It belongs to the category of craftwork, but I consider it a work of art to be displayed on the body.”

The second endeavor, a return to traditional Japanese materials and designs, has been discussed by Hida Toyohiro as a movement particularly located in the early 1990s. As he wrote in 1991, a number of jewelers were demonstrating a renewed interest in Japanese tradition: “They are now finding such materials as radon (mother-of-pearl), shakudo (copper and gold alloy), mokume-gane (woodgrained metal), urushi (lacquer) and washi (Japanese paper) as well as classic patterns such as koidai-moyo (ancient pattern) and chidori (bird pattern), which they felt until a few years ago to be outdated and quaint, rich in fresh appeal.” For Hida, the main difference was that this interest in Japanese tradition was not a kind of exoticism designed to attract Western attention, but a sincere examination of Japanese cultural heritage.

By 1995, Hida concluded that this return to tradition had not become a dominant aspect of Japanese contemporary jewelry, although he was quick to emphasize that this was “not just a fad, but a widespread phenomenon that originates from the artists’ innate need to find their own cultural origin.”

Two of the key players in this movement are Fukuchi Kyoto and Nakamura Minato, who both studied jewelry with Hishida Yasukichi, the first president of JUDA, while a more recent example is Kaneko Toru. Kyoto’s brooches are made from dakufuku, a kind of paper used for business account books, and ledger books created for her great-grandfather’s drapery firm are referenced in her Echo of Time Past brooch (2000). As Cindy Strauss writes, “Fukuchi’s washı brooches have an ethereal nature, their thin layers show the marks of intervention and history in keeping with the lessons of Hishida and the Japanese jewelry movement of the 1960s and 1970s.”

The techniques and materials invoke the past, while also allowing for artistic expression. According to Kaneko, who graduated from the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music in 1986, “The theme of my work is how to express the characteristics of various materials including appearances, feel and weight within the field of jewellery,” and his shoulder brooches are autonomous structures positioned so they can be viewed from different directions, highlighting the latent qualities of his materials.

Employing nonmetal synthetic materials such as hardboard, plastics, urethane, rubber and resin, as well as ready-mades and found objects, the avant-garde jewelers of the cross-genre movement challenged traditional concepts, in part by drawing on the strategies of contemporary art. As Kiyomizu Kyubei put it in his judge’s comments for the 1986 International Jewellery Art Exhibition, “In the past, jewellery was mainly under the influence of the fashion in clothes, but these days there seems to be an attitude to assimilate the latest trends in contemporary art.”

To them, jewelry acted as a conceptual symbol while also being playful, exploring the meanings of signs, like tokens of pop culture. In this sense, it has been suggested that the introduction of men’s and unisex jewelry was an anticipated consequence resulting from the emergence of Japanese pop idols and defiant youth culture. Ogura Ritsuko, for example, uses cardboard in her brooches because it’s “cheap, non-precious, popular, and nowadays of standard manufacture from factories. There is nothing special about it.” Ogura’s attitude to her material, despite its humble and everyday nature, is quite different from that of the jewelers who follow the ideas of the Mingei Movement. Inspired by the plastic capsule containers used in coin-operated toy dispensers, Miike Mikio transforms found plastic items, such as toys and consumer...
objects like disposable cigarette lighters, into jewelry, shifting the meaning of the original and making it available as a tool for artistic expression, while also reframing the object’s relationship to the wearer/body. These trends were comprehensively addressed in two noteworthy exhibitions: Contemporary Jewellery: Exploration by Thirty Japanese Artists at the National Museum of Modern Art, Tokyo, in 1995, and The Art of Jewellery, which was the 30th anniversary exhibition of the JUDA foundation, hosted at the Museum of Arts & Crafts in Itami. The Itami Contemporary Jewelry Art Competition, launched in 1980, is another institutional factor in the advancement of contemporary jewelry in Japan. With its reinterpretations of traditional techniques and strong manifestations of distinct ethnic flavor and social interest, Japanese contemporary jewelry is actively propelled by individual studio jewelers and those formally educated in specialized academies such as the Hiko Mizuno.

The Contemporary Jewelry Scene

The period from 2000 up until the present time in South Korea can be viewed as a transition period. Noticeably, study in the United States has declined while the number of young jewelers who have studied in England and Germany is actively growing. The start of the twenty-first century in Korea was a difficult time, not only in the field of jewelry, but in art as a whole, because the nation’s economic turmoil under the International Monetary Fund’s rescue program in the late 1990s had ripple effects on all of Korean society. In this inhibited atmosphere, Cheongju University’s influence of the Mingei Movement, especially, paved the way for such an effort. Thanks to the formation of associations, specialized jewelry schools, magazines, museum curators, public collections and jewelry critics. Nonetheless, fresh ideas and formative expressions are being suggested by Korea’s emerging jewelers, and this is why the future of Korean jewelry is promising.

Contemporary jewelry in Japan has proved the epoche of how to deal with the kinds of challenges experienced in Korea. The origin dates back to Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music, where traditional aesthetics and techniques succeeded and were pushed further in formal education. The influence of the Mingei Movement, especially, paved the way for such an effort. Thanks to the formation of associations, specialized jewelry schools, magazines and public collections from the 1950s onward, Japanese jewelers were able to keep up with international trends and to improve the status of jewelry as art. A golden epoch began in the late twentieth century in terms of diversity and international exchanges. For example, the Hiko Mizuno College of Jewellery in Tokyo has taken part in the Three-Schools Project, which involves the Rietveld Arts and Music, where traditional aesthetics and techniques succeeded and were pushed further in formal education. The influence of the Mingei Movement, especially, paved the way for such an effort. Thanks to the formation of associations, specialized jewelry schools, magazines and public collections from the 1950s onward, Japanese jewelers were able to keep up with international trends and to improve the status of jewelry as art. A golden epoch began in the late twentieth century in terms of diversity and international exchanges. For example, the Hiko Mizuno College of Jewellery in Tokyo has taken part in the Three-Schools Project, which involves the Rietveld Academy in Amsterdam and the Munich Academy of Fine Arts in Munich, two of the leading schools in Europe. Japanese contemporary jewelry can be said to have achieved a better balance between commercial design and art than has Korean contemporary jewelry, and it undoubtedly stands as one of the leading international trends.
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Southern Africa.

Sarah Rhodes

Introduction

Africa is a vast continent made up of 54 diverse and varied countries. Its jewelry is as varied as the cultures, traditions, materials and skills of the peoples who live there. In northern African countries, jewelry produced from patterned and ornate metals has traditionally been a male activity. Ancient Egyptian jewelry was primarily made from gold. Often highly decorated with flowers, birds and insects, it provided the inspiration for the curved lines and stylized decoration of the Art Nouveau period in Europe and America. In East Africa, body alteration and scarification have long been an outlet for artistic expression. In recent years, these have been appropriated by exponents of body modification and tattooing in the West, as has the South African Zulu women’s practice of stretching the earlobes with large, flat plugs. The women of the Surma and Mursi peoples of Ethiopia still follow the ancient tradition of wearing lip plates, which are inserted into the lips of teenage girls. Traditionally, married women of the South African Ndebele would gradually stretch their necks with brass or copper neck rings, which they believed to have strong ritual powers as a sign of wealth.

This essay focuses on contemporary jewelry in South Africa, Botswana and Namibia. These countries share geographical borders and their histories are heavily enmeshed, yet even discussing just these three countries involves difficulties. Contemporary jewelry is all but nonexistent in Botswana and has no long-standing tradition in Namibia. Because of this, with the exception of exhibition catalogs and a handful of magazine articles, there’s been very little documentation of the subject. Discussing the legacy of colonialism and apartheid in an objective and sensitive way has also thrown up challenges, particularly in relation to post-apartheid South Africa, where ethnic classification and definitions are highly political and culturally charged.

Conventional jewelry, supported by the highly sophisticated design and manufacture. The lack of jewelers and jewelry tradition can be attributed to Botswana’s youth as an independent country, its small population, its lack of manufacturing infrastructure and its relatively young education system. Botswana has few jewelers, based mainly in the capital city Gaborone, usually of Indian descent, who make jewelry in the European tradition. Since the 2009 establishment of the Diamond Technology Park, a sorting and grading facility in Gaborone, and the recent relocation there of the De Beers diamond sales office, the capital of Botswana has transformed into a major rough-diamond hub, and the jewelry industry as a whole in that nation is set to grow. Botswana is one of the only countries in the world that’s able to cut, market and sell its own conflict-free diamonds. To capitalize on the fact that the diamond industry is Botswana’s most important growth sector, the government has established the country’s first jewelry design and manufacture course at the newly built Oodi College of Applied Arts and Technology. The creation of this course and Botswana’s participation in the De Beers annual Southern Africa Shining Light Awards jewelry competition will foster jewelry design and could be the starting point for contemporary studio-based jewelry. The precious nature of the competition materials (gold, diamonds and silver) means that the jewelry designs are heavily influenced by a historic European tradition of jewelry style and manufacture. However, Botswana’s landscapes and flora are referenced in the jewelers’ work. The winner of the first competition in 2009, Katja Nilsson, designed a necklace in the shape of a baobab. Subsequent winner David Atho Moatisi’s The Stripes (2010) neckpiece is made from white gold set with black and white diamonds evocative of zebra stripes, drawing on Botswana’s abundant wildlife.

Botswana is one of the foremost producers of the world’s precious metals and minerals, but its jewelry industry is very small and underdeveloped in comparison to that of Europe, Australasia, Asia and America. The decades of oppression and isolation of the apartheid era (1948–1994) and the stringent metals and mineral regulations instituted by the government stunted its growth. South Africa’s colonial and apartheid history left its contemporary artists and craftsmen cut off from the rest of the world for many years, resulting in a sector that’s only recently begun to flourish. European settlers brought their jewelry traditions to South Africa in the nineteenth century. The practice of using fine metals and precious stones to produce traditional pieces of fine jewelry continues today, with
strong South African brands such as Charles Greig Jewellers, founded in Johannesburg in 1899, flourishing. This contrasts with contemporary jewelry, which has emerged over the past three decades, partly due to the opening up of South Africa to the rest of the world after apartheid and to the establishment of jewelry design and manufacture courses in colleges and universities.

Because of the size of its population (with 50 million inhabitants, South Africa is roughly 25 times as large as Namibia and Botswana) and history, South Africa is the only country within southern Africa with a wide variety of contemporary jewelers. The boundaries between art, craft and design are blurred in apartheid South Africa, and jewelry is no exception, falling across all three categories, ranging from traditional Xhosa and Zulu beadwork and conventional diamond engagement rings to one-off studio jewelry. The development of contemporary jewelry has been influenced by its definition both within education and in the wider context. Currently, the government positions the jewelry sector under the auspices of the Department of Mining and Minerals rather than in the Department of Arts and Culture, which is problematic for contemporary jewelers. They work in a complex social, political and economic context.

Modernist Jewelry in South Africa

South Africa's motto, “Unity in Diversity,” accurately describes a country with 11 official languages and a wide mix of cultures. Conversely, South African contemporary jewelry has a predominantly European aesthetic. This developed in the 1950s and '60s when Europeans, mainly Germans, provided jewelry instruction in the form of apprenticeships and were also involved in setting up the first jewelry course at Universiteit Stellenbosch (Stellenbosch University) in 1968. After training, apprentices would take their trade test to qualify as jewelers, then work for established businesses or set up their own workshops.

Erich Frey and Kurt Jobst were two of the most prominent jewelers from the 1950s and 1960s. They provided apprenticeships and training and set the stage for today’s contemporary jewelers. Frey immigrated from Germany, where he’d already undergone a traditional jewelry apprenticeship, to South Africa in 1952. Frey made “a unique contribution to the establishment of a South African identity in the manufacturing of craftsmanship shines through their work even today.

Kurt Jobst, like Frey, also completed his jewelry apprenticeship in Germany, in the Bauhaus tradition. He moved to South Africa in 1935 after the political climate in his homeland became unbearable to his liberal views. He opened his own workshop in Johannesburg, where he undertook all design work and directed every stage of production. The South African writer Nadine Gordimer describes Jobst’s passion for his work and “pride in the noble impersonal tradition of craftsmanship, which he worked all his life to be worthy of.”6 His work crossed the boundary and scale of jewelry with the production of platters, goblets and wrought-iron fire grates. Over the years his workshop took on a scale and proportion unique in South Africa at the time, with several staff trained by him. He died unexpectedly in 1971 in a road accident while returning from Swaziland, where he was planning to move his workshop and set up a jewelry training school for the Swazi government.

Education in South Africa

The greatest influence in jewelry during the 1970s and ‘80s continued to come from Germans. This is mainly because South-West Africa (now Namibia) gained independence, prompting many of the Germans settled there to immigrate to South Africa to start a new life. The establishment of jewelry training courses in the late 1960s, ’70s and ’80s continued
the development of jewelry in South Africa. Stellenbosch University’s jewelry course was established by German jewelers in 1968. Starting in 1971, Dieter Dill led it for more than 20 years, basing it on European educational systems, notably Hochschule Pforzheim (Pforzheim School of Applied Arts, Akademie der Bildenden Künste München (Academy of Fine Arts, Munich) and the Central School of Art and Design, London. The jewelry course is located in the Fine Art Department, which has had a big impact on the work produced. The basic philosophy of the course was to establish an extensive technical knowledge of jewelry combined with an artistic sensibility. It included a theoretical, scientific element coupled with a creative, practice-oriented strand, which continues today.

Stellenbosch University’s jewelry course has played a large part in forming contemporary jewelers in South Africa and beyond. During his long tenure at the university, Dill trained and mentored numerous well-known jewelers, including Johan van Aswegen, who teaches at the Rhodes Island School of Design, and Errico Cassar, who was also taught by Hermann Jünger and went on to run the course after Dill. Carine Terreblanche, the current head of the jewelry course and a practicing jeweler, was herself taught by both Dill and Cassar. She describes the course as “a creative workshop where ideas are developed by expressive means in tune with trends in the contemporary design world while at the same time reflecting its African and South African influences and identities” and believes that “contemporary jewelry, with its indisputable ability to provoke, critique, record, transmit and generate new meanings, qualities and ideas is able to engage individuals in a deep and personal way, and also to forge common bonds among groups—a something of great importance in post-apartheid South Africa.”

The Natal Technikon (now the Durban University of Technology [DUT]) jewelry course began a decade after the Stellenbosch University course, in 1978. Its current course leader and practicing jeweler, Chris de Beer, was trained at Stellenbosch by Dill and has run the department at DUT for more than 20 years. Many of his former students have gone on to become established jewelers and jewelry teachers around the country. Practicing jeweler Vassiliki Konstandakellis is head of the jewelry department at the Cape Peninsula University of Technology. Verna Jooste is also a lecturer and technician at Stellenbosch University and her work questions the notion of preciousness of jewels and metals, as well as the value placed on religious symbols. Her work has included beaded images of famous Johannesburg landmarks and a rosary made of toys. Esmané du Plooy is inspired by the flora and fauna of the Western Cape and creates natural objects such as seedpods in silver to produce tactile surface patterns and shapes on her jewelry. She is head of Jewellery Manufacture at the College of Cape Town.

The European link was further strengthened in the 1990s by international companies such as De Beers, AngoGold and Anglo Platinum. In an effort to provide a skilled workforce for their mining interests, these businesses helped establish vocational jewelry training centers based on the European model of jewelry education. The Cape Peninsula University of Technology jewelry design and manufacture course was established in 1993 by John Skotnes (originally apprenticed to Kurt Donau), prompted by the jewelry industry, which wanted the college to train middle managers. The course has grown over the years and produces a wide range of jewelry designers, makers and stakeholders in the jewelry sector, not just for industry. Some, such as Liz Winkler, have gone on to establish their own jewelry workshops. Others, such as Theresa Burger and Ize Oberholzer, have established successful jewelry careers in other countries.

The Legacy of Apartheid

The legacy of the apartheid era and its segregated, imbalanced education system has left the creative industries predominantly the preserve of white designers. Although there are prominent young black fashion designers now emerging in South Africa, the jewelry scene still lacks black jewelry designers. While the expense of materials and setting up a jewelry workshop is prohibitively costly to those from disadvantaged backgrounds, the education system is the main factor. When young, impoverished black students are able to access a university education, they prefer to study a more traditional profession such as law or medicine. However, this is slowly starting to change, particularly within the technikons, or institutes of technology. Durban University of Technology reports an increase in the number of previously marginalized students enrolling in courses. In addition, the post-apartheid government has put an emphasis on the jewelry industry as a vehicle for job creation and growth. As a result, the last few years have seen the establishment of inclusive jewelry schools in South Africa’s
townships, introducing contemporary jewelry to black youth who were historically left on the fringes. National jewelry design competitions and an increase in exhibitions are starting to bring contemporary jewelry to a wider South African audience.

The Thuthuka Jewellery Development Programme, a nongovernmental organization working in partnership with the Department of Arts and Culture and various jewelry education institutions, was established in 2007. It combines focused one-to-one jewelry skills development mentoring with entrepreneurial business basics. This annual competition establishes a credible benchmark and encourages young jewelers to aspire and excel. It culminates in an exhibition at the University of Johannesburg, with the winners awarded jewelry tools and materials. The founder, Carola Ross, states that it supports future jewelers to follow their passion and reshape an unequivocally contemporary South African aesthetic. The program facilitates rural and urban jewelers to work together, developing traditional and contemporary techniques to create unique work in both jewelry and affiliated sectors.

Vukani-Ubuntu is a community-based organization established in 1999 to provide sustainable development through training, job creation and entrepreneurial development in the jewelry industry. It’s the largest mineral-beneficiation organization in the jewelry sector in South Africa. Vukani-Ubuntu is also the largest trainer and skills developer of emerging black jewelers in the industry, providing access to the formal sector to many previously underprivileged individuals, and therefore contributing to black economic empowerment and poverty alleviation in South Africa. The project provides incubator studios for its trainees to progress in the market and set up as jewelers in their own businesses. While the emphasis is on mass-market jewelry, Visha Naidoo, former head of the Atteridgeville Jewellery Project (established by Vukani-Ubuntu), won the top prize at Jewellex 2011, Africa’s premier jewelry and watch expo, with her one-off design for a neckpiece for the Pravda Vodka Royal Collection.

Contemporary Jewelry and Identity

During apartheid South Africans were very isolated in the access they had to the rest of the world, particularly with regard to culture, which was heavily censored. Post-apartheid, the creative industries have opened up to the rest of the world. This has led current jewelers to question the term “jewelry” and make works from diverse materials, as well as question “African-ness” and identity. South African contemporary jewelry produced over the past few years engages with current themes and discourse.

Beverley Price uses the graphic designs of South African brands of household goods and foods, which evoke a sense of nostalgia and are instantly recognizable to South Africans, to produce colorful necklaces. The labels for Black Cat peanut butter, Marmite and Rooibos tea used in her necklace and bracelet transport South Africans back to the kitchens of their childhood. Even the folded and stamped metal frames evoke the zinc metalworkers of rural South Africa who used to hand make tin baths and buckets by the side of the road.

Price describes herself as “working across the paradigms of goldsmithing, fine art, craft and design with the intention of stimulating the long-term development of a hybrid style of South African jewelry that melds South African indigenous adornment and Western jewelry practices, as well as to promote a debate and a growing visual discourse in the form of art jewelry and a recognisably fine South African design.”

Marlene de Beer’s work concerns her Afrikaner heritage and South Africa’s past. It involves the revisiting of memories, forming part of a personal attempt at understanding and reinterpreting past and present situations as a personal resistance to colonization and oppression, and an attempt at reconstructing a fragmented personal and cultural identity.

She combines a mixture of materials and approaches to produce necklaces, pendants, medals and artworks that, through self-reflection, explore identity. De Beer believes that identity is uniquely embedded within social, cultural and personal experiences. Her jewelry visually references both her Afrikaner background, with the choice of a traditional cameo, and the multicultural nature of KwaZulu-Natal, through the use of glass seed beads.

Other jewelers explore materials through their work, moving from the traditional metals of gold and silver into found objects and recycled materials. Geraldine Fenn views her work as small sculptures with a sense of humor and fun. She juxtaposes established jewelry structures of silver ring shanks with colorful, quirky plastic toys, challenging the convention of jewelry made from precious metals. Philippa Green from Cape Town combines seemingly worthless clear thermoplastic with expensive diamonds and precious metals to produce cuffs and bangles that she describes as wearable art.
Other contemporary jewelers are concerned with social and cultural notions. Popular culture and the idea of cuteness provide Eric Loubser with inspiration for his jewelry, which questions religion and consumerism, issues he views as the more troubling aspects of life. His miniature, self-enclosed worlds of small sculptures inside biosphere-like glass domes contrast serious social and personal commentary. Nanette Veldsman (née Nel), another graduate from Stellenbosch and current lecturer there, pushes the boundaries of contemporary jewelry and fine art practice. Her hot pink silicone brooches reference experimental materials, Ashanti talismans and the commercialized diamond industry, questioning the body-object relationship. She deconstructs traditional symbols of South African identity, which becomes a complex interrogation of her ethnicity, nationality and gender. Verkeerd-om Protea (2007), a pink silicone and silver brooch, is part of a collection that exploits the materiality of silicone and plays with the concept of secrets. The back of the brooch contains the detail, known only to the wearer, while the front challenges the viewer with the erotic overtones of its rubbery flower petals.

Namibian contemporary jeweler Frieda Lühl trained in Germany and at Stellenbosch University in South Africa. Using traditional jewelry techniques such as engraving, repoussé, enameling and moluxane gane, she references Africa by incorporating local materials such as ostrich eggshell and Namibian gemstones, beach pebbles and shells. Lühl is part of a Namibian jewelry collective of young goldsmiths exploring what contemporary Namibian jewelry might be. Their first exhibition, 5 of a Kind, was held in 2011 at the Omba Gallery in Windhoek. Attila Giersch, Heike Lukaschik, Sylvia von Kuehne and Stefan Dietz, along with Lühl, are a small but innovative group. The aim of their first exhibition was to rethink traditional African materials—horn, wood, palm nuts, etc.—making use of them in original ways, with an individual approach. Lukaschik juxtaposes jewelry materials with long-established African crafting methods, incorporating basket-weaving techniques into silver wire.

Jewelers Working with African Artisans

Historically, artists and designers have looked to Africa for inspiration for their work, but more recently there’s been an emergence of European jewelers working directly with African artisans, typically instigated by nongovernment organizations.

This can be attributed to the popularity of craft and the handmade as an antidote to the mass-produced, homogenized goods spread by globalization. It also reflects the prominent rise of sustainability issues in design, both environmental and social, and the growth of “design for development.”

The San13 of the Kalahari in Botswana have been part of two notable designer jewelry projects in recent years. In 2007 the Evangelischer Entwicklungsdienst (Church Development Service), an association of Protestant churches in Germany also known as EED, initiated a collaboration between Gantsi Craft Trust, a grassroots San craft project, and the French/Ivorian fashion designer Mickaël Kra. From workshops held with the San, Kra produced a range of jewelry, Pearls of the Kalahari, made from ostrich eggshell beads, leather, porcupine quills and glass beads. At the collaborators’ spoke of an exchange of ideas and skills, and the San hoped the project would assist in presenting a new image of themselves to the rest of the world. Kra credits the collaboration with inspiring his future design work, while the Church Development Service believed that it provided a lever toward socioeconomic advancement for the San.14 This was also the aim of UK-based gem specialist Anna Haber, who in 2010 brought together jewelry designer Sabine Roemer and the San from Gantsi Craft to produce the Jewels of the Kalahari fashion jewelry collection. The jewelry, which sold in London boutiques, combined ostrich eggshell beads with silk ribbon and silver. Haber’s goal was to create awareness of the San and build a sustainable business to generate a consistent income and ongoing work for the San.

European jewelers are working along similar lines in other parts of Africa, too. French product designer Flore Salnot designed a jewelry range with women in the Saharawi refugee camps of Algeria using plastic bottles. The aim was to make the non-precious valuable and draw economic gain for the women from waste. Salnot developed a unique, fully sustainable technique using hot sand from the desert to shape strips of plastic bottles that the women form into jewelry pieces to sell in Europe. In contrast to Salnot’s direct use of the desert environment to make her jewelry and the recycling of plastic, British-based Maya Antoun draws on the ancient jewelry technique of filigree and, working in collaboration with artisans in Sudan and the Democratic Republic of Congo, produces jewelry that she describes as exploring the reality of globalization and hybrid cultural ethnicity.
Antoun was born in the Sudan and her work is influenced by her multicultural background. She brings the labor-intensive and slowly disappearing technique of filigree into a different context through her collaborations with Sudanese fashion designer Omer Asim. A traditional handicraft from Africa is transported to the modern catwalk. Antoun graduated from the Royal College of Art in 2010, the same year that Antoun graduated from Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design, which is indicative of the cross-cultural and interdisciplinary methodologies of current postgraduate design studies in the UK.

The history of jewelry apprenticeship, teaching and learning between Europe and South Africa, like cross-cultural and cross-discipline collaborations, goes in both directions. Several South African and Namibian jewelers have chosen to practice and teach in Europe. This two-way migration of jewelry skills and expertise calls into question the idea of African-ness as a fixed notion of identity and instead introduces multiplicity and hybridity. Well-known jeweler Daniel Kruger is originally from Cape Town, where he trained in the early 1970s before studying with Hermann Jünger at the Akademie der Bildenden Künste München (Academy of Fine Arts, Munich). Now a resident of Berlin and head of the jewelry program at Burg Giebichenstein Kunsthochschule Halle (University of Art and Design, in Halle, Germany), Kruger has a contemporary sensibility that speaks softly of Africa. Though stemming from low-tech origins, is sophisticated and experimental in form, the emphasis is not on functionality but on expanding the frontiers of the applied arts in the South African context.

Africa has long provided the inspiration and reference point for artists and jewelers in the West. In more recent times, researching and working side by side with Ashanti jewelers in Ghana, the Swiss jeweler Johanna Dahm has explored the ancient technique of lost-wax casting.4 This range of jewelry, though stemming from low-tech origins, is sophisticated and has a contemporary sensibility that speaks softly of Africa. Continuing this exchange of skills and knowledge, Dahm, in 2011, taught the jewelry students at Stellenbosch University the low-tech, lost-wax casting techniques of the Ashanti, bringing West African jewelry knowledge to South Africa, echoing the continent’s history and cross-cultural exchanges.

Maya Antoun
Lindwall, 2014
Silver; pierced, constructed, jewel set.
Length, 63.5 cm
2010
Photo by Jon Cartwright
Courtesy of the artist

Maya Antoun
Untitled, 2011
Silver, gold, diamonds.
Photo by Jon Cartwright
Maya Antoun for Omer Asim

Flora Sauz
Plated, gold necklace, 2011
5 3/4 x 4 3/4 in.
Photo by Menno Schaefer
Courtesy of blender.hamburg

Daniel Kruger
Untitled, 2011
Silver; forged, constructed, jewel set.
Length, 63.5 cm
2010
Photo by Udo W. Beier
Courtesy of the artist

Flora Sauz
Plated, gold necklace, 2011
5 3/4 x 4 3/4 in.
Photo by Menno Schaefer
Courtesy of blender.hamburg

The Contemporary Jewelry Scene
The post-apartheid changes to the country, coupled with the rise of the Internet and globalization, have allowed South African contemporary jewelers to participate fully in international exhibitions. Enrico Cassar, Daniel Kruger, Beverley Price, Chris de Beer and Carine Terreblanche have all successfully taken part in the well-established SCHMUCK jewelry competition held annually at the Internationale Handwerkskunse in Munich. In 2011 South African jewelers’ profiles were raised internationally with two major exhibitions of work, Dichotomies of Objects: Contemporary South African Studio Jewelry from the Stellenbosch Area toured in the United States and eKapa: Contemporary Jewellery from Cape Town showed at the Bluecoat Display Centre in Liverpool, providing an opportunity for 12 jewelers from Cape Town, working in diverse materials, to showcase their work in the UK. Dichotomies in Objects illustrates the conceptual orientation of Stellenbosch University’s jewelry department and represents a current of radical avant-garde practice in South African jewelry today. “A strong awareness of contemporary global jewelry practice informs the exhibition, and lends it a competitive and cosmopolitan feel. Often provocative in content or radically experimental in form, the emphasis is not on functionality but on expanding the frontiers of the applied arts in the South African context.”16

The Fine Ounce Goldsmith Collective formed in 2011. It consists of seven jewelers based in Cape Town who have the aim of raising awareness of the process of designing and making unique jewelry and promoting the status of individually handcrafted pieces over mass-produced goods. Their work asks, “Can the terms jewelry and art ever be synonymous, or do they meet? If so, where?” These jewelers—Adi Cloete, Frieda Lühl, Gasite Petty, Heidi Liebenberg, Adeline Joubert, Makele Valcarcel and Jane McIver—exhibited together in the show 56 Rings in Cape Town and have plans to expand their collective further.

Over the past 10 years, South Africa has seen a rise in design as a result of a number of factors, which has also influenced contemporary jewelry development. First and foremost is the growth in design media. Before 2000, there were only a few lifestyle magazines available, prior to a huge increase in the variety of publications aimed specifically at the design market. The rise of the mobile phone opened up the African continent and made people aware of technology and its
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Notes

2. The curriculum, workshops and studios for the *Jewelry Design and Manufacture* course have been in existence for at least 20 years. The Certificate level is scheduled to begin in 2012-2013, followed by an Advanced level at a later date.
3. A Manufacturing Association survey in 2000 found that there were roughly 400 qualified jewelers, which, in a country of 50 million people, shows little national or international proactivity.
4. Starting in 2005, all jewelers, regardless of the size of their business, had to apply for a gold license including a lengthy set of conditions, including a demonstration of their skills, the ability to write a minute of each destructive test and the ability to cost. Setting the requirements has proved as difficult for small traders, particularly designer-makers, as for contemporary jewelers, that some have closed.
11. The American nonprofit organization Art in America is one of the most prominent organizations pairing designers from the United States and Europe with developing world artisans. Since 2007, they’ve worked with Talavera design house Armonico to produce the Design ArtConce range of products.
12. This concept is not new ( labour lawyer Chancal Sapeke and Gu Bonnepe explored it), but in recent times it has highlighted the importance of design in sustainable economic development.
13. The issue of name is a contentious one and is recognized among all single term used by all San groups from Botswana, Namibia and South Africa to call themselves. Son, Bushmen, Basaara and First People of the Kalahari are all used interchangeably.
Unlike Part 1 and Part 2, in which contemporary jewelry is precisely defined and distinguished from jewelry and adornment, Part 3 takes a broader approach. While contemporary jewelry as a special kind of object and practice remains in view, some of these essays deal with conventional jewelry (gemstones, for example, or fine jewelry made in precious materials), or things like accessories or tattoos and body piercing, which more traditionally belong to fashion, design or sociology. How does contemporary thinking in other disciplines help us rethink the field of contemporary jewelry? How is contemporary jewelry being renewed by new ways of thinking about old problems or opportunities?

The present moment has been labeled the third wave of craft, with the first wave being the Arts and Crafts Movement, in which craft was formulated as an antidote to the industrial revolution, and the second wave being the studio craft movement, in which craft became a vehicle for originality and artistic expression. Like much contemporary art, third wave craft seeks to create and foster social relations, networks and communities through the processes of craft. Within the third wave, the high levels of skill involved in studio craft are a liability, a barrier to participation and engagement. The spirit of third wave craft is best expressed in the do-it-yourself (DIY) movement and in craftivism—craft skills engaged in the service of politics, community engagement and social networks. DIY craft, for example, is like studio craft stripped of its romantic associations. DIY craft doesn’t believe in truth in the sense that animates studio craft—no truth to materials, for example. It also seeks to collapse distinctions between artist, craftsperson, designer and small-business owner.

The distinctive values of third wave craft reveal the limitations of our current models of writing about craft and contemporary jewelry. Craft discussions generally seek to validate the objects and practices they talk about. They favor celebration rather than critical perspectives and are quick to define the objects and processes of craft in an oppositional manner (e.g., not fine art, not design). This type of discussion tends to promote a victim culture in which craft needs to be protected, its traditions and heritage nurtured.

Contemporary Thinking for Contemporary Jewelry.

Damian Skinner
Each time our gaze strikes the surface of any material or substance, a small miracle occurs. That which was nothing before becomes something for a few moments, and then nothing again once our gaze is averted. Looking at jewels makes us aware that we are aware, integrating the mind with the body at a particular instant in time while simultaneously incorporating the nonhuman world into our innermost being. Flow, the cognitive psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi remarks, is that mental state when we are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter.

Objects in this scenario are scaffolds to support moments of reflection. The present is extended indefinitely, prolonged until it’s broken or interrupted. This observation takes me back to one of the earliest memories of my mother, in which I’m a little girl sitting at her knee in a darkened room in Fort Monroe, Virginia. It’s 1947 and we’re peering into a leather jewel box. She and I have recently immigrated to the United States from war-torn Vienna with my stepfather. During the often-repeated ritual of opening and closing this box—a veritable memory palace—I relive her past experiences as if they are mine in an intense intimacy that will never come again. We sit alone. She weeps and speaks quietly in German of things I can’t understand as she fingers a brandy-colored topaz necklace or a square-cut aquamarine ring or a floral spray of diamonds. Seeing and...
about many things in colonial India, it’s also fundamentally
of yellow amber on a cluttered table in a darkened room?
the tangled depths of a jewel box, or to discern a broken bead
How does the brain work, say, to visually locate a coral necklace
objects. This raises a corresponding neuroscientific question:
involvement in the present. Individuals live in isolated spheres
so fundamentally engage our awareness that whatever’s left of
Miraculously, jewels still attract her attention and remain
she speaks it’s a muttered mixture of English and German
visits, I bring bright baubles and jingling trinkets and always
Why, when all else mentally speaking is gone, do we still
imagining. The ability to discern the difference between truth
Kipling’s gem-studded descriptions also allow us to see
But Kipling’s gem-studded descriptions also allow us to see
Samvaars with turquoise on the lid; egg-shell china sets in
inlaid glass stones, a rope of resin beads, a metal cuff.
Archival pigment print
Blakely
Jessica and her Jewelry, 2005
Ben Gest, 2005
A Jeweller Wearing a Turban and Glasses Is Seated at a
Smithsonian Institution Archives: Image # 2009-2187
Crystal Ball in the Hall of Gems and Minerals,
Unidentified photographer
Unidentified photographer
View of the Lahore Museum in Pakistan,
Unidentified photographer
The Jewel Game is simple but the skill set required of the
players is not. The two competitors must recall and
describe precisely how variously patterned stones looked:
their mineral composition, flaws, colors, cracks, chips, size,
shape, inscriptions, age, veining and imagery. The winner has
the training occurring within the dim confines of the curio shop,
This exercise serves as a prelude to the Jewel Game.
“blued” turquoises from undoctored sapphires and fine pearls.
Sahib shows Kim how to discriminate “sick” balas rubies or
The marvel-filled shop in Simla is both the venue and the
inspiration for the start of the Jewel Game. As part of his
initiation into the clandestine double-life “game” of British
espionage in India, Kim and his opponent, the Hindu boy
protected by Sahib, must pore over a handful of stones cast
onto a copper tray by the master of the game. After these
trifling odds and ends are placed under wraps again, the
battle of the competing attentional skills begins.
The Jewel Game is simple but the skill set required of
the players is not. The two competitors must recall and
describe precisely how variously patterned stones looked:
their mineral composition, flaws, colors, cracks, chips, size,
shape, inscriptions, age, veining and imagery. The winner has
the most commanding technique, the most perfect recall.
To put it scientifically, the Jewel Game is an attentional and
detectional experiment requiring subjects to find and identify
singular forms in a complex visual field. This test of perceptual
and recollection skills seems to suggest that only a highly
focused awareness is capable of attaining the real. What
becomes clear, however, is that this power of luminous spatial
arrays to attract and transport us owes less to mysticism
and more to a fundamental discriminatory task of the primate
visual system: the basic human need to search a cluttered
visual scene for objects of interest.
By asking what holds vision (as in, what fascinates)—
despite the nonstop conflicting information bombarding all
of our senses during the course of everyday life—I want to
shed light on integrative consciousness.4 Noticing signifies
cognitive receptivity, the careful absorption in mindful seeing.4
Conversely, we should remember that engaging gems have
long protracted our attention spans, combating perpetual and
endless distraction.4 Observing or watching brings something
to the center of our attention to the exclusion of all else.
The theory of fascination, founded on the power of
suggestion and the supposed ability of natural or engraved
gems to attract or repel cosmic influences, is thus
relevant. The belief in the occult ability of individual colored
stones to confer their virtues on the wearer and to transmit
them at a distance through the force of concentrated vision
raises key neuroscientific questions about consciousness.
and the functions of our attentional networks. Like the artist who succumbs to his discoveries and becomes an ardent collector, the “gem watcher” can become a practicing gem wearer.4

The production of fascination, or the artificial compelling of “awareness, concentration, consciousness and noticing” has a venerable history inseparable from the rise of optical technologies.5 It’s common to crystal ball scrying and divination rituals based upon staring into sacred wells, glass mirrors, globules of quicksilver, polished steel, level water and pools of ink to spot or discover something important that is otherwise invisible.6 These ambiguous glossy surfaces serve “to attract the attention of the gazer and to fix the eye until, gradually, the optic nerve becomes so fatigued that it finally ceases to transmit to the sensorium the impression made from without and begins to respond to the reflex action proceeding from the brain of the gazer.”7 In short, as George Frederick Kunz, an early cultural historian of gems, remarks, the vertiginous effect of prolonged gazing is that the internal impression appears to be externally projected, seeming to originate outside the beholder’s body.

Sparking stones were long believed to mirror what computer scientist Jaron Lanier calls a “biorealistic” universe of wonders.8 That is, their watery depths and brilliant surfaces were much more than reflectors of their surroundings. Old legends tell of the unsettling effects wrought by ominous and luminous stones, patterned minerals, sacred charms, symbolic signets, astrological tokens and prophylactic talismans on highly sensitive nervous systems.9

Gems and jewelry thus exceed both their ancient role as magical artefacts as well as their contemporary incarnation as consumer products—expensive rocks bought or sold “because they are pretty,” fashionable ornaments directed at arousing our drives and desires. Instead, we should view them primarily as controlling phenomenological experiences commanding our visual attention.10 Launching viewers into spatial exploration, these beautifully colored sighting and eye-tracking stones prove what neuroscientists studying the more than three dozen visual areas of the brain are showing, namely that to see is to attend.11

This hypnotic power of gems reveals the brain-mind’s selection of physical features, such as shape, from the flow of distracting sensory events. But it also helps illuminate the enigma of the evolutionary purpose of color vision. Kipling’s evocation of the riveting emotional as well as chromatic cues moving the eyes and grabbing the notice of the players (“all red and blue and green flashes” or “the vicious blue-white flurries” of a diamond) makes the case for the essential role played by brightness and color in fixing the attention in a complex environment. Recall the high-arousal conditions operating in Lurgan Sahib’s shadowy and dappled curio shop—an establishment, we are told, more cluttered than the Lahore Museum. Like a shock threat, each precious object flashes in the gloom. Kim’s attempt to combine and separate complex sensory signals coming from motley objects in the world is an externalization of the more general problem of visual sense.

Vision’s mechanisms are coded along a number of separable dimensions: color, orientation, shape, brightness, direction of movement. These features must be synthesized to form a single object, bound together and fixated by attention. While debate continues to swirl around the question of whether we first behold an object or its characteristics, jewels and jewelry suggest the primacy of the qualities (size, hue, faceting, brilliance) over the recombined representation.

Gems and jewels, then, create an interactive environment composed of affecting things. Because their purpose is to be noticed, to command interest, they enable us to be in someone else’s mind. By scrutinizing them, we make someone’s activity the center, object or topic of our attention. As portable devices for creating an intense kind of connectedness and communication, efficacious gems shed light on the neuroscientific problems of attention, memory and reflection. They also tell us a lot about visual illusion. Seeing can block thinking, just as thinking can block seeing.

The primal belief in performative substances that lure and allure—such as carved or engraved talismans, spell-averting or procuring amulets, shimmering hypnotic moonstones, animated eye stones and binding love charms—surprisingly intersects with contemporary questions about how we orient our conscious and unconscious mental processing toward sensory stimuli, activate ideas from memory and maintain ourselves in an alert or contemplative state.12 Gemstones have always been extensions of our senses, bodies and minds. Today, however, we can also understand them as tools for focused thinking, for demonstrating the connection between attention and consciousness.


The Cultural Meanings of Jewelry.

Marcia Pointon

Further Reading

The Jewel Game

The The Culturste J ewels

“M-H! My beauty... past compare; these jewels bright I wear... I tell you I am Margaret! Is it so? Come, reply!... Mirror, mirror tell me truly!” Loves of Hergé’s series of classic comic books featuring Tintin and his grumpy friend Captain Haddock will recognize this as the fragment of libretto (from “L’air des Bijoux” in Gounod’s Faust) sung by Bianca Castafiore in several of the adventures. The Maimarian diva is the owner of the Castafiore emerald, the theft of which is the centerpoint of the book of that title; Bianca is stout and matronly, and wears a lot of prominent jewelry! This vignette of the aging and no-longer-beautiful celebrity anxiously examining her reflection in the mirror and carrying along priceless items of jewelry on her travels is a hybrid that encapsulates many of the cultural relations that jewelry and its ownership exemplify: the unchanging beauty of gemstones in contrast to the depredations of old age (against which they also serve as a defense); anxiety and loss; the way that jewelry can comprise extreme wealth in a small, readily transportable artifact; vulgarity, in-your-face taste and self-dramatization; self-delusion, desire and cupidity; the naming of jewels; and social disruption—the thief responsible for lifting the emerald turns out not to be the Roma gypsies who are the suspects, but a magie, and we are thus reminded that speculations surrounding the possible thieves of famous jewels may underscore assumptions about class and race.

Hergé (Georges Prosper Remi) The Cultural Meanings of Jewelry © Hergé / Moulinsart 2012
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In autumn 2011, the jewelry of Elizabeth Taylor attracted record visitors prior to its auction. As with other famous assemblages of jewelry (the Duchess of Windsor’s, sold in Geneva in 1987, went for $50 million), there are certain pieces that, like the Castafiore emerald, are understood to embody the history of the owner and are named accordingly. The Taylor-Burton Diamond, referencing Taylor’s fifth marriage, to Richard Burton, is one such. Jewelry acquires value from this kind of provenance. In the early eighteenth century, the Duchess of Marlborough wrote memoranda about her jewelry, specifically registering, for example, “the fine large pear [i.e., pear] drops that were the queen of Bohemia’s.”

The Lennox jewel was acquired by Queen Victoria in 1842 for her private jewelry collection. A locket commissioned by the Countess of Lennox, almost certainly in memory of her husband, who died in battle in 1571, it had been one of the most prized objects in the collection of the eighteenth-century connoisseur Horace Walpole.

Named jewelry, then, works as a sort of archive or register, bodies that have owned, worn and touched the artifacts leave a phantom imprint. Clothing does something similar, but this is readily accounted for by the fact that garments shape themselves to accommodate the particularities of an individual body. Jewelry, however, is always to some degree or other hard and resistant: while materials vary (with diamonds the hardest mineral of all), the setting with jewels mounted in it doesn’t normally shape itself to the body but is superimposed onto it. Furthermore, jewelry can be readily dismantled and the more valuable the stones it contains, the more susceptible it is to rapid transformation by thieves. In contrast, Vermeer and Rembrandt paintings get stolen but no one can turn them into raw material for resale, nor do they carry with them an aura of their previous owners.

To name something is to claim ownership in a public act of affirmation: it’s a social gesture as well as a kind of descriptor or cataloging device allowing that item to be distinguished from others in a collection. The names survive even if the events or alliances that gave rise to the names do not. Moreover, giving a precious stone a name overwrites its complex origins, often erasing a history of theft, bribery, murder and corruption and thereby presenting the gem as pure value, aesthetic and financial. The egg-shaped Orlov diamond, for example, with its 189.60 carats cut into approximately 180 facets, originated in India, where it was looted in the eighteenth century by a French, or perhaps Afghan, soldier. In a sequence of events involving a double murder, the stone eventually reached Amsterdam, where it was mounted in a ring, but this was of no interest to observers and presumably not to its new owner, either.

Jewelry is a tautological term. With an etymology that goes back to the Middle Ages, it refers to what is made by a jeweler, or to ornaments sold by a jeweler. Likewise, a jeweler is one who sells jewelry. Jewelry is also a collection of jewels, and has traditionally referred especially to items in which precious stones were mounted. While jewelry made of non-precious materials may have immense personal value as a receptacle for memory, as a nonverbal record of an event or as possessing a talismanic quality that its owner believes will be magically effective, it is precious stones mounted in jewelry that produce this unique configuration whereby the setting (with all its artistry and craftsmanship) may be simply overridden by the compelling value of the gemstone. One explanation for this is that the mount originates in a period (the sale of Elizabeth Taylor’s jewelry demonstrates) it is financial value that triumphs. The collection is dispersed, the stones may be renamed and remounted, and they will in all likelihood disappear from sight. Inherited heirlooms are by definition supposed to remain unaltered (the owner has custody for his or her lifetime only) but the line between heirloom and personal jewelry often gets blurred, not least in royal collections.
We might consider jewelry in two categories: the useful and the affective. When we think of jewelry today, it tends to be personal adornment that comes to mind. The rapper Nelly, posing in lots of bling, demonstrates the use of jewelry as affirmation of the wearer's status and ability to purchase expensive consumer goods, and draws attention by its glitter to his fine physique. Owning glittering jewels has never, however, been a prerequisite to benefiting from them. When the stars at the Oscar awards photographed for tabloid magazines appear in diamonds loaned by Bulgari, De Beers, Harry Winston and others, both parties profit by the advertisement.

This wouldn’t have surprised Mary Delany, a bluestocking who became famous for her correspondence, flower drawings and collages. In 1729, she attended court “in all my best array, borrowed my Lady Sunderland’s jewels, and made a tearing show.” What matters in these instances is that the stones are not only real, but are known to be so. The imprimatur of Lady Sunderland (whose jewels would certainly have been recognizable), or of famed American jewelry company Harry Winston, guarantees their authenticity and thus their enhancement of the wearer. Valuable jewelry worn in public is useful to the wearer insofar as it reminds people of the wearer’s purchasing power (direct or indirectly through gifts), but it is also affective in that it arouses feelings in viewers—whether of awe, envy, admiration or a subliminal desire to emulate.

Authentic jewels were described by the sociologist Georg Simmel as “super-individual.” He argued that “the appearance of the ‘genuine’ consists in the fact that it represents, in every respect, more than its mere outward appearance, more than this appearance shares with a fake.” So the important thing with fake jewelry is for no one to know it’s fake. In the eighteenth century, when jewelry was often the only capital over which women had control, it wasn’t uncommon for fakes to be substituted for genuine, even mixing authentic and imitation in the same setting, perhaps because a gambling debt needed to be paid. Today we are told, “Replicas take away the worry.” Rapper Jay-Z proposed to singer Beyoncé with an 18-carat flawless diamond ring worth an estimated $5 million, but also gave her an imitation version to wear in public.

The idea of jewelry functioning exclusively as adornment is relatively new. Throughout the early modern period (ca. 1600–1800) and on through the nineteenth century, any man with claims to gentility would have had his own personal seal or set of seals, which were often attached by a ribbon and displayed prominently rather than being tucked inside his breeches. Unlike Nelly’s bling, seals had a practical use: their imprint in warm wax, sealing an envelope, guaranteed the identity of the correspondent. The gentleman would also have had a cane with an elaborate and expensive head.

A lady of the house in an elite family would have owned a chatelaine; this ornamental clasp was worn at the waist during the day with useful things like keys, a watch, scissors, household notebook, seals and penknives attached to it. But the object itself was often of gold or silver and highly embellished. It worked as an ornament, a useful device and a status symbol.

There’s something informs about pawnbrokers’ shop windows, with their displays of jewelry that was once carefully chosen and personally valued and that has, of necessity rather than desire, been exchanged for cash. Small, worn on the body, handled and often valuable, jewelry connects people separated by circumstance and history. In particular, lockets, the combination of miniature portraits and jewelry that can be worn around the neck or kept hidden close to the body, resonate across time and space. When Mozart was on a long professional tour in 1789, he took with him such an object, writing to his wife, “My dearest, most beloved little wife! — Remember that each night before going to bed I talk to your portrait for a good half an hour and do so again when I wake up.” Locket sometimes contained the hair of a loved one,
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6. This tradition has been challenged by designers employing innovative materials such as plastics in this twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

7. Queen Marie Antoinette, for one, disregarded this distinction and appropriated items from the Crown jewels for her personal use.

8. The names of the lenders are noted in the photo captions: “Sting around the Collar” and “Dripping with Ice.” People March 10, 2004, 51-54.


12. The Bond Street jeweler, Asprey, still sells canes with the name of the lender written on it.


In the 1961 film Breakfast at Tiffany's, Holly Golightly introduces her neighbor Paul Varjak, a penniless writer, to Tiffany's. Paul looks for a present for Holly, and the salesman suggests a relatively affordable sterling silver telephone dialer: "Strictly as a novelty, you understand, for the lady and gentleman who has everything." It's highly plausible that in 1961 Tiffany's would sell not only jewelry but also small items closely related to the human body. However, to catch the eye of those who already have all the high-end jewelry they want and the means to buy it, the telephone dialer must be endowed with preciousness. This is achieved not because it's made of silver, but through its nature as something absolutely state of the art and modern. It bestows on the user the status of someone who can afford the most up-to-the-minute object.

The silver telephone dialer answers all the requirements of jewelry: it's small, precious, an article of value, a status symbol, an object "worn by people as decorative and symbolic additions to their outward appearance." The telephone dialer is an ornament for the household or office. It's as closely linked to the user's body as jewelry is, for it extends the finger, replicating its function. Finally, it's an object perfectly in tune with its times, a "novelty," like any fashionable item. Does the similarity between jewelry and the dialer place them in the same category? Does a telephone dialer, which is an accessory, become a piece of jewelry when it's made of silver? Does a piece of jewelry become an accessory when it's not made of precious stones and metals?

Commonly, jewelry isn't considered functional, whereas accessories always have utility. However, they're similar in many ways: both are in close—even intimate—connection with the body; both act as a primary means to express at once individual and social identity; both become intensely personal items; today, both are considered desirable, even "must-haves"; both have become contemporary conversation pieces. Jewelry and accessories have developed into highly functional items in terms of society and consumption, identity and emotions. This similarity is a twentieth-century development in the relationship of jewelry and accessories to dress and the body.

Almost up to World War I, only the face and hands were visible in Western dress. The rest of the body was completely covered by garments. Even heads were covered with hats and framed by collars and veils, while hands were enhanced by lace cuffs or sheathed in mitts and gloves. Save for rings on the fingers, jewelry was never directly in contact with the body. Rather, it was worn over clothing. In aristocratic dress, jewels were often sewn onto the material, integrated in the outfit's decoration. Gemstones and precious metals were the preserve of the noble, rich and powerful. Assembled as jewels, they spoke of power, lineage, patrimony and wealth.

Starting in the nineteenth century, the trappings of the new wealthy businessmen and industrialists increasingly rivalled the prized jewels worn by the aristocracy. A growing affluent middle class aspired to new forms of jewelry. To meet demand, jewelry was produced industrially from cheaper materials. It also gradually succumbed to the vagaries of fashion and became less tied to special occasions and their required formal wear. Jewelry enhanced the cleavage and arms bared by evening gowns. It was just one ornament among many others in female dress, where woven patterns were bedecked with embroidery and lace. Jewelry imparted movement and sparkle to an otherwise stiff corseted silhouette, a function usually overlooked in histories of fashion or jewelry.4

The upheaval of World War I ushered in a new era in dress, more notably for women. Dresses shortened, while evening wear completely revealed the arms and the back. Jewels were no longer sewn onto the material, and clothing became less ornamented. The new streamlined silhouettes changed the relationship between jewelry and dress. Vogue stated in 1921: "Sparkling jewellery is undoubtedly an absolute necessity for modern fashion."5 In 1926, Gabrielle Chanel perfected the little black dress, considered one of the starting points of modern fashion. It could be worn...
from morning to evening, suited to any occasion simply by dying it up or down with jewelry.

Although Chanel designed costume jewelry meant for pairing with unadorned outfits, she herself didn’t hesitate to wear several different necklaces (or brooch and necklace) over a decorative collar or a cardigan with a striped motif. Moreover, she boldly mixed precious and costume jewelry, thus putting the focus on aesthetic function as signifier of taste rather than indicator of rank, fortune and status. Ornament and beauty weren’t equated with preciousness anymore. Jewelry, especially costume jewelry, entered the category of accessories that included shoes, gloves, hats, fans, canes, parasols, etc. In this way, as chief adornment of modern dress, jewelry, far from being necessary. Of modern dress, jewelry, far from being needed to maintain a woman’s dependence on a man, as either legitimate spouse or kept woman. In combining fake and real jewels, she consciously charted the way for women to appropriate jewelry as a personal and chosen expression of taste and statement of identity, just like any other accessory.

Chanel freed jewelry from its centuries-old bond with antiquity, but for centuries were used as discriminating signs, with muscles and muscle, especially because clothing is rarely lined and underwear is minimal. The body now isn’t so much clothed and muscle, especially because clothing is rarely lined and underwear is minimal. The body now isn’t so much clothed. Textile ornamentation (embroidery, frills), long hair and jewelry became a kinetic dimension. It’s used to highlight specific parts of the body and add a visual impact of their shows. “The emergence of jewellery in this period was different because it pinpointed a relationship with the body rather than the space surrounding it. Indeed, the visual style of the jewellery came to summarize the style of the designer in a kind of pictorial shorthand.” 9 In shows and advertisements, jewelry has become a way of highlighting fashion in catwalk shows. Fashion designers relied on hair and makeup artists, stylists, accessory and jewelry designers, and music and set designers to augment the style of the jewellery came to summarize the style of the designer in a kind of pictorial shorthand.8 In shows and advertisements, jewelry has become a way of expanding the brand’s message. For the past 30 years, accessories have brought in the most income for high and low brands. In the hierarchical relationship between clothing, considered essential, and accessories, considered secondary, sales have tipped in favor of accessories. Jewelry is now in the fore, indispensable in the performance of fashion on the catwalk and in the street.7

Today, both young men and women have wholly adopted this culture of the accessory, wearing caps, earrings, chains, bracelets, sporting bags and indispensable electronic devices. These last have become vital to the “supermodern” human being—always on the move, always connected, living with an overabundance of space, information and individualization, as defined by the anthropologist Marc Augé.5 Younger generations have embraced the mobile phone as an extension of their identity. It’s kept permanently close at hand, if not in hand. They go to extreme lengths to personalize it with jingles, pictures and applications. It’s the depository of their social selves, harboring all their contacts and exchange of messages. As electronic devices become more sophisticated, they also become the repository of knowledge, obtainable in seconds flat with the swipe of a finger.7 The “ornaments” custom-made for these technological tools prove how precious they are to their users: patterned covers, trinkets to dangle from them, incrustations of Swarovski crystals, if not real diamonds. Some items become one with the person. (Watches are almost never taken off, even in the pool or the shower.) The mobile phone is kept by the bedside, and in the pocket or bag all day. It’s the last thing to go on the dresser before bed, and the first item to be donned or consulted. The day’s outfit is now paired with
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fine white cables that link earpieces to portable electronic appliances. These cables are the ubiquitous twenty-first-century necklace, taking no account of gender, class or age.

We use a piece of electronic equipment to get in touch with the wide, wide world of our friends and acquaintances, to hear our favorite tunes and use selected applications, to receive information, to consult and share the documents stored in our personal cloud, another invisible (or rather, immaterial) extension of the self. However, to access this permanent connection, there’s always the need for a real tool, a vehicle, which remains indisputably material. So, too, has jewelry always been about human relationships and communicating social position and identity. It remains precious both materially and emotionally, small in size, and close to the body. Accessories, including jewelry as it has evolved in the twentieth century, have taken over the function jewelry used to have. Jewelry still has that purpose; however, it has also become an expression of personal identity, taste and beliefs.

Jewelry designers are now free to explore much wider avenues than preciousness and social rituals. Using the body as a catalyst rather than a location, they question our relationship to materials, to objects and to the body. Naomi Filmer’s Breathing Volume sculptures focus on the mouth, chin and neck, describing the association between a volume of space and the body, the space through which a person passes and the space that passes through a person as the breath goes in and out.10 As a jewelry designer, Filmer focuses her main area of exploration on the body in its relationship to materials and objects, as a conversation between flesh, body and object, which encompasses sensations, aesthetic definitions, attitudes, postures and points of communication. Standing at the nexus of art, fashion and design, her work highlights the intrinsic preciousness of the contemporary body. More straightforwardly, Philipp Eberle’s Wind of Chains headphone set highlights issues of communication, posture and aesthetics surrounding the ubiquitous earpiece cables. The modern avatar of the silver telephone dialer, as extension of the finger, is the stylus used instead of thumb and finger on the portable screen. We’re still material girls and boys, and accessories are our best friends, however much part of our world now revolves in a virtual and immaterial dimension. New needs can be answered by the qualities of jewelry, while a wide range of objects, from prosthetics to prosthetics, benefit from the design, development and manufacture of jewelry. “Eyeglasses have been transformed from medical necessity to fashion accessory. This revolution has come about through embracing the design culture of the fashion industry.”11 In the same way, design sensibilities might be applied to hearing and communication aids, even to inner prostheses like the pacemaker. In making these objects appealing, design helps foster a positive relationship with disabilities and their outward signs and effects. A hearing aid doesn’t actually have to look like a hearing aid. Its design can refer to other items for the ear: earrings, earphones, Jawbone Bluetooth headsets that fit in or around the ear or the tasseled earplugs worn by Holly Golightly when her neighbor knocks at the door. In this way, jewelry and its makers offer new insights on the relationship of objects with the body, challenging traditional boundaries.

The bodies of today engage us in our social life, are the standard bearers of our identity and are still the main seat of emotions, sensations and actions. The bionic bodies so often imagined for the future should retain the same capacities, augmented by extensions made of materials. In this sense, the body is absolutely precious, as highlighted in Filmer’s works. Without the body, adornment and accessories are meaningless. As long as objects are meaningful vectors in our relationships with others and our environment, and the more materials are intricately incorporated into the body and the person, the realm of jewelry will have a part to play in society and in individuals’ lives.
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Body Modification from Punks to Body Hackers: Piercings and Tattoos in Postmodern Societies.

Philippe Liotard

Police in Indonesia’s most conservative province raised a punk-rock concert and detained 65 fans, shaving their heads, forcing them to bathe, and stripping away body piercings, dog-collar necklaces and chains because of the perceived threat to Islamic values.¹

¹ This news item demonstrates that, in some places in 2011, you still couldn’t make changes to your body without consequences. What’s interesting about this case is the violence of the authorities against people who just have a different look. This violence can be understood as an answer for insulting—the body—the symbolic (and thus political) order. Forty years earlier, in Great Britain, punks barged with a bang into the lives of a very reserved British society. They spit on English conventions by donning a revolting yet carefully studied appearance. Their opposition to mainstream society was a kind of ethic. And even if the rebellion began with music, the do-it-yourself philosophy of the punks involved the body very early on. The punk movement of the mid-’70s created a new way of wearing jewelry and tattoos and is the starting point for many transformations in contemporary appearance.

This movement is often caricatured, but we can analyze its effects on contemporary style. For punks, the body was a tool as powerful as music. They made the raised inside
finger and the stuck-out tongue commonplace. They had Mohawked, spiked and colored hair. They wore tattoos on visible and previously unused parts of the body—neck, head, hands—focusing on aggressive patterns such as rats, spiders and spiderwebs, skulls, daggers, crosses, and skeletons and bones. While these icons had existed as tattoos before, they hadn’t been as visible. These “ornaments” announced the punks’ rejection of social order and normalized bodies.

This new style, identified by Dick Hebdige, a sociologist who studied subcultures, in 1979, became a way to fight the adult world without uttering a word. Punks invented a strong “fuck you” style. The significant strength of their new look came from a kind of everyday-life obscenity.

What’s also of interest in the punk movement is the fact that men’s bodies, as well as women’s, hijacked the ordinary uses of clothes and jewels. Chains, safety pins, dog collars and leashes became elements of punk ornamentation, along with fishnet stockings, miniskirts worn with Doc Martens, and studded belts placed in the ear and nose and linked by a chain.

In this way, punks produced significant differences from other youth styles, mixing colors and altering the meaning of looks. They opened many possibilities in the underground contemporary construction of appearances. With their altered body rebels, punks quickly gave birth to a charged self-image. Their very own promoters conspired with the media to despise and turn them into symbols of decadence, then exported their body aesthetics across the world.

During that time, genital and breast piercings became popular in BDSM (bondage/discipline/sadism/masochism) and gay cultures. Genitals and nipples offered a new space for intimate ornamentations, under the influence of Gauntlett, the first piercing shop, opened in 1975 by Jim Ward in Los Angeles. During the ’80s these practices remained discreet. However, they were about to burst out and join the fashion world in the ’90s, in particular with the public use of piercings by the fashion designer Jean Paul Gaultier.

In the same period, some of this transgressive use of body modification took an aesthetic turn. On the West Coast of the United States, some tattoo artists introduced Pacific stylings in their inking of skin. Tattoos weren’t just the way of showing an antiscalar character, but a method of defending an aesthetic vision inspired by a “tribal” style. Two complementary uses of tattoos coexisted. The first one displayed a nonconformist and antiscalar posture exaggerated in punk style; the second explored aesthetic perspectives that aimed at the embellishment of the body. These two purposes for the same practice must be kept in mind in order to understand how body modifications reveal the tensions between the normalization and the transgression of the appearance.

Initially marginal practices stemming from the underground and subcultures, the practices of piercing and tattooing came out of the closet, becoming popularized and gathering wider and wider social groups. Within less than 20 years (from the early ’80s to the end of the ’90s), they became commonplace adornments involved in identity and gender constructions through that double movement of transgression and normalization.

Punks initiated an aesthetic based on the deconstruction of white American gender norms. Before the ’80s, being tattooed or pierced (except for the ears of women) was a kind of claimed marginality. But gradually, we can observe a valued use of tattoo and piercing that tends to be part of femininity and masculinity codes. For example, in the mid-1990s, American heterosexual pornography erased pubic hair of women and chest hair on men and showed tattoos and piercings, even on intimate parts. A new way of marking the body became visible. Pornography made body hair unwanted and tattoos desirable: tattoos on the pubic area and ampullar stamps (tattoos directly above the buttocks) were seen as feminine, and big tribal tattoos on the shoulder and chest were a sign of manhood and virility.

By the first decade of the twenty-first century, female porn stars with piercings of the nipple, clitoral hood, and labia began to appear. A new category of porn actress emerged, the so-called Suicide Girls, heavily pierced and tattooed models who established a new fantasy niche. Previously, actresses wore just one or two tattoos or piercings, whereas Suicide Girls sported many. As far as male models were concerned, nipple or genital piercings (for example, Prince Albert rings on the glans) were exposed only in homosexual pornography. But generally, mainstream pornography offered visibility to transgressive and intimate ornamentation practices, strengthening gender stereotypes. Women can be genitaly pierced as long as the jewel remains discreet. If not, they cross the line into BDSM style. In men, the groin and torso are shaved, but genital piercings aren’t acceptable. These observations might seem surprising. Nonetheless, pornography prefigures the common uses of piercings and tattoos of today’s teenagers. The body-artist/performer Ron Athey says it was hardly conceivable for him, during
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the 80s, to imagine that a navel piercing might someday become a stylish accessory for respectable girls, or that a nipple piercing could be fashionable. Now, piercing and tattoos are the tools of an ordinary look. They’re used both for matching the standards of appearance and for producing a “unique” appearance.

The democratization of the Internet brought with it a continuous flow of images. Common tattoos and piercings are shown on teenagers’ blogs. It proves that they’ve become more socially acceptable for young people, certainly because of the increasing number of celebrities who publicly sport their tattoos or piercings. This self-presentation in the media conforms rather scrupulously to gender roles. Women’s piercings are often worn around the lips, in the tongue or on the wing of the nose. For men it’s on the eyebrow and in the cartilage of the ear. Some mixed practices exist, such as the labret or the ears. However, even if some parts can be pierced by either girls or boys, a distinction remains with regard to color, size, material or the motif or design of the jewel worn. For teenagers, wearing piercings is significant if it fits within the gender codes.

After leaving the subcultures and reaching mainstream groups, piercings and tattoos tended to reinforce gender norms. Their popularization can be seen as a way to undermine hegemonic masculinity or stereotypic femininity. If we look at the more common tattoos, we can identify gendered patterns or gendered areas of placement on the body. This is the same with the jewelry. In the 80s, punks used everyday objects (nails, safety pins) to create new “jewels.” “Modern primitives” (popularized by the special 1989 issue of RE/Search), straight-edge punks and posthuman mutants have all experimented with many materials—wood, surgical steel, titanium. What followed is a wide range of new, specialized jewelry for the nostril, navel, breast and so on.

Some people, however, get involved in experimental and innovative practices that continue to blur respectable appearances and disturb the codes of the look. The democratization of practices of body ornamentation (which are made “in the flesh”) doesn’t necessarily mean that gender standards are called into question. Nevertheless, avant-garde experimentations in body modifications create new applications for tattoos and piercings that blur some of the gender borders. Large tattoos on the arm, back or leg are traditionally worn by men and are viewed as an affirmation of masculinity. However, all through the 90s, women began to wear full sleeves—tattoos on the entire arm—and even on the whole back without being seen as bad girls. The aesthetic turn addresses the body of women as well as the body of men. Wearing large jewelry on stretched pierced lobes bypasses the usual categorization between the appearance of men and women. Beyond a certain diameter, jewelry simply breaks the standards of Occidental suitability.

Another practice that appeared in the mid-1990s consisted of inserting a foreign object under the skin. The object itself isn’t meant to be seen; rather, its form creates a kind of sculpture. Subdermic and transdermic implants are one of the most recent inventions of the “do it yourself” body. These evolutions of appearances paint a broad stroke of possibilities, spreading from the most common of tattoos and piercings to the most unlikely “bodymods.” As far as jewelry is concerned, almost everything can be used almost anywhere, from the tongue to the navel. The multiplicity of uses, the mix of different practices (tattoo, piercing, scarification, implants) expands, day after day, the boundaries of the imagination. A couple of limits still remain: the ability of the body to accept foreign bodies or unusual treatments, and the normative force of society. But new materials and new techniques spur the imagination to invent new ways of changing appearance again and again. Nonetheless, cutting-edge body modifications are generally male practices. Among them, heavy transdermal implants or metal prosthetic teeth cause their owners to look straight out of a post-apocalyptic movie. The Mad Max style has crossed the boundary of fiction to reach into real life, mixing flesh and steel. Postmodern punks wear metallic Mohawks or subdermic implants.

In 2001 I wrote that “creating a hybrid ideal of the body is a game for the privileged.” Now, the DIY body spreads from the homeless to the trendy middle class. The metallic-spike Mohawk, postmodern punk goes on shaking conventions by creating a revolting yet artfully crafted appearance. It’s not a revolution, but certainly an evolution, a sort of mutation made possible by a kind of self-correction of the body seen as a draft.

But beyond the look, “body hacking” continues down another road. It tries to cross the border from metallic and silicone implants to multiapplication technological implants, going from flesh/object to biology/technology hybridizations. As the body-hacktivist Lukas Zpira says, “Things of virtual nature are replaced by more palpable objects, familiar and recognizable. We are no longer in the imaginary world but rather one of desire.”
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Notes

1. "Police shave the heads of punks in Aceh, Indonesia, and force them to bathe," The Telegraph, December 14, 2011.


9. This expression has been created by Lukas Zpira to explain his approach to body modification.
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The relationship between art and commerce is a tricky one. While both spheres have their distinct means and ends, they’re also interlinked in many ways. The aim of art has been variously defined to encompass everything from overcoming personality (T. S. Eliot) to breaking the frozen sea within (Kafka).1 The goal of business is invariably tied to monetary gain. Nonetheless, these two endeavors often converge in pursuit of their objectives. Ultimately, no creative practice can survive without capital, and every business needs structure and vision to thrive.

A similar interaction exists between the artistic and the commercial realms of jewelry. The diverse terrain of contemporary jewelry harbors several coexisting subcultures, each with its own producers, consumers, networks and values. In zoological terms, one could say that all jewelry is of the same species, within which are numerous breeds marked by pronounced formal and behavioral traits. There is no fixed terminology for these jewelry subsets, but the two sectors considered here are widely known as contemporary jewelry and commercial jewelry. A comparison of these strains serves to highlight similarities and differences in their material, style, content and function.

It’s useful to first establish the common denominators in all jewelry practice. On the most basic level, every jeweler—whether an academically trained studio artist or a manufacturer of mass-produced lines—is involved in creating ornament for
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the body. The human form is the jeweler’s domain, whether explicitly or implicitly. Each jewelry type, excepting the pin, is directly affixed to the skin, rubbing on flesh and circling an appendage. As such, jewelry’s contours and scale must defer to our anatomy. In addition to size, jewelry has to contend with weight and the pull of gravity on the object and the wearer. While most jewelry accommodates the body’s limits, certain works place demands on the human form and impose on physical comfort. This factor of “wearer friendliness” proves to be a key distinction between much contemporary jewelry and commercial work.

Jewelry makers also share a heritage of craftsmanship and technical knowledge that provides mutual ground for the profession. As producers, they’re involved with the acquisition of tools and materials to realize their creations. Although the current palette of jewelry materials is vast, across the board there’s growing concern for sustainability, ethical sourcing and environmental soundness. Within the art jeweler community, the strongest voice for such accountability is Ethical Metalsmiths, launched by studio artists to educate the community, the strongest voice for such accountability is Ethical Metalsmiths, launched by studio artists to educate the community, the strongest voice for such accountability is Ethical Metalsmiths, launched by studio artists to educate the community, the strongest voice for such accountability is Ethical Metalsmiths, launched by studio artists to educate the community, the strongest voice for such accountability is Ethical Metalsmiths, launched by studio artists to educate the community. Many leading studio jewelers are enlisting computer technology to propagate their ideas in a more accessible manner. Ted Noten’s vending machine installation, *Be nice to a girl—buy her a ring!*, borrows this handy format for dispensing products to offer an affordable line of rapid-prototyped rings. Like other populist jewelry productions, Noten’s ornamental snack machine fulfills a tenet of his jewelry manifesto, *In Celebration of the Street*, which declares, “Jewellery must be owned by the public if it wants to touch the public.”

Just as jewelry artists are making forays into the wider marketplace, so too are we witnessing large-scale manufacturers touting the artisinal status of their mass-produced items. These mergers of art and commerce are taking hold in the commercial jewelry industry. Stuller, a leading manufacturer and supplier in the field, offers retailers CounterSketch Studio software, which promises to allow anyone in your store to express their creativity and take custom design jobs from start to finish, while your customers participate in a personalized jewelry-buying experience. Along with sustainability, computer technology and customization, art and commercial jewelry often share stylistic similarities and overlapping trends. Fashion jewelry, by its very nature, involves the renewal of past styles to maintain an ever-changing supply of goods. Such fashion merchandising relies on the public’s historical amnesia to ensure that borrowed modes will seem fresh. Jewelry artists also draw upon the past, enlisting forms and motifs from history, but they move at a meandering pace and aren’t compelled to spur and fulfill appetites for the latest look. Even today, when contemporary jewelry is undergoing an ornamental revival, this engagement with history entails deconstruction or abstraction of stylistic conventions and a critical attitude toward social norms.

The divergent stances between art and commercial jewelry can be most clearly seen with regard to its luxury status and the value of precious materials. While all jewelry falls into the market category of hedonic versus utilitarian consumption, its cultural value and social function exceeds its materials and price tag. The commercial industry’s fixation on intrinsic worth and monetary value does not define the art jeweler’s practice, which often tests conventional definitions of value. Whereas commercial jewelry is made for money, much contemporary jewelry is instead made about money and mainstream values. Indeed, a number of jewelers, foremost Kathy Buzzkevitch, have focused their jewelry on the relative nature of all values, and how we come to accept prescribed valuations. In our pluralist era without clear hierarchies, there’s no dominant or driving sector of cultural influence. High art, fashion, street life and pop culture all draw energy and inspiration from each other. The circulatory life cycle of hip-hop jewelry demonstrates such multidirectional flow of effect and appropriation. This ostentatious genre of body ornament was spawned by young musicians, who usurped generic conservative jewelry—gold chains, small diamonds, charms—
and pendants—and turbocharged its scale and iconography. Pumped up and pimped out, bling-bling jewelry came to communicate machismo, danger and the newly minted buying power of successful hip-hop artists. As hip-hop music gathered market force, a neutered bling style was sold to the masses as a flashy shell of its former acerbic self. After going through this cycle, these blinged-out baubles landed back in the high-end inventory of fine jewelry stores from whence they hailed.

A similar recycling of street aesthetics is found in the jewelry field’s engagement with graffiti art. Like hip-hop, its musical equivalent, graffiti emerged as an expressive outlet for urban youth. With rebellious origins and vandalist intentions, it slowly infiltrated the commercial sphere, entering the vocabulary of common culture and ultimately showing in art galleries. Jewelers of all stripes were not immune to graffiti’s graphic pull. Pop Rock Daddy by Daniel Jocz was part of his Ruff series inspired by Dutch seventeenth-century still life collars. This necklace of aluminum, chrome and auto-body lacquer is layered with airbrushed imagery lifted from custom motorcycle art, aluminum, copper, auto-body lacquer, chrome. In scale, tone and message, this dainty adornment couldn’t be farther from the gussy street art it f homage to convey. A sharp analysis of these contending culture tiers is found in Clement Greenberg’s seminal essay “Avant-Garde and Kitsch” of 1939. For Greenberg, kitsch is the “simulacra of genuine culture” that “provides vicarious experience for the insensitive with far greater immediacy.”

When graffiti is translated into high-end commercial jewelry, a much tamer necklace is born. Tiffany & Co. celebrates Paloma Picasso as its star designer, describing her as “universally acclaimed for her bold jewelry designs,” and creating “sumptuous pieces [that] have a strong, dynamic presence.” In Picasso’s own Graffiti jewelry collection, words like peace, love and kiss are rendered in cursive script and wrought in precious materials, including white gold and diamonds. In scale, tone and message, this dainty adornment couldn’t be farther from the gussy street art it f homage to convey. A sharp analysis of these contending culture tiers is found in Clement Greenberg’s seminal essay “Avant-Garde and Kitsch” of 1939. For Greenberg, kitsch is the “simulacra of genuine culture” that “provides vicarious experience for the insensitive with far greater immediacy.”

“Where Picasso paints effect,” Greenberg wrote, “Repin paints cause.” Repin “predigests art for the spectator and spares him effort, provides him with a shortcut to the pleasure of art that detours what is necessarily difficult in genuine art.” Ironically, 70 years later the great Picasso’s daughter, Paloma, personifies the very syndrome that Greenberg bemoaned: overprocessed commercialized fare with a pretense of making a true cultural contribution.

While the interplay of kitsch and avant-garde pertains to all visual arts, jewelry is unique in the fact that it’s worn on the body and circulates in the larger world. In spite of its intimacy and personal associations, jewelry remains a form of public art. As it travels on the wearer into social space, it transmits signals to strangers. As a worn experience and broadcast device, jewelry also has allegiance with performance art. The question then becomes: What happens when different types of jewelry are worn, or performed, in the communal realm?

“Daisy Chain,” a double-sided necklace by Keith A. Lewis, provides a model in which to consider jewelry’s social dynamic, as well as the contrast between contemporary and fashion jewelry modes. One side of the necklace seems innocent, with benignly pretty flowers like those on costume jewelry, while the reverse features close-cropped photos of anuses. Depending on which side faces out, wearers can either fade into the social landscape or fiercely announce themselves to others in proximity. “Wearing the piece becomes a sort of playground dare,” states Lewis. This and his other works “assert the primacy of sexual desire,” according to the artist, and act as “a sexual emissary to be worn on the body and in public.” Such jewelry ends up performing the wearer’s body itself, situating its desires up front and center.

When graffiti is translated into high-end commercial jewelry, a much tamer necklace is born. Tiffany & Co. celebrates Paloma Picasso as its star designer, describing her as “universally acclaimed for her bold jewelry designs,” and creating “sumptuous pieces [that] have a strong, dynamic presence.” In Picasso’s own Graffiti jewelry collection, words like peace, love and kiss are rendered in cursive script and wrought in precious materials, including white gold and diamonds. In scale, tone and message, this dainty adornment couldn’t be farther from the gussy street art it f homage to convey. A sharp analysis of these contending culture tiers is found in Clement Greenberg’s seminal essay “Avant-Garde and Kitsch” of 1939. For Greenberg, kitsch is the “simulacra of genuine culture” that “provides vicarious experience for the insensitive with far greater immediacy.”

“Where Picasso paints effect,” Greenberg wrote, “Repin paints cause.” Repin “predigests art for the spectator and spares him effort, provides him with a shortcut to the pleasure of art that detours what is necessarily difficult in genuine art.” Ironically, 70 years later the great Picasso’s daughter, Paloma, personifies the very syndrome that Greenberg bemoaned: overprocessed commercialized fare with a pretense of making a true cultural contribution.

While the interplay of kitsch and avant-garde pertains to all visual arts, jewelry is unique in the fact that it’s worn on the body and circulates in the larger world. In spite of its intimacy and personal associations, jewelry remains a form of public art. As it travels on the wearer into social space, it transmits signals to strangers. As a worn experience and broadcast device, jewelry also has allegiance with performance art. The question then becomes: What happens when different types of jewelry are worn, or performed, in the communal realm?

“Daisy Chain,” a double-sided necklace by Keith A. Lewis, provides a model in which to consider jewelry’s social dynamic, as well as the contrast between contemporary and fashion jewelry modes. One side of the necklace seems innocent, with benignly pretty flowers like those on costume jewelry, while the reverse features close-cropped photos of anuses. Depending on which side faces out, wearers can either fade into the social landscape or fiercely announce themselves to others in proximity. “Wearing the piece becomes a sort of playground dare,” states Lewis. This and his other works “assert the primacy of sexual desire,” according to the artist, and act as “a sexual emissary to be worn on the body and in public.” Such jewelry ends up performing the wearer’s body itself, situating its desires up front and center.
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“Daisy Chain,” a double-sided necklace by Keith A. Lewis, provides a model in which to consider jewelry’s social dynamic, as well as the contrast between contemporary and fashion jewelry modes. One side of the necklace seems innocent, with benignly pretty flowers like those on costume jewelry, while the reverse features close-cropped photos of anuses. Depending on which side faces out, wearers can either fade into the social landscape or fiercely announce themselves to others in proximity. “Wearing the piece becomes a sort of playground dare,” states Lewis. This and his other works “assert the primacy of sexual desire,” according to the artist, and act as “a sexual emissary to be worn on the body and in public.” Such jewelry ends up performing the wearer’s body itself, situating its desires up front and center.

When graffiti is translated into high-end commercial jewelry, a much tamer necklace is born. Tiffany & Co. celebrates Paloma Picasso as its star designer, describing her as “universally acclaimed for her bold jewelry designs,” and creating “sumptuous pieces [that] have a strong, dynamic presence.” In Picasso’s own Graffiti jewelry collection, words like peace, love and kiss are rendered in cursive script and wrought in precious materials, including white gold and diamonds. In scale, tone and message, this dainty adornment couldn’t be farther from the gussy street art it f homage to convey. A sharp analysis of these contending culture tiers is found in Clement Greenberg’s seminal essay “Avant-Garde and Kitsch” of 1939. For Greenberg, kitsch is the “simulacra of genuine culture” that “provides vicarious experience for the insensitive with far greater immediacy.”

“Where Picasso paints effect,” Greenberg wrote, “Repin paints cause.” Repin “predigests art for the spectator and spares him effort, provides him with a shortcut to the pleasure of art that detours what is necessarily difficult in genuine art.” Ironically, 70 years later the great Picasso’s daughter, Paloma, personifies the very syndrome that Greenberg bemoaned: overprocessed commercialized fare with a pretense of making a true cultural contribution.

While the interplay of kitsch and avant-garde pertains to all visual arts, jewelry is unique in the fact that it’s worn on the body and circulates in the larger world. In spite of its intimacy and personal associations, jewelry remains a form of public art. As it travels on the wearer into social space, it transmits signals to strangers. As a worn experience and broadcast device, jewelry also has allegiance with performance art. The question then becomes: What happens when different types of jewelry are worn, or performed, in the communal realm?

“Daisy Chain,” a double-sided necklace by Keith A. Lewis, provides a model in which to consider jewelry’s social dynamic, as well as the contrast between contemporary and fashion jewelry modes. One side of the necklace seems innocent, with benignly pretty flowers like those on costume jewelry, while the reverse features close-cropped photos of anuses. Depending on which side faces out, wearers can either fade into the social landscape or fiercely announce themselves to others in proximity. “Wearing the piece becomes a sort of playground dare,” states Lewis. This and his other works “assert the primacy of sexual desire,” according to the artist, and act as “a sexual emissary to be worn on the body and in public.” Such jewelry ends up performing the wearer’s body itself, situating its desires up front and center.
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Now and Then: Thinking about the Contemporary in Art and Jewelry.

Julie Ewington

Is the contemporary in contemporary jewelry the same as the contemporary in contemporary art? This is an immensely complex question. One immediate answer is affirmative: all cultural practices are, inevitably, sustained by fundamental social matrices and issues, and the historical conditions governing the character, social location and experience of contemporary art extend to other creative fields, such as jewelry. As jeweler Lisa Walker asserted, “The strange world of contemporary jewelry would fit perfectly into contemporary art, some day they’ll finally realize this.” Looking across cultural practices in any context is immensely rewarding: artistic manifestations clearly participate in energetic neighborly conversations, and not remotely enough work has been undertaken to place jewelry in its historical and cultural settings.

Jewelry is a marvelous terrain for considerations about the contemporaneity of culture, partly because of its extraordinary longevity and enduring appeal; it may be the oldest continuous form of art making practiced in the great majority of human cultures. Despite the enormous diversity of materials used across various societies and the development over time of new technologies, jewelry has remained remarkably constant in its forms and purposes. It is literally circumscribed by its affinity with human bodies, and in its turn, circumscribes them; it marks us, threads our hair and pierces our bodies. The infinitely
various ways that jewelry adorns the body are open to complex
interpretations: what it is to be with time, to be contemporary.4
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profusely diverse, so ungraspable, that arguments suggesting they be defined as contemporary exist, in actually, precisely to make sense of multiple coexisting artistic expressions? In the current global cultural arena, whether works and enterprises are encountered actually or virtually, one recognizes an extraordinary plethora of art that is simultaneously rich, strange, evidently incommensurable and often overwhelming.\(^4\)

So, what implications does the notion of the contemporary have for jewelers? Walker’s recent work is emblematic of this rich immediacy, in the second of art historian Smith’s senses of the contemporary. Her inspired fusing about in the here and now, collaging and assembling found elements from various sources, is, however, splendidly strategic. In fact, in cultural theorist Meaghan Morris’s immortal phrase, it is “semiotically delirious.” Walker’s profuse energetics and enthusiasm seem diametrically opposed to Greeno’s. Taking great pleasure in the nuances of her sources: Walker’s work is deliberately though from entirely different materials. Above all, she’s attuned to the fundamental role of machines in modernity, her chains and metal components. Often these are long sinuous chains in impeccable works assembled from purpose-made glass and metal components. While they seem removed from human intervention, each part is lovingly crafted, and something of their emotionally remote perfection speaks of nostalgia for a mechanically ordered view of the universe. With Tilden’s long poetic meditation in metal and glass, which speaks to the fundamental role of machines in modernity, her chains literally articulate circularly.

Crucially, weavers of Tilden’s chains comment on their emotional attachment to them.\(^6\) Carrying affection and offering protection has been one of jewelry’s main functions across time and cultures, one that Greeno’s makers and Tilden’s chains share. Situating Greeno and Tilden in the same frame reveals the usefulness of the notion of “the co-temporary” as part of “the contemporary.”\(^5\) Greeno and Tilden exhibit in the same time and space in Australia. This points to the key problem of using the term contemporary as a form of periodization: these two jewelers have fundamentally different relationships not only to historical periods but, arguably, also to the broader sense of how human history is registered in time and place. In Margaret West’s recent work, simple emblematic brooches are reduced in form and means; paradoxically, as in the best modernist art, reduction makes the work richer. Intervening into slices of stone, West suggests a strictly modernist affiliation with the idea that the material should speak, embodying its own truth. Indeed, West privileges the beauty and the density of each stone—basalt, granite, often marble—its obduracy speaking to the depth of geological time, and, by implication, to the ineffable magnificence of the universe. (All this in less than 2 inches \([5.1 \text{ cm}]\) squared.)\(^7\) But something in this work is far older than modernism. West inscribes into stones. This recalls ancient writing, so that many brooches are like thoughts pinned to a coat, like wearing a brief poem. She sets human time into the complex temporalities of the natural world, dramatizing these long engagements. Now unerringly hybrid rather than pure in the modernist sense, West’s brooches remind us that her other practice is poetry. (One recent poem is titled “The Tacit Truth of Stone.”)\(^8\)

Warwick Freeman has also recently played with stone, but to different ends. Take the suite of stone pendants titled Handles (2009). In a pronounced case of Duchampian naughtiness, a group of pendants is ranged along a shelf, like so many diminutive lingams, but the forms are borrowed from modern resin screwdriver handles and each mimics the original size of the handle. The sleek modern design of the original mass-manufactured tools is part of their appeal: they are pleasing objects. Translated into stone they’re not only comically outrageous, but they also turn back time. Modern manufacture gives way to a new stone age in Freeman’s hands, recalling the American painter Barnett Newman’s 1952 diatribe against New York’s Museum of Modern Art as a haven for Bauhaus screwdriver designers. Freeman’s handles are, eventually, a contemporary rumination on the passing of time and, inevitably, changes in making.

If the idea that all cultural practices today are necessarily contemporary—that everything made at this time, regardless of origin, social context, style and material, or even artistic intent, somehow belongs together—if this idea is, at its core,
both ineluctable and trivially true, then this proposition is, finally, radically problematic. It permits a far more interesting idea: that co-temporal objects pose valuable questions about how to interpret practices that appear to be irreducibly different, precisely because they keep those questions open, fluid and active. Given our unprecedented access to information about artistic practices across the globe, including jewelry, the best response to the question heading this essay might be to say, “No, not exactly, but yes, almost”—and then to keep passing the problem along (a sometimes discontinuous?) line of propositions and cases, until, much enriched, we find ourselves back at the beginning. The richness of this problem, and this metaphor, will always return me to jewelry.
In catalog forewords, portfolios, or conference statements, one often encounters the assertion that jewelry is an art form. And yet most correspondences between visual art and contemporary jewelry are in fact visual, established through similar strategies of photography and the relation of images on the page, rather than through the content or intentions of the objects and practices themselves. For jeweler Jivan Astfalck, understanding jewelry as an art practice means not relying on aesthetic criteria (this piece of jewelry looks like that piece of art) but instead identifying the “integrity of its enquiry.”

This requires a content-based rather than material-based or merely skill-driven approach. The urgency behind the desire to have contemporary jewelry welcomed as an art form has distracted attention from other important issues—for example, dealing with contemporary jewelry’s legacy as applied art, or (re)defining its relationship with design and fashion.

It’s true that conceptual and critical approaches to jewelry wouldn’t have been possible without the integration of jewelry education into a fine-art context. Since the mid-1950s in Europe, a time when terms like emotional design or conceptual design didn’t yet exist, the practice of creating functional objects in an expressive and conceptual manner has been hosted by craft departments in art schools. Studio jewelry naturally evolved as an expressive, postmodern object under the auspices of art—importantly, not the kind of art celebrated by the art world, but rather an art of the objet d’art, dealing with all the suspicions of decoration and lack of conceptual drive that are the legacy of this history.

By the beginning of the twenty-first century, a moment in which a “return of beauty” was proclaimed, ornament and conceptualism were no longer seen as opposites in the fields of art and design. Several exhibitions confirm this shift, for instance La Beauté at Palais d’Auvignon (Avignon, France, 2000) and Regarding Beauty: A View of the Late Twentieth Century at the Smithsonian Institution (Washington DC, 1999). Artists such as Fischli/Weiss, Mariko Mori, Matthew Barney and Pipilotti Rist, to mention a few examples, became interested in the subject of beauty, and in ornament in particular, working with different media, from photography to object-based installation and performance. Aesthetic experience flowed everywhere, reaching from high to low culture, from economics to entertainment, politics and fashion. This meant that absolutely everything could be a subject of aesthetics, and therefore a matter of design. The art critic Hal Foster has described this period as the era of total design, while the philosopher Yves Michaud has referred to it as the age of aesthetics.²

In recent years, the role of the designer as author has gained a new currency in discussions about the boundaries between art and design, which in turn has transformed the perception of design as a cultural player. A growing number of designers and artists are, together, questioning the conventions of contemporary product culture. They work outside of market constraints and opt for a speculative practice beyond that of mere problem solving. They have been trained as artists, craft practitioners or product designers. Their work is self-reflective, critically engaged with the present, and adopts serious, playful or poetic formats. The results exist as one-offs or limited editions, or remain ambiguously perched between artwork, prototype and finished product, often presented in a specialized (art) gallery. Such practices, taking place in a territory of “in-betweenness,” are developing their own vocabulary, beyond an exhausted art-versus-design rhetoric. Conceptual design, a term used by Renny Ramakers and Gijs Bakker, the founders of Droog Design, and critical design, a term used by theorist and interaction designer Anthony Dunne, refer to design that has a reflective and speculative nature and is able to pose questions and tell stories, proving that a product can “make you think” or that design can be expressive.³ A flourishing milieu of galleries, fairs and institutions celebrate the contemporary objet d’art and develop their own terminology to describe it. The historical term studio craft, popular in English-
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Speaking countries, still refers to the artistic exploration of traditional craft techniques as studio-based practice, producing one-of-a-kind limited editions. This has been challenging by the relatively new phenomena known as design art, a term coined in the trade of limited-edition furniture, and which has expanded as a marketing tool in the context of auction houses specializing in twentieth-century antiques.

A return of the term applied has recently opened up a reflective space where art, craft and design not only reevaluate their making processes but also meet social sciences, anthropology and psychology in order to critically investigate the making of, and living with, things. Dunne has identified a new designer attitude, which he describes as that of an applied conceptual artist, someone who socializes artistic practice and introduces a critical perspective in the context of product culture. Applied social art is the term the installation artist Mladen Miljkovic uses to define some of his work, when his participatory practice aims to have a therapeutic effect on the communities he involves (mainly veterans of the Bosnian war). The value of the term applied is that it refers immediately to the personal sphere, its performative and functional in the sense that it suggests an action (to apply something somewhere) as much as a reaction (it has been applied). Because the unstable condition of being applied requires an agent and a goal external from itself, it remains both pragmatic as well as utopian in nature. Its ability to generate actions makes it a social and cordial art.

Contemporary jewelry belongs to this discussion and reflects this problem in an exemplary way. The attributes of the applied include participation and interaction, which naturally relate to the communicative nature of jewelry. Contemporary jewelry develops at the intersection of artistic and design professions, in order to generate speculative, critical, poietical or utopian work that engages with everyday life and the personal sphere, beyond the quest for the white cube. This is precisely what the return of the applied seeks to capture.

Contemporary jewelry is slowly being recognized as part of this new cultural landscape, and measured with the same critical expectations and aesthetic standards as other products. For instance, Maarten Baas with his Clay Furniture and Karl Fritsch with his jewelry both engage in intense material and technical research, testing through the playful shapes of their objects the difference between amateurism and professionalism, while reflecting on the meaning of manufacture today. The Campana brothers, with their paraba Chair (formerly the Multido Chair), and Lisa Walker, with her Newtown Necklace, both offer a comment on the emotional attachment to things and a critical view of consumer culture and its gluttony, blurring the boundary between trash and treasure. Robert Stadler’s jewelry that appears to be melting, recalling the tradition of the surrealist object, and Pia Aleborg’s Take Your Seat brooches ask questions about luxury, gender issues and the tension with tradition.

In a time when current contemporary aesthetic practices are borrowing strategies, sites and players not only from art and design but also from many other disciplines, jewelry makers have a chance to prove that contemporary jewelry is one of the most exciting forms of contemporary object culture, fluctuating between the public and private spheres of everyday life, art, design, fashion, social sciences, religion, precision engineering and philosophy.

What contemporary jewelry has to offer in the expanded field of art and design is not only objects but also a specialized knowledge, a particular way of looking at things and posing questions. The act itself of wearing, and the kind of knowledge embedded there, has become a central question and field of investigation. Walker’s work exemplifies the jewelry-like character of almost anything when she provocatively proves that everything can become “wearable,” and in so doing comments on value, consumption habits and emotional attachment to things. Gemma Draper explores the area of user-centered experiences when she creates mysterious objects that have appropriated familiar gestures, such as holding a pen or texting a message on the mobile phone. How can we explore the thousands of ways in which people nowadays create identity through the owning, using and wearing of objects? How might we understand how meaning and value are produced in these choices? Contemporary jewelry artists and designers are already offering some answers to such essential questions.

At the same time, the understanding of personal adornment as a cultural technique is taken into consideration within academic communities, such as the one initiated at the University of Applied Sciences Trier in Germany, which is paving the way for a theory of jewelry with the aim of investigating why people adorn themselves and what jewelry does to them. Contemporary jewelry has consolidated its place in higher education (BA and MA courses) in art and design colleges all over the world. An interdisciplinary learning context, and engagement with a more reflective practice, is providing a fertile background for new generations to develop exciting work. Since the mid-1990s, jewelers have appropriated familiar gestures, such as holding a pen or texting a message on the mobile phone. How can we explore the thousands of ways in which people nowadays create identity through the owning, using and wearing of objects? How might we understand how meaning and value are produced in these choices? Contemporary jewelry artists and designers are already offering some answers to such essential questions.

At the same time, the understanding of personal adornment as a cultural technique is taken into consideration within academic communities, such as the one initiated at the University of Applied Sciences Trier in Germany, which is paving the way for a theory of jewelry with the aim of investigating why people adorn themselves and what jewelry does to them. Contemporary jewelry has consolidated its place in higher education (BA and MA courses) in art and design colleges all over the world. An interdisciplinary learning context, and engagement with a more reflective practice, is providing a fertile background for new generations to develop exciting work. Since the mid-1990s, jewelers have appropriated familiar gestures, such as holding a pen or texting a message on the mobile phone. How can we explore the thousands of ways in which people nowadays create identity through the owning, using and wearing of objects? How might we understand how meaning and value are produced in these choices? Contemporary jewelry artists and designers are already offering some answers to such essential questions.
of the jewelry field, these practitioners don’t stay only within academic communities but also use their potential to reach new audiences, setting up their own studios and businesses that challenge the way jewelry is traditionally communicated and displayed. Internet platforms and social networks are having an unprecedented impact on the debate culture around contemporary jewelry. These are positive changes that affect the way jewelry is made, perceived and talked about, consolidating and further expanding the emotional, social and political impact of jewelry in people’s lives.

Notes


5. Tina Lipsky, Conversation between Mladen Affolter and Tina Lipsky (Vienna: MUMOK, 2012).
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As defined by art curator Nicolas Bourriaud, relational aesthetics is “an art taking as its theoretical horizon the realm of human interactions and its social context, rather than the assertion of an independent and private symbolic space.” Contemporary jewelry has an inherent connectedness to human interaction, through processes of making, materials, issues of wearing, gift giving or marking significant events and occasions. It would therefore seem to be deeply connected to relational aesthetics. As Caroline Broadhead writes, “Objects that are used in close relationship to an individual can indicate a personal history, declare a relationship to others and raise issues of identity and status. What is worn is a source of constant fascination and curiosity, demonstrating the continual two-way process of expression by one person and the impression it makes upon others.”

And yet, as a subset of craft, contemporary jewelry can also be individualistic and autonomous. One only has to think of the mythology behind studio craft, in which the heroic, highly skilled and autocratic maker toils alone in the studio. The resulting object, an outcome of the maker’s singular artistic sensibility, moves from studio to gallery, encountering a limited audience, indeed often a single user or wearer, before finally ending up in a museum, preserved for posterity precisely because it’s beyond use.

I’m struck by the artist Jeremy Deller’s observation of British life in the 1980s slipping away from a manufacturing economy to one of leisure and entertainment. This is shown in his 2010 film, So Many Ways to Hurt You (The Life and Times of Adrian Street), which begins with an image of a coal miner (Street’s father) alongside his son, a pro wrestler dressed in what an exhibition brochure describes as “glam-rock semi-transvestite fashion.” Street, who one generation previously would have worked at the coalface, had chosen to pursue a career in light entertainment. For me, this also seems like a poignant evocation of the current contemporary jewelry world, which, I’d like to propose, has become a matter of entertainment for a very select group. Contemporary jewelry is mostly made to be displayed in exhibitions, photographed and written about, collected and put into museum vitrines—watched but not worn. Its relevance would appear to be confined to its own relatively small world and its discourses.

If this is indeed the case, can contemporary jewelry be relational in any way or form? Has the contemporary jewelry world noticed what’s going on elsewhere? And how successfully is contemporary jewelry negotiating new modes of craft and design practice that embrace collaborative making and audience engagement without dismissing the made object? Is contemporary jewelry necessarily a project and product of the self? And if it does embrace a more relational model, will something get lost in the process of change?

Kevin Murray recently wrote about the jewelers Susan Cohn and Robert Baines and their respective, very different positions about jewelry practice. As Murray put it, “For Baines, the ultimate scene is at the bench, where the tone artist faces their own demons and angels in the task of bearing testament to the millennia of metalsmithing traditions. While for Cohn, the main arena is the street, where jewelry provides a currency for purchasing identities and pleasures. The position of each seems appropriate to their own domain.” Both of these modes continue to remain relevant, but should they stay separate domains? Perhaps, as Murray goes on to suggest, it’s the opening up of relationships between the two, and between contemporary jewelry and other fields, that needs to be encouraged.

In the fields of design and craft, significant shifts in thinking about relational models have taken place over the past five years. In movements such as Slow Craft, the imperative has been to use longer thinking processes, which might involve open-ended design strategies, and long cycles of designing that consider process, provenance,
locality, reflection and working with others. The making of objects comes from positions of deep knowledge of material and processes, with a heightened awareness of detailed material manipulation, social practices and locale. The process of doing something is a living thing that might not be pinned down—it comes into being over time and isn’t static. The made object isn’t necessarily the end point but is nonetheless important.

Perhaps in the contemporary jewelry field it would be helpful if there were an opening up to the “total environments” that Sarah Pink speaks of: “Human beings are continuously and actively involved in the processes through which not only culture, but also the total environments in which they live are constituted, experienced and change continually over time.” It could be useful to think about Ingold’s ideas and the importance of the knowledge we have in our own environments, and how this can be shared and developed in a larger world.

Of course, this desire for an open-ended process means that the craftsperson and designers who could fit under the moniker Slow Craft are sometimes ambivalent about terms such as relational aesthetics and the art historical discussions that they represent (including the term Slow Craft) precisely because of an interest in a lived experience, where work (and ideas) develop and evolve in a way that cannot necessarily be predicted or predicated by an art-historical movement. Though we may be concerned with some of the same principles articulated in Bourriaud’s relational aesthetics, if we align our practices with such narratives, do they become a static product of cultural canons?

There’s evidence that makers and designers are responding to the “relational turn,” and embracing an expanded view that doesn’t stop at making work, but also seeks to address issues beyond the studio: the reuse of material, industrial heritage, why we have and make stuff and where it’s all going, all grounded in a consideration of, and a desire to work with, others.

The ceramic artist and practice-based researcher Neil Brownsword makes work that’s deeply connected to the ceramic industry in Stoke-on-Trent (UK). Having apprenticed at Wedgwood at age 16, he went on to study through the BA, MA and PhD levels, continuing to live and work in Stoke-on-Trent. “This (apprentice) experience was to prove profoundly important. His career as an artist can be read as an extended and varied meditation on the area in which he grew up and on the decline of its pottery industry over the past 20 years. His work also interrogates the nature of skill and its uncertain and contingent relationship with creativity.”

Rebecca Earley is a textile designer and researcher. Through ideas borne of her 10-year-long Top 100 recycled shirts project, she now works with the Textile Environmental Design group, at a public policy level with the Swedish government and with fashion companies such as Gucci, enabling new strategies for the reuse of textiles in industry. Similarly, the United States-based Ethical Metalsmiths have raised awareness in the goldsmithing field, bringing attention to destructive mining and refining processes, and asking individuals to consider their own responsibilities, particularly where there’s no regulation, to ensure they work with others in mind.

What’s compelling about these examples is that their original interest came through and from the act of making things, which they continue to do at a consistently high level of skill, all while being thoroughly entangled with the histories and processes of what they do, where they’re located and what this may mean for others.

And what about contemporary jewelry? During the Association for Contemporary Jewellery’s conference Carry the Can, held in London in July, 2006, James Evans presented a series of stories, recollections and thoughts about jewelry as case studies in La Mort De Joaillier (The Death of the Jeweler). An active jeweler in the 1980s, Evans designed and made commissioned work in what might be thought of as a conventional studio model. However, in the following years, working as an historian, he became intrigued by what had happened to his works and decided to trace their life histories. Over an extended period, Evans tracked down his jewelry and recorded the oral stories of those who have lived with it. Transcending time and place, the result was a series of poignant evocations of how the things around us continue to accrue meaning, shape relationships and change in relationship to those around us. Evans talked about the role a brooch had played in the life of a man and his three successive wives, through life, divorce and death. Evans’s project suggests that we still underestimate the power of jewelry as a symbolic object that mediates relationships in the world, and if we were more often reminded of such strong stories, we would remember
the importance of making jewelry to wear. Projects such as Mah Rana’s Meanings and Attachments, which documents people and their jewelry, offer intelligent ways to think about this. They encourage making and wearing because they’re about jewelry, not contemporary jewelry.11

In 2007, Elizabeth Callinicos developed a participatory project called Mirror, Mirror, which took place at the Ars Omata Europaea symposium in Manchester (UK). Callinicos asked the audience to take an envelope containing a highly polished, mirrored stainless steel object, to own it and interact with it for a few hours in the context of the symposium, and then to return it to her. The artist sought to bring a collective response to a series of near identical starting points. What she was met with both intrigued and unsettled her—the discontent from some of the audience at being “gifted” a piece that demanded a return and the dissent from those who wouldn’t return their piece contrasted with the willingness of others to interact with the work and hand it back.

Again, in all the above examples, research and understanding have come through practice and from the making of objects in relationship to people. In Callinicos’ case, what’s striking is the setting up of a collective experience where individuals, asked to make a response to an ensemble, ultimately reveal their ability to remain part of the collective or to demand single ownership of a part of it. In Jeremy Deller’s work, jewelry makes an appearance. The artist passes commentary on a set of discrete objects in The Battle of Orgreave (An Injury to One Is an Injury to All) (2001) which documents, through film and objects, the restaging of a violent conflict that took place during the 1984–85 miners’ strike in the UK. One exhibit, a denim jacket adorned with badges, caught my eye. These small intimate “strike” badges capture the importance of jewelry. Striking miners collected them as tokens of visiting and joining different picket lines, but they were also the trophies of undercover police, who used them as evidence in their investigations and to track the miners’ protest activities. I acknowledge that this example is grounded in an event of national conflict, but I hope we’ll see a return to provocative acts in jewelry making that can maintain a social, real-life and outward-facing view—that remind us of the importance of wearing jewelry. If we can remember what’s important while discarding what’s not, we may yet see something more connected to life, place and people than the contemporary jewelry we have come to know.


Further Reading

The Political Challenge to Contemporary Jewelry.

Kevin Murray

What does politics have to do with jewelry? At its most obvious, jewelry operates as a status symbol. It's a way in which wealth can be put on display. This is in part to justify affluence and in part to provide a spectacle that others can enjoy. A unique example of this is the Piscatory Ring worn by the pope. This ring is cast in gold for each pope and destroyed upon his death. It's traditionally used as a signet to seal official documents, and visitors pay respect to the pontiff by kneeling and kissing his ring. The uniqueness of the ring to each pope is a materialization of his singular status.

Beyond the individual, jewelry is also a means of regulating social status. In feudal society, sumptuary laws ensured that those seeking to climb the social ladder couldn't usurp markers of status. In 1533, under the rule of Henry VIII, An Acte for Reformacyon of Excesse in Apparayle was passed to regulate the display of luxury items such as pearls. This was partly in response to a growing merchant class that could afford to purchase goods previously associated exclusively with the aristocracy. The use of jewelry to control rank was more recently practiced in the military. In 1760, rank in the British Army was signified by the pattern of lace on the cuff. Badges were introduced in 1810, to be worn on epaulettes. Such insignia are bestowed and removed in solemn rituals that induct the individual into a formal military role.

Jewelry, traditionally, is a means of upholding rank. It's thus a force of resistance to modern politics, which focuses on the redistribution of wealth. As part of the process of democratization and the emergence of the middle class following industrialization, movements from communism to Occupy Wall Street have targeted the uneven distribution of resources in society. Jewelry was therefore largely irrelevant to the utopian states, such as Soviet Russia and Maoist China, that emerged in the twentieth century. At most, adornment was reduced to the wearing of mass-produced badges in honor of socialist heroes. There was no substantial adaptation of jewelry to suit common needs, as happened with consumer goods such as cars or suits. But while jewelry upheld rank, it wasn't always according to the hierarchy of preciousness. There were variants of nationalism that sought to invert the value of materials. In 1813, the Prussian royal family asked citizens to donate their gold jewelry to support the uprising against Napoleon. In return, they sported iron brooches and rings inscribed with Gold gab ich für Eisen (I gave gold for iron). Gold was transformed from a proof of status to a sign of shame.

Given the public nature of jewelry, it has the capacity to align its wearer to a specific cause. It thus can be a means of mobilizing opinion. In 1788, the English Quaker Josiah Wedgwood commissioned a cameo brooch depicting a slave seeking freedom, which was shipped to Benjamin Franklin in the United States, where it was to be worn as a bracelet or hair ornament. Later, during the time of the Suffragette movement, the group's colors of purple, white and green were used in jewelry to profess solidarity with the cause. In 1909 a military-style medal was created to commemorate those Suffragettes who participated in a hunger strike.

Today, some professional female politicians use contemporary jewelry to exercise power. Galerie Marzee worked with female members of the European Parliament in a project that uses contemporary jewelry as a public commitment to a common Euro-identity. Madeleine Albright's book Read My Pins presents jewelry as a useful device for cutting through intransigent political positions by appealing to a personal response. She associates jewelry with a particularly feminine approach to politics: "The world has had its share of power ties; the time seemed right for the mute eloquence of pins with attitude." Most of the brooches she mentions are anonymous illustrative jewelry sourced from stores. They're democratic “pens of the people” rather than prestigious art pieces.

As a core mission in the contemporary jewelry movement, the critique of preciousness has a strong
The AIDS Ribbon was developed in 1991 by the Visual AIDS Artists Caucus in New York. This red ribbon pinned to clothing quickly became synonymous with the call to recognize the impact of the disease. It drew on the tradition established during the Gulf War of tying yellow ribbons around trees and street poles to honor those away at war. The initial batch included 3,000 ribbons, manufactured in a simple three-step process. These were then delivered to the Tony Awards, which ensured celebrity endorsement, and the trend quickly took off. Over the next years, 1.5 million were made. A key element in this design was the condition that no individual be seen as its creator and that it be kept copyright free, never used for profit. Mike Carson, editor of Entertainment Weekly, outlined its success: “People come up to me and ask me how to get one,” Mr. Carson said. “I laugh and say, ‘Go to Woolworth.’" But I’m glad they ask. At the deli two months ago, this woman said: ‘Why do you wear that?’ And I was able to explain. It feels good to say the word AIDS out loud, not in a shameful way, not in a hushed tone, but as something we all think about and share with the rest of the world.” As a testimonial object, the AIDS Ribbon brought into public circulation what was otherwise a subject of shame.

In 2003, a coalition of nongovernmental organizations developed a campaign titled “Make Poverty History” (MPH) in order to mobilize public opinion. Their target was the G8 Gleneagles Summit, due to happen in 2005. They hoped that a unified popular protest would pressure world leaders to focus on poverty reduction. Like the AIDS Ribbon, the MPH wristband was promoted as a public-domain adornment, encouraging people to make their own and wear it creatively. The campaign climax ed in 2005 during three “white band days.” It’s estimated that 8 million people participated.

Despite the democratic associations of the critique of preciousness, contemporary jewelers rarely seem to touch on the topic of distributed power. But some examples can be found in Australia, which is otherwise on the periphery of the movement. Susan Cohn’s protest: LOVE NO WAR (II) (2004) renders the photograph of a street scene into a mosaic of badges, each bearing the words LOVE NO WAR. Cohn had worked with badges previously, including a provocation during the Biennale of Sydney, where she distributed badges with the words Craft is a hand job. She also created a series of badges, each of which represented a segment of the word Melbourne. But in this case, the work rested as a complete set on the art gallery wall. Its dissemination was only implied. The scene itself reflected this ambiguity. The image of a female suicide bomber sits above an antinuclear message, unsettling the natural tendency to approve female agency. The effect of the work as art is more to raise questions than galvanize action.

Alternative uses of politics have come from relational jewelry. Roseanne Bartley’s Culturing the Body (2002) distributed metal and red thread tags, each stamped with a word then charged in political discourse, such as un-Australian and queue jumper. These words had emerged in response to the 2001 Tampa incident where a conservative government won an election after scapegoating 438 rescued refugees onboard the MS Tampa as un-Australian, and refusing them entry to Australian waters. Those wearing Bartley’s tags were asked to note the responses they received while wearing them. The act of wearing these words in public countered their use in scapegoating those who were absent and thus unable to defend themselves.

Jewelry can also be political by circumventing the dominant systems for the monetary exchange of goods. Vicki Mason’s 2010 Broaching Change Project aimed to reintroduce the issue of republic into the public discourse in Australia. In order to bypass clogged media venues, she devised three brooches based on common garden plants—
to tap a popular energy similar to that found in public demonstrations. The critical framework for this is more likely to come from design than from visual art. In design, the focus is on use rather than representation. How well does this jewelry help create solidarity among people with similar political interests? Design reconnects contemporary jewelry to the original democratic aspirations of the critique of preciousness. The originality of the jeweler isn’t found in the object but in the methodology of its distribution. Politics thus offers an important challenge to contemporary jewelry, harking back to its origins. Can we imagine a future where contemporary jewelry is worn by the multitude?

Notes


Further Reading


DIY in Theory and Practice.

Barb Smith

DIY is the acronym for a group of making practices that encompass everything from farming, canning and hacking to crafting and art as social practice. The concept is broad and familiar. Its intentions and results are distinctively expressed in cities, garages, academia and rural America. The outcomes aren’t so divergent in practice, but DIY is a problematic concept, which is increasingly evident when considering DIY in relation to craft. Any attempt at a definition of DIY is met with ambiguity. Contemporary politics, economics, pop culture and community building comprise a DIY ethos that renders its objects almost invisible. DIY, as a lifestyle choice, is a way of being in the world. As such, it’s best discussed not in terms of its objects but as a cultural movement that began to thrive as postmodernism ended.

This essay considers what DIY might mean to us now, in theory, and what DIY is actually doing, as a practice, by identifying the gap between intent and outcome. A lifestyle, or way of being, as expressed through the format of jewelry, is a difficult topic. What is DIY in relation to jewelry? What’s the difference between the claims made when DIY discussions are applied to jewelry and how such “DIY jewelry” works in practice?

An essay on DIY jewelry involves writing from a place between individual experience and shared meaning. Something made is always a time capsule. All artists pull what they can from their culture, place or time. They analyze this sample, make, and then give something back. Understanding the conditions that bred the aesthetics, politics and lifestyle of the DIY craft movement doesn’t begin with the format of jewelry, but rather with an examination of a network of historical, cultural, social, technological and economic developments over at least the past 30 years. Writers and makers alike have suggested that DIY practitioners are subversive, media-literate semioticians undertaking a third-wave feminist remix of domestic craft practices. “DIY craft as a movement emerged as part of community activism, with a lineage that can be traced back to the 1980s and the punk movement, 'zine activity and into the early 1990s with the Riot Grrrl movement.”

Casual and cool, political and subversive, romantic and wholesome, DIY is hard to define. This adds to its mystique. A rudimentary definition might regard DIY as a social phenomenon that utilizes the Internet to express a noncritical postproduction ethos of a craft community responding to the shortcomings of studio craft and the hierarchies of academia. The we in DIY linguistics consumes you and I by establishing an assumed common value system. Of course we are all interested in sustainability, economic reform, social responsibility and self-sufficiency—in theory. How do these ideals manifest in practice? Inherently activist, DIY is craft as a verb, a state of being, an action constructing its identity in opposition to the academy and other institutions perceived as stewards of Craft as a noun. DIY places emphasis on the doing, not the done. The act of collective experience and community building has become a defining feature of DIY culture. Pronouns define the experience of readers, writers, makers and wearers; they’re illustrations of community and the framework of DIY in theory. After the emphasis on the gulf between craft as a verb and Craft as a noun, it’s actually the pronouns that are really worth dissecting.

What’s at stake in understanding how pronouns operate, and how this process can attach to worn objects, is demonstrated in the American political arena.

In a television interview on Wednesday, Mr. Obama was asked why he wasn’t wearing an American flag on his suit. “Is this a fashion statement? Those have been on politicians since Sept. 12, 2001,” a reporter from KCRG-TV in Cedar Rapids said.

“The truth is that right after 9/11 I had a pin,” Mr. Obama replied. “Shortly after 9/11, particularly because as we’re...”
American patriotic culture has become... overdetermined. 

"[the flag’s] status as an icon of the kitsch aspects of solidarity and unequivocal patriotism. Due to its proliferation, academic studio craft, the entity that DIY has most clearly..."  

In a post-9/11 world, the American flag is a signifier for solidarity and unequivocal patriotism. Due to its proliferation, "[the flag’s] status as an icon of the kitsch aspects of solidarity and unequivocal patriotism. Due to its proliferation, academic studio craft, the entity that DIY has most clearly..."

Pinning something to your chest is perhaps the simplest and most compelling gesture of adornment. The wearer identifies with a constructed set of notions found within a given community. The point Obama makes is that the flag pin has become a passive representation of shirtsleeve ideology. Might the same thing be said about DIY?

Returning to pronouns, it’s been said that politics always begins with the naming of the enemy. "All politics mobilizes the we in tandem with another word, they...politics feeds on identities. Identities start fights."

In the context of this essay, the we is the I and you of DIY. They refers to academic studio craft, the entity that DIY has most clearly defined itself against. "Today, studio craft is recognized as valuing skill, connoisseurship and tradition, and its social structure seems to generate the need for educational and professional hierarchies. In contrast, DIY craft emerges from a culture that does not seek professional validation within traditional art methodology but rather is motivated by joining with others socially in shared, creative activity."

The Society for Contemporary Craft’s exhibition DIY: A Revolution in Handicrafts presents a mainstreamed, institutionalized DIY that has an infernal relationship with contemporary political issues. The exhibition provides an important benchmark: by 2010, DIY had "evolved and matured...with little crossover into or support from the established craft world...[and was operating]...at the margins of the mainstream contemporary craft field."

The jewelry of Cranbrook graduates Seth Papac and Sarah Kate Burgess, and SIU-Edwardsville graduate Robert Longyear, are collections of quasi-altered found objects and narrative assemblages. Considering the use of found objects, the jewelry has more in common conceptually with Arte Povera than with DIY. This work relies on an established art strategem: juxtaposition of lowbrow materials and highbrow ideology. Any relationship between 2010 DIY and 1990 DIY is purely aesthetic; it appears to be naive and deskillled, roughly approximated and juxtaposed with jarring transitions between elements. The jewelry is a signifier of taste and design, not ideology. The highly stylized results actually disagree with the framework of the exhibition: "Essential elements of this movement are through its association with social and political commentary, while at the same time emphasizing the development of strong, local communities, and environmentally responsible living." Where are the "essential elements" of DIY in these jewelers’ work? What the exhibition actually capitalizes on is aesthetic-as-trend: found objects gain the appeal of European jewelry. The DIY aesthetic, which was first developed with specific political intent, has become an empty sign for critical action. The appropriation and commodification of the DIY aesthetic results in an outcome that is antithetical to the principles DIY is believed to represent. This process is not limited to craft.

"Indivisible" is a word that brings together Starbucks partners, our suppliers and the American people...One hundred percent of the materials are from right here in the U.S.A. The red, white and blue cord is manufactured in Rhode Island, and the brass crimps come from Florida. The zinc alloy bead is made in a woman-owned manufacturing plant in Los Angeles where the wristband is also being assembled.

When it began selling wristbands with a charm stamped with the word indivisible, Starbucks marked “social responsibility with the most important issue of the year—jobs creation—in a...way that seamlessly integrates into the culture of the company and values of the customer base." The grassroots micro-lending plan initiated by Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz is a blend of capitalism and social responsibility, an honorific expenditure defining what is “right.” The message is timely; the bracelets have become the official, if unaffiliated, fashion statement of Occupy Wall Street. Their location by the register incites an impulse buy; the description implies ownership and pride over the mode of production. When the 99 percent buy and wear an “Indivisible” bracelet made by the 1 percent, they exemplify contemporary conspicuous consumption that doesn’t simply display a particular social status, but a socially aware status.

The “Indivisible” bracelet is an affordable, socially visible good that commercializes altruism and is more about the catharsis of the wearer than initiating critical action. Jewelry as campaign badge, moral compass or souvenier of...
experience becomes an exercise in social thinking instead of true collaborative action. But what happens if another layer is added? Is the message or outcome different if the jewelry is handmade? When considering DIY’s emphasis on craft as a verb, how does a state of being or an action translate into a product?

By placing the emphasis on the action, DIY is presented as inherently activist, feminist, democratic and anti-capitalist. As a physical representation of these ideas, DIY jewelry is more often a form of tokenism and evidence of virtue. Empathy and emulation become the focus of the Spill Smiths project, based at the Savannah College of Art and Design, “a two-part awareness project created in response to the 2010 gulf oil spill.” This project, part exhibition and part retail store, conjures many questions about intention and outcome. How does consciousness raising translate into action? Who benefits? What’s the relationship between art and charity? As DIY is institutionalized, do makers simply highlight that they have the privilege to deny their privilege? Why be critical of the altruistic? Is making something by hand really a radical act?

DIY craft, as exemplified by Faythe Levine’s documentary Handmade Nation, embraced the inherently political nature of craft. But a craft fair or the Spill Smith brooches “look not like an alternative to but precisely the norm of advanced capitalism, with its relentless entrepreneurialism in which even improvised, local cultural networks of exchange become forums for commerce.” Modern-day industry and economies, even craft economies, are, in theorist Guy Debord’s phrase, fundamentally spectacle and hierarchic. The Spill Smith brooches create a feedback loop in which the economy develops for itself; the catalyst for community product is the spectacular. The spectacle of its consumption creates a social relation among people.

The moral imperative of jewelry becomes the handmade as gift evidence. Walking away from the exhibition, one can feel better without thinking about what the oil spill actually means. “[T]his message of citizenship is also one of consumer-citizenship...a kind of prepackaged sentiment...and that it is enough.” The doing, the community building organized around a craft action, illustrates the DIY ethos. The done, in the form of a handmade brooch, is a souvenir of social awareness.

Why is it difficult to try to address a brooch, which is trying to address an idea, which it doesn’t actually address? Take this essay. To write about DIY jewelry, I had to move through a discussion of cultural, social and economic conditions, technology, activism, values and lifestyle before I even got around to addressing a physical object. After discussing theory, research and content, I might never get around to addressing the actual piece at all. What is the brooch doing and why can’t I talk about it? Is the brooch acting critically? Is it possible that a brooch can’t tell me a great deal about media theory or Baudrillard’s ideas of hyperreality? Is it also possible that a brooch can’t tell me a great deal about the social, environmental and economic impact of an oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico?

One decade into the twenty-first century, craft as a verb and Craft as a noun are ideologically divided. If craft wants to participate in the production of culture in meaningful and progressive ways, this is problematic. As DIY is branded, marketed and institutionalized, its momentum as a cultural, social, political and craft movement simultaneously slows. It has lost what was once so startling and unusual about the “de-skilled” aesthetic. DIY, as a craft movement, has vanished into the concept. As an academic examining my responsibility to the field and to the broader culture, I’m left working with the words craft and DIY. Considering lifestyle, these two words are like two shades of the same color. DIY craft, jewelry included, is the conceptual ghost of what craft has always been about: making things by hand. That value system is ours.
Notes


11. “Since the consumption of these more excellent goods is an evidence of wealth, it becomes histrionic, and conversely, the failure to consume in due quantity and quality becomes a mark of inferiority and demerit … Consumptive consumption of valuable goods is a means of acquiring high position. As a rule, to appear in society, one has to have, and to appear as having, a certain amount of wealth, which ultimately is the right to show oneself as a member of society.”


15. Sturken, Tours of History, 145.
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